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Fourteen State Accident Databases
Publicly Available with Vehicle Identification Numbers and Fire Indicators

Accident Years    
All

Impacts    
Rear

Impact

Alabama 1989-2001 l l

Arkansas 1990-1996 l l

Florida 1986-2001 l l

Idaho 1989-2001 l l

Illinois 1993-1995 l

Iowa 1990-2000 l

Maryland 1988-2000 l l

Michigan 1983-1991 l l

Nebraska 1993-2000 l l

New York 1983-2000 l

North Carolina 1988,1990-1999 l l

Ohio 1991-1997,1999 l

Wisconsin 1994-2001 l

Wyoming 1988-2001 l l
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IN THE STATE COURT OF FULTON COUNTY

STATE OF GEORGIA

_________________________________
)

ROY LOUIS BELLI, Individually and)
as Administrator of the Estate of)
JOHN NICOLAS BELLI; SARA C. )
BELLI; HENRY THEODORE URQUHART )
BELLI; and HENRY THEODORE )
URQUHART, JR., and ROY LOUIS )
BELLI, as Co-Administrators of )
the Estate of NICOLE LAINE BELLI,)

)
Plaintiffs, )

)
-vs- ) No. 01VS018431G

)
DAIMLERCHRYSLER CORPORATION, a )
Delaware Corporation; ADRIAN )
CAMARILLO; NEBIYU DEMISSIE )
MULETA; and JOSEPH BRENNAN, )

)
Defendants. )

_________________________________)

Deposition of MARK M. NOBLE, taken

at 9:35 A.M., Thursday, February 27, 2003, at

1430 Chapala Street, Santa Barbara, California,

before SHARON M. BEST, CSR#6025, Certified

Shorthand Reporter in and for the State of

California.

REPORTED BY: SHARON M. BEST, CSR#6025

OUR FILE NO: 56747
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 APPEARANCES OF COUNSEL:

2

3 For Plaintiff:

4 BUTLER, WOOTEN, FRYHOFER,
DAUGHTERY & SULLIVAN, LLP

5 BY: GREGORY R. FEAGLE, ESQ.
2719 Buford Highway

6 Atlanta, GA 30324
(404) 321-1700

7
For Defendant DAIMLERCHRYSLER CORPORATION:

8
SWIFT, CURRIE, McGHEE & HIERS, LLP

9 BY: JOHN W. CAMPBELL, ESQ.
1355 Peachtree Street, NE

10 Suite 300
Atlanta, GA 30309

11 (404) 888-6115
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 I N D E X

2 WITNESS EXAMINATION BY PAGE

3 MARK M. NOBLE

4 MR. FEAGLE 5

5

6

7

8

9

10 E X H I B I T S

11 PLAINTIFF'S DESCRIPTION PAGE

12 1 Witness' list of trial and 13
deposition testimony

13
2 Curriculum Vitae of Mark M. 15

14 Noble, 1 pg.

15 3 Notice of Deposition of Mark 23
Noble and Subpoena

16
4 Noble Engineering billing 24

17 statements

18 5 Folder containing correspondence, 26
26 pp.

19
6 Notes and photos from 7-20-01 41

20 vehicle inspection

21 7 Notes and photoes from tank 42
removal 6-18-02

22
8 Notes and photoes from Thunderbird 42

23 inspection 7-19-01

24

25
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 E X H I B I T S

2 PLAINTIFF'S DESCRIPTION PAGE

3 9 Notes and photos from scene 45
inspection 7-19-01

4
10 DaimlerChrysler Corp's 50

5 Second Supplemental Response
to Interrogatory No. 20,

6 14 pp.

7 11 Belli Post Insp. Observations, 51
2 pp.

8
12 CD of photos, inspection notes 80

9 and depositions

10 13 Video of crash tests 132

11 14 Video of crash tests 132

12 15 Material list 154

13 16 Notes and photes from Toyota 163
Camry inspection 7-19-01

14
17 DVD 167

15
18 Folder labeled "PX Stevens 177

16 Exhibits Selected Animations"

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 Santa Barbara, California

2 Thursday, February 27, 2003

3 9:35 A.M.

4

5 MARK M. NOBLE,

6 having been first duly placed under oath,

7 was examined and testified as follows:

8

9 EXAMINATION

10 BY MR. FEAGLE:

11 This is going to be the deposition of Mark

12 Noble taken by plaintiffs in this action for all

13 purpose allowed by the Georgia Civil Practice Act.

14 Q Would you like to read and sign, Mr. Noble?

15 A Yes.

16 MR. FEAGLE: Mr. Campbell, I assume we'll

17 have the same stipulations that we've had before?

18 MR. CAMPBELL: That's fine.

19 MR. FEAGLE: That being we reserve

20 objections except those going to form and

21 responsiveness?

22 MR. CAMPBELL: Correct.

23 BY MR. FEAGLE:

24 Q Mr. Noble, my name is Greg Feagle. I'm here

25 on behalf of plaintiffs in this action against

5
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 DaimlerChrysler Corp.

2 I'm going to be asking you a series of

3 questions today. If at any time I'm not clear, will

4 you please let me know?

5 A Yes.

6 Q Please state your full name for the record.

7 A Mark Mitchell Noble.

8 Q And is it correct that you've been retained

9 by DaimlerChrysler Corporation as an expert witness in

10 this case?

11 A Yes, by Mr. Campbell and Ms. Owens or on

12 their behalf.

13 Q And what is your current business address?

14 A 1090 Eugenia Place, Carpinteria, California.

15 Q Do you also reside in Carpinteria?

16 A In the area.

17 Q And how are you currently employed?

18 A By Noble Engineering.

19 Q Do you engage in any other income producing

20 work outside of your work with Noble Engineering?

21 A No.

22 Q Are you the sole owner of Noble Engineering?

23 A It's a corporation. And yes, I'm the sole

24 stockholder.

25 Q And what is the corporate purpose of Noble

6
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 Engineering?

2 A To analyze automotive accidents.

3 Q How many employees do you have?

4 A There's two others besides myself. A total

5 of three.

6 Q And your company has been in existence how

7 long?

8 A 1987.

9 Q What percentage of your work is litigation

10 consulting?

11 A Well, all of it involves the analysis of

12 accidents that have the potential to be in litigation.

13 Q And did you do all of your work in this case

14 or did you have someone assist you?

15 A I think all three of us worked on it to some

16 extent.

17 Q Did you name the other two people?

18 A No. Kathy Ferro. And Stein Husher.

19 Q Are either of those individuals engineers?

20 A Stein Husher is.

21 Q And what exactly did he do?

22 A I don't recall anything specifically other

23 than I think looked at some of the digitized drawings

24 and so on.

25 Q And did he generate any of those that you

7
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 provided us?

2 A I don't believe he generated any. If he

3 did, they'd be in the file.

4 Q And what is his hourly rate?

5 A I believe it's $190 this year.

6 Q And the other individual?

7 A Kathy's rate, I'm not sure. I believe it's

8 65 dollars per hour.

9 Q And what is your hourly rate?

10 A It's $290 this year.

11 Q Approximately how many open cases do you

12 have right now?

13 A Estimate about 30 to 35.

14 Q And what percentage of that client base

15 involves the representation of defendants as opposed

16 to plaintiffs?

17 A I don't believe I currently have any

18 plaintiff cases.

19 Q Do you recall if you've ever been retained

20 by a plaintiff in a product liability case?

21 A On a consulting basis.

22 Q Did you provide any deposition or trial

23 testimony?

24 A I believe there's only one that involves

25 deposition testimony.

8
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 Q Can you -- do you recall the name?

2 A I believe it's Lew. L-e-w I think is the

3 spelling. It's quite a while ago.

4 Q Do you recall what the product liability

5 allegations were?

6 A They related to hose length.

7 Q Filler hose?

8 A No.

9 Q What hose?

10 A Fuel supply, I believe.

11 Q And do you recall any of the -- were there

12 case names for any of the other consulting plaintiff's

13 work that you did?

14 A Not that I recall right now. There were

15 names, but I don't recall them.

16 Q And how many times generally have you been

17 retained by DaimlerChrysler or its predecessors?

18 A Out of the 1,500 cases I've had, I'd

19 estimate somewhere under ten percent. Maybe a hundred

20 cases throughout the years.

21 Q And how many times do you recall being

22 retained by the Law Firm of Swift, Currie, McGhee &

23 Heirs or by Diane Owens?

24 A I don't remember any other cases

25 specifically.

9
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 Q Has fuel systems design and performance been

2 your primary area in the 1,500 or so cases you've

3 worked on?

4 A In addition to accident reconstruction, yes.

5 Q And I'm going to list off some automotive

6 manufacturers and just get you to tell me how many

7 times you recall working for them.

8 A All right.

9 Q I'll start with GM.

10 A Okay. This will be an estimate.

11 Q Sure. And if it doesn't all add up to

12 1,500, I mean, that's--

13 A And you're talking about of the 1,500, so --

14 Q Yeah, if that's the universe of the -- yeah.

15 A Less than ten.

16 Q Volkswagen.

17 A Two or three.

18 Q Toyota and Lexus together.

19 A Maybe about ten.

20 Q Hyundai.

21 A One or two.

22 Q Honda.

23 A Two or three.

24 Q Isuzu.

25 A Five.

10
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 Q Nissan or Infiniti.

2 A I believe a couple.

3 Q Audi.

4 A Don't recall any.

5 Q Mitsubishi.

6 A A dozen.

7 Q Mazda.

8 A A couple.

9 Q Fiat.

10 A One.

11 Q Suzuki.

12 A Five to ten.

13 Q Saab.

14 A I don't believe so.

15 Q Mercedes.

16 A One or two.

17 Q Volvo.

18 A Don't recall any.

19 Q BMW.

20 A Four to six.

21 Q Kia.

22 A One.

23 Q Ford.

24 A I'd estimate about 30 to 40.

25 Q Would you say that of all the auto

11
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 manufacturers, you've done the most work for Ford?

2 A Well, it varies from time to time. But I

3 would say Chrysler and Ford.

4 Q Would you ever take a case against Chrysler

5 on behalf of a plaintiff in a product liability case?

6 A I imagine that would be a conflict in most

7 situations.

8 Q Have you ever testified that a Chrysler fuel

9 system is defective?

10 A I don't recall doing that.

11 Q Have you ever testified that a product

12 manufactured by Chrysler was defective?

13 A Not that I recall.

14 Q Have you ever testified that a product hurt

15 anybody?

16 MR. CAMPBELL: Object to the form of the

17 question as vague, but --

18 A Yeah, I've testified that people have been

19 injured.

20 BY MR. FEAGLE:

21 Q I assume, based on your previous response,

22 you've never been a witness on behalf of the plaintiff

23 alleging fuel system failure.

24 A Against Chrysler?

25 Q Anybody.

12
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 A Well, I believe we talked about the one

2 case.

3 Q I'm sorry, right.

4 A That's the only testimony I recall.

5 Q That's the only one?

6 I'm trying to find your four-year list. Is

7 it in here?

8 A In here.

9 Q Thanks.

10 MR. CAMPBELL: I think it's actually a

11 six-year list.

12 MR. FEAGLE: What?

13 MR. CAMPBELL: I think it's actually a

14 six-year list.

15 MR. FEAGLE: Okay.

16 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 1 was marked

17 for identification by the court reporter,

18 and retained by the witness.)

19 THE WITNESS: I'll need a copy if we both

20 want to look at it at the same time.

21 BY MR. FEAGLE:

22 Q You want --

23 A I mean, if you want to both look at it at

24 the same time now, we should run a copy. Or if you

25 don't need to, that's --

13
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 Q I'll try to do it so we don't. But if so,

2 I'll go ahead and make a copy.

3 A Okay.

4 Q Is Exhibit 1 a true and accurate copy of

5 your testimony list?

6 A Yes.

7 Q And what period of time does that cover?

8 A From the beginning of 1997. So it would be

9 six years.

10 Q And that's all-inclusive for that time

11 period, of deposition and trial testimony?

12 A Correct. Should be.

13 Q Are there any cases referenced on there that

14 were rear-end -- strike that.

15 Can you mark for me the cases on that list

16 that would involve allegations of fuel system failure

17 in a rear-end collision? Do you suspect it's a

18 majority of the entries?

19 A I don't know. I don't know without marking

20 them. I wouldn't think it was a majority. Rear-end

21 only?

22 Q Yes. If it's a handful of them. I don't

23 want you to waste too much of your time.

24 Thank you.

25 So is it correct then that there's only one

14
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 case on here that involved a Chrysler rear-end impact

2 allegation of fuel system?

3 A Six that I've marked, and one of them,

4 Tolliver versus Chrysler is the only one of these on

5 the list that I recall to be a rear impact. Fire.

6 Q Do you recall the vehicle of Tolliver?

7 A It was a Plymouth Acclaim, I believe.

8 Q Has your testimony ever been excluded or

9 limited in any way?

10 A No.

11 Q Do you advertise your services?

12 A No.

13 Q What is the year and make of the vehicle

14 that you drive?

15 A It's a '98 Chrysler Sebring convertible.

16 Q Are there any other vehicles that any

17 immediate family members drive?

18 A No.

19 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 2 was marked

20 for identification by the court reporter,

21 and retained by the witness.)

22 BY MR. FEAGLE:

23 Q Is Exhibit 2 an accurate copy of your C.V.?

24 A Yes.

25 Q And when was it last updated?

15
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 A I don't recall doing it recently.

2 Q Is there any part of your background or

3 education of particular relevance to this case that is

4 not contained on your C.V.?

5 A No.

6 Q How about any publications that relate to

7 this case that are not listed on the C.V.?

8 A No.

9 Q What would you put on the C.V. if you were

10 to update it today?

11 A Nothing. I believe it's updated.

12 Q Have you authored or co-authored an article

13 addressing the design or performance of fuel systems?

14 A No.

15 Q Do any of your publications have any

16 specific bearing on any of your opinions in this case?

17 A No.

18 Q And your C.V. contains all of your

19 employment background and professional accomplishments

20 to the best of your knowledge?

21 A Yes.

22 Q What degrees do you hold?

23 A I have a Bachelor's and Master's in

24 mechanical engineering at the University of Michigan.

25 And the other things listed here are the certificate

16
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 courses.

2 Q Do you currently hold an engineering

3 license?

4 A No.

5 Q And it looks like you worked for Chrysler

6 Corporation for a period of time?

7 A Yes.

8 Q Would that be between 1969 and 1980 all

9 inclusive?

10 A Yes.

11 Q And where did you start at Chrysler?

12 A At the Chrysler Institute Program.

13 Q What were your job duties in a very general

14 manner there?

15 A They involved three-month assignments. My

16 first one was in chassis design, as I recall. And

17 they're listed on my C.V.

18 Q Did you work for a Performance Analysis

19 Group after that?

20 A Yes.

21 Q And generally, what did that involve?

22 A The analysis of various performance

23 features. Acceleration, fuel economy, drivability,

24 things of that nature. Both in our vehicles and

25 competitive vehicles.

17
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 Q And when did you leave that particular

2 position and move to another position?

3 A I'd estimate I was there between '71 and --

4 '71 and '72.

5 Q And then what did you do after that?

6 A I was in Product Planning for approximately

7 a year.

8 Q And then after that?

9 A Fuel Systems.

10 Q So help me out. Would that be sometime in

11 the mid-seventies that you started at Fuel Systems?

12 A Yes.

13 Q And what positions did you hold with Fuel

14 Systems?

15 A Well, I ultimately supervised the

16 department. But when I started there I was the

17 coordinator for fuel system integrity.

18 Q And if we said mid-seventies, do you

19 remember the year?

20 A I think it would have been '73 or possibly

21 '74.

22 Q And then a few years later you became the

23 supervisor?

24 A Yes. With some jobs in between.

25 Q And what was your -- what's the full title

18
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 for your position as supervisor?

2 A Supervisor of Fuel Supply Systems. Design

3 at one time, and development at another.

4 Q And then that was between --

5 A It would be the late seventies.

6 Q Approximately how many years were you a

7 supervisor?

8 A Three or four years.

9 Q When did you leave Chrysler?

10 A In 1980.

11 Q So maybe 1976, 1977 to 1980, something like

12 that?

13 A Yes. Probably more like '77.

14 Q And you were in charge of designing fuel

15 systems?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Can you tell me any vehicles for which you

18 were in charge of designing fuel systems?

19 A I would have been responsible for all of the

20 passenger cars and eventually trucks towards the end

21 of the seventies. And chassis that were used in motor

22 homes.

23 Q And I assume there was a period of time

24 between when you began as supervisor and when designs

25 you supervised were released, correct?

19
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 A Yes.

2 Q So when do you think the first year

3 production would be for cars that you supervised the

4 fuel system work on?

5 A Well, the first vehicles that I had input

6 into would have been the '76 and '77 models, but not

7 as a supervisor.

8 As far as when I got the title of

9 supervisor, I'm not sure exactly which ones, but we --

10 I kept on working on those vehicles up through the

11 pickup trucks in the early -- they came out in the

12 early eighties and some of the other vehicles that

13 came out after I left.

14 Q Can you be more specific about particular

15 vehicles?

16 A No, other than all of them during that time

17 period.

18 Q So all of the cars released between '97 -- I

19 mean '77 and '80; is that fair to say?

20 A Yes.

21 Q And were you doing the actual design work,

22 putting pencil to paper, or were you signing off on

23 drawings at the highest level?

24 A Well, there were designers, you might call

25 them draftsmen, that did that aspect of the designing.

20
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 There were engineers and technicians that did the

2 testing and development. I supervised both of those

3 activities as well as coordinate the effort in the

4 corporation, which involved other departments, to

5 improve fuel system integrity.

6 Q Would it be fair to say you were responsible

7 for fuel system integrity between 1977 and 1980?

8 A Yes.

9 Q And that would apply to all the Chrysler

10 vehicles?

11 A Yes. As I said, the trucks came in later

12 during that period of time, not the whole period of

13 time.

14 Q It's not that you weren't working on the

15 trucks, they just weren't in existence?

16 A Initially truck engineering was a separate

17 entity. And so in Fuel System Integrity we operated

18 as advisors. And then towards the end of the

19 seventies we got actual responsibility for releasing

20 the parts.

21 Q And have you completed all of the work that

22 you need to do to render your final opinions?

23 A So far. Maybe a few things to do.

24 Q Are all of your opinions in final form?

25 A Well, based on the material I've reviewed

21
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 today, yes. I presume in the next few months I'll be

2 getting other materials, including the other -- any

3 other expert depositions and exhibits, things like

4 that.

5 Q And is that what you meant by maybe a few

6 other things to do?

7 A Yes.

8 MR. CAMPBELL: We may -- I'll just state

9 this on the record. We may have him review some of

10 the materials associated with your OSI's that you

11 designated a couple of weeks ago in discovery

12 responses. And if he does that and formulates any

13 opinions with respect to any of those other incidents,

14 then we'll make them available for deposition on those

15 issues.

16 MR. FEAGLE: Okay. As long as we can set up

17 some kind of cutoff date for when he's going to

18 finalize his opinions so we're not deposing him the

19 night before trial.

20 MR. CAMPBELL: Right. I certainly wouldn't

21 do that. Maybe two days before trial.

22 BY MR. FEAGLE:

23 Q I'm sorry, I think you brought your notice

24 and all that stuff?

25 A I think here it is.

22
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 3 was marked

2 for identification by the court reporter,

3 and retained by the witness.)

4 BY MR. FEAGLE:

5 Q Mr. Noble, is Exhibit 3 a notice and

6 subpoena for this deposition?

7 A Is that a question?

8 Q Yes. Yes, sir. Is that --

9 A Yes.

10 Q -- the notice for this deposition?

11 A Yes.

12 Q And did you bring all of the requested

13 documents?

14 A I brought my entire file.

15 Q Have you relied upon anything that you

16 generated or obtained working on a prior case or

17 matter?

18 A Not specifically.

19 Q Was anything removed from your file?

20 A No.

21 Q Do we have all cover sheets?

22 A Yes.

23 Q Has anything been added to the file since

24 Dr. Guenther's depo other than the transcript and

25 exhibits?

23
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 A I believe that's correct. We've got some

2 Arndt exhibits maybe recently. Whatever the

3 correspondence shows.

4 Q Okay. All right, we'll go through that in a

5 second.

6 A And I got some documents relative to

7 statistics from Wecker.

8 Q Okay. All right.

9 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 4 was marked

10 for identification by the court reporter,

11 and retained by the witness.)

12 BY MR. FEAGLE:

13 Q Exhibit 4, is that your complete billing

14 file for this case?

15 A Yes.

16 Q Do you put any type of numbering system for

17 your cases?

18 A No. Just the plaintiff's name.

19 Q And how current is that file?

20 A Through last month.

21 Q And when do you expect to send another bill

22 to Mr. Campbell?

23 A At the end of this month. So pretty soon.

24 MR. FEAGLE: And, obviously, we'll request

25 that.

24
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SANTA BARBARA (805) 966-4562

1 Q Do you know off the top of your head the

2 value of the services you've rendered? And you don't

3 have to go through and add it up, if I can add it up

4 later.

5 A Yeah. I don't know offhand.

6 Q You don't know off the top of your head?

7 A No.

8 Q And who does the -- who generates these

9 bills? One of those people you mentioned earlier?

10 A Yeah.

11 Q And what do you do when you are initially

12 contacted in a case?

13 A What do you mean?

14 Q Do you create an initial contact sheet or

15 any kind of thing like that?

16 A Usually it's a phone discussion. And then

17 it's followed up with correspondence. When I receive

18 that, I open a file.

19 Q Is the April 30, 2001, is that your first --

20 would that be your first billing statement?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Or your first bill?

23 A Yes.

24 Q And when were you first contacted in this

25 case?
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1 A About that time period.

2 Q The April 30, 2001 time period?

3 A I think earlier in the month. I think the

4 first correspondence is from the beginning of that

5 month.

6 Q Okay.

7 MR. CAMPBELL: Is that 2001 or 2002?

8 THE WITNESS: 2001.

9 MR. CAMPBELL: 2001?

10 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 5 was marked

11 for identification by the court reporter,

12 and retained by the witness.)

13 BY MR. FEAGLE:

14 Q Let me mark as Exhibit 5 what appears to be

15 your correspondence folder. Is that your complete

16 correspondence folder?

17 A Yes.

18 Q There's a February 26, 2001 letter in here.

19 Do you know when you received that?

20 A No. I think it was sent to me sometime

21 along the way when we were trying to arrange the

22 inspection of the vehicle which occurred in July. So

23 sometime after April and before July.

24 Q Looks like the first correspondence in your

25 file is dated April 3, 2001, a letter to you from the
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1 Swift Currie Law Firm; is that correct?

2 A Yes.

3 Q And what's the purpose of that letter?

4 A It sent the police report and photographs of

5 the vehicle.

6 Q And do you --

7 A And retained me in the case.

8 Q I'm sorry?

9 A And retained me in the case.

10 Q And did you speak to John Campbell or Diane

11 Owens sometime shortly before April 3, 2001?

12 A Yes, I believe so.

13 Q And would that be your first contact in this

14 case?

15 A I don't recall specifically, but I would

16 assume so, yes.

17 Q Do you think you talked to them the day

18 before they sent this letter, a week before?

19 A I don't recall.

20 Q You don't recall?

21 A Correct.

22 Q Probably safe to say it was less than a

23 couple of weeks before they sent this letter out, I

24 would imagine, right?

25 A I don't know. I mean, I don't know if they
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1 called me and followed up with a letter a few months

2 later or followed up with it right away. I just don't

3 recall for this case.

4 Q But you don't have anything to establish

5 that it was more than a week --

6 A Correct.

7 Q -- before this letter?

8 A Correct.

9 Q And who was it that contacted you? Was it

10 Diane Owens or John Campbell or someone else?

11 A I don't remember.

12 Q You don't remember anything about the

13 initial conversation?

14 A Correct. Other than it may have involved a

15 discussion of my availability to inspect the vehicle.

16 Q Do you think you actually talked to somebody

17 yourself?

18 A I don't know. I'm just assuming I did.

19 Q And would you have agreed to perform

20 services in this case when you talked to them?

21 A I don't know. I generally don't open a file

22 until I receive a letter and the materials.

23 Q But safe to say by April 30, 2001 you would

24 have agreed to performing services in this case?

25 A I would have opened a file and I would have
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1 agreed to review the materials, yes.

2 Q April 20, 2001 letter, what's the purpose of

3 that letter?

4 A Appears that more materials were being

5 forwarded to me.

6 Q And did you ask for those materials?

7 A I don't recall if I asked for them

8 specifically.

9 Q June 13, 2001 letter enclosing the

10 complaint, it looks like; is that correct?

11 A Yes.

12 Q Do you know if you asked for that complaint?

13 A I don't recall asking for it specifically.

14 Q July 24, 2001 letter, what's the purpose of

15 that?

16 A I was forwarding the photographs I had taken

17 during the inspection in July.

18 Q January 4, 2002 letter, looks like it's

19 discussing arranging for an LEC; is that correct?

20 A Yes.

21 Q January 10, 2002 letter enclosing copies of

22 documents produced by plaintiffs. Do you know what

23 documents it was enclosing?

24 A No.

25 Q Do you know if you asked for the documents
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1 that were being enclosed?

2 A Not that I recall.

3 Q June 4, 2001 letter enclosing to you police

4 photographs. Do you know if you asked for those

5 photographs?

6 A Yes, I did.

7 Q Why did you ask for those?

8 A Because I wanted them for my analysis.

9 Q June 25, 2002 letter, looks like you're

10 sending some photographs to Diane Owens. I imagine

11 she requested those.

12 A It's not specifically, just as a matter of

13 course after my inspection.

14 Q August 28, 2002 letter enclosing photographs

15 to you.

16 A Yes.

17 Q And you don't recall whether you asked for

18 those?

19 A Correct.

20 Q Same thing, September 30, 2002 letter.

21 What's the purpose of that?

22 A More material sent to me.

23 Q Supplemental Responses, do you know if you

24 requested those?

25 A If what?
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1 Q If you requested those?

2 A I don't believe so, specifically.

3 Q Here's a September 12, 2002 letter,

4 discussing LEC in November, correct?

5 A Yes.

6 Q October 14, 2002 letter is next. Also

7 discussing an LEC, correct?

8 A Yes.

9 Q October 16, 2002 letter enclosing survey of

10 competitive vehicles by Dr. Guenther as well as some

11 accompanying materials. Is that correct?

12 A Yes.

13 Q Did you ask for those materials?

14 A We had discussed the project before that.

15 Q Who is "we"?

16 A Well, a number of people, but Diane Owens

17 and Dennis Guenther and myself.

18 Q And I assume did you use that survey in your

19 opinions?

20 A I reviewed the material, yes.

21 Q And then there's a November 7, 2002 letter

22 enclosing mainly depositions and exhibits of

23 plaintiff's experts. Is that correct?

24 A Yes.

25 Q And did you request those or did they just
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1 send them to you?

2 A Well, both. I think I've generally

3 requested the materials, and I believe that they're

4 familiar with the materials that are helpful to my

5 analysis. And whether at some point in time I may

6 have mentioned that I want the exhibits as well as the

7 expert depos, I think that was assumed.

8 Q And on the bottom of this November 7 letter

9 there's some handwriting. Looks like maybe some other

10 things that were thrown in at the last minute perhaps?

11 A Well, the handwriting is from my office.

12 Either they're in addition to or they're just more

13 specific on some of the things that are mentioned in

14 the letter.

15 Q Probably that stuff that's -- or I assume

16 that stuff that's mentioned in handwriting there is in

17 your file somewhere?

18 A Yes.

19 Q November 14, 2002 letter enclosing a CD with

20 some various things on it that you apparently

21 requested at the November LEC; is that correct?

22 A Yes.

23 Q December 6, 2002 letter enclosing digitized

24 documents. Is that correct?

25 A Yes.
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1 Q Do you know what the source of those

2 documents were? Was?

3 A I believe they were -- they came from Denny

4 Guenther. But some of them were originally Arndt

5 documents and Klima documents.

6 Q There's a December 12, 2002 letter enclosing

7 what would include your designation in this case?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Would that be the first time you saw your

10 designation?

11 A I believe so.

12 Q December 13, 2002 letter enclosing articles

13 by Dr. Burton; is that correct?

14 A Yes.

15 Q And that would be the names of the articles

16 in handwriting on the bottom?

17 A I believe so, yes.

18 Q Did you ask for those articles?

19 A I'm sorry?

20 Q Did you ask for those articles?

21 A I don't recall asking for them specifically

22 in this case.

23 Q So they just sent those to you?

24 A I believe so.

25 Q January 24, 2003, materials relating to the
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1 police officer depositions in this case?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Did you request those?

4 A I don't recall requesting them specifically.

5 Q February 13, 2003 letter enclosing

6 significant exhibits from Dr. Guenther's deposition,

7 it says?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Is that correct?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Do you know who deemed the exhibits

12 significant? Probably Swift Currie, someone there?

13 A I believe so.

14 Q February 19, 2003, enclosing some, looks

15 like fuel tank graphics and drawings; is that correct?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Do you know what the original source of

18 those materials was?

19 A The letter indicates it was Chrysler.

20 Q February 24, 2003. Looks like additional

21 Dr. Guenther exhibits, correct?

22 A Yes. And also Arndt exhibits.

23 Q I'm sorry?

24 A And also Arndt exhibits.

25 Q Okay. Do you know if you requested those?
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1 A Yes, I asked for both groups.

2 Q And then some more Dr. Guenther work,

3 February 25, 2003 letter?

4 A Yes.

5 Q Did you request that?

6 A Yes, some of it.

7 Q After you talked to whoever it was you

8 talked to sometime in early April or late March of --

9 was it 2001?

10 A Spring of 2001.

11 Q Do you recall when you next talked to an

12 attorney representing Chrysler about this case?

13 A No. I imagine the next discussions were

14 about the inspection.

15 Q That was the July 20, 2001 inspection?

16 A Correct.

17 Q So you probably talked to them sometime

18 shortly before that?

19 A Yes.

20 Q Do you recall who you talked to?

21 A No.

22 Q But your best guess is that your second

23 contact was sometime in July 2001?

24 A I believe during the time period of April

25 through July that I had contact with Ms. Owens' office
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1 in arranging the inspections.

2 Q Do you know how many times in that time

3 period?

4 A No.

5 Q Do you have anything to memorialize any of

6 those conversations?

7 A Just -- no, not other than the invoices.

8 And the inspections that resulted. They were about

9 arranging the inspections and the inspections

10 occurred.

11 Q It looks like you spent 5.7 hours sometime

12 in maybe April 30, 2001?

13 A Yes.

14 Q Do you know what you were doing?

15 A I would imagine reviewing materials and

16 talking about arranging the inspection.

17 Q And if the bill says April 30, 2001, then

18 it's going to -- it refers to work done during the

19 month of April?

20 A Correct. Doesn't appear to be too much time

21 after that. Just less than two hours in June. And

22 then July when I did the inspection. So it kind of

23 suggests that there was some activity initially in

24 April to arrange things and look at the initial

25 material and then activity in July preparing for the
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1 inspection and performing the inspections.

2 Q Do you bill for telephone conversations?

3 A No.

4 Q Did you ever receive any documents in this

5 case that wouldn't be reflected in the correspondence

6 file?

7 A Everything I have is in the file in front of

8 us. So I can't tell you if every correspondence

9 letter contains everything that was sent with it. But

10 we have all the materials in front of us.

11 We also have a list of materials that were

12 prepared by my office that probably are more inclusive

13 than the correspondence letters.

14 Q Does that list indicate when you received

15 the materials?

16 A No. The correspondence would.

17 Q So did you attend both legal engineering

18 conferences?

19 A Yes.

20 Q The first one was March 5, 2002 in Michigan;

21 is that correct?

22 A Seems about right.

23 Q Do you have any -- you don't have any notes

24 or any materials that you generated or received at

25 that meeting, do you?
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1 A No. My recollection is that I presented

2 photographs from my inspection, which are in the file.

3 And talked about my observations based on those

4 photographs.

5 Q What specifically did you tell everybody

6 there?

7 A Well, I think some of the observations that

8 I have listed in the two pages that I have in my file

9 are my observations and probably presented some of

10 those thoughts at the time.

11 Q Did you say to the group at the LEC that in

12 your opinion the 1991 Jeep Cherokee fuel system was a

13 reasonably safe design?

14 A I don't remember stating it in those terms.

15 I think there was a discussion and review of the

16 materials as opposed to some legal phraseology.

17 Q Would it be fair to say that that would be

18 an implication of whatever you said at the meeting?

19 A Probably.

20 Q Did you say anything about any testing that

21 needed to be done?

22 A I think we discussed more testing that had

23 been done. Crash testing that was available for the

24 reconstruction, I recall. I don't -- I don't recall

25 if we discussed any testing yet or not.
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1 Q Were your opinions final at that March LEC?

2 A Well, I don't know how to answer that. They

3 were my opinions at the time. I've reviewed more

4 material and done other things since that time, so my

5 observations and opinions have been refined based on

6 the additional material and efforts.

7 Q Do you recall how long that meeting was?

8 A Not specifically. I'd estimate a couple of

9 hours.

10 Q Do you recall anything anybody else talked

11 about there?

12 A I recall Denny talking about the

13 reconstruction as it existed at that time. And

14 Dr. Benedict talked about some medical and bio

15 aspects.

16 I believe Mike James was also present and

17 may have talked about seats. Don't recall what he

18 said about them.

19 Q What did Dr. Benedict say about injury

20 causation?

21 A My general recollection is I believe at that

22 time he talked about the fact that Mrs. Belli probably

23 received fatal injuries in the impact. That the

24 child, I don't recall anything definite about that

25 either that that was a possibility. As far as the
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1 likelihood, I don't recall. And that the -- I believe

2 he talked about some traumatic injuries to the driver.

3 Q Did he reference any specific evidence?

4 A Well, I know we probably talked about

5 carboxyhemoglobin relative to the two rear seat

6 passengers. And as far as traumatic injury to the

7 driver, I just recall something about -- some evidence

8 about some type of spinal injury or something like

9 that.

10 Q Did anybody say anything about a carseat?

11 A We did talk about that because, you know,

12 there is one child seat, I don't know if it's a

13 child's carseat, that's on the road in the on-scene

14 photographs. So I remember some discussion about the

15 child seat and whether the child was in the child seat

16 or not. But I don't recall anything beyond that.

17 Q And you inspected the vehicle on July 20,

18 2001, I believe you said?

19 A Yes. And again on June 18th, 2002.

20 Q The June 18, was that a vehicle inspection

21 or was that the tank removal?

22 A Both.

23 Q Who was present for the July vehicle

24 inspection?

25 A Possibly Dr. Benedict. And a fellow from
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1 Denny's office. And Paul Luke, the plaintiff

2 representative.

3 Q Did you tell anybody anything about any of

4 your observations during that inspection?

5 A I imagine we had some discussion, but I

6 don't recall anything specifically.

7 MR. FEAGLE: I'll go ahead and mark this.

8 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 6 was marked

9 for identification by the court reporter,

10 and retained by the witness.)

11 BY MR. FEAGLE:

12 Q Is Exhibit 6 all the materials relating to

13 the July 20, 2001 vehicle inspection?

14 A I believe so, yes.

15 Q And the three --

16 A If there are any additional digital photos

17 on any of these they'd in the -- they be duplicative.

18 Q Okay.

19 A They'd be on the CD.

20 Q And it looks like there are three

21 handwritten pages of notes.

22 A Yes.

23 Q And are these the notes you actually took

24 while you were in Birmingham?

25 A Yes, I believe so.
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1 Q I'm going to set those aside right now, and

2 as we discuss your opinions we'll pull these out and

3 go through them in detail.

4 And June 18, 2002 was the tank removal that

5 you attended?

6 A Yes.

7 MR. FEAGLE: Go ahead and mark these as

8 Exhibit 7.

9 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 7 was marked

10 for identification by the court reporter,

11 and retained by the witness.)

12 BY MR. FEAGLE:

13 Q And that's the file of your tank removal?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Materials, Exhibit 7? And again, these are

16 -- the handwritten notes in Exhibit 7 are the notes

17 that you actually took while you were at the removal?

18 A I believe so, yes.

19 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 8 was marked

20 for identification by the court reporter,

21 and retained by the witness.)

22 BY MR. FEAGLE:

23 Q Exhibit 8, same thing for the Thunderbird

24 inspection?

25 A Yes.
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1 Q And that was on July 19, 2001, it looks

2 like.

3 Do you remember who was at the tank removal?

4 A Yes. John Campbell, Fred Arndt, I believe

5 Jeff, a fellow from the plaintiff's attorney's office,

6 and Donna that videotaped it.

7 Q And did you -- did you -- I assume you

8 inspected the tank after it was removed?

9 A Yes.

10 Q And did you talk to Mr. Campbell about your

11 findings at any time during that trip?

12 A We probably discussed some of my

13 observations.

14 Q You don't recall any specifics?

15 A No.

16 Q Is anyone doing a computer animation for

17 Chrysler that you know of?

18 A I'm not aware of it. If they are.

19 Q Have you conducted any testing in this case?

20 A No, I don't believe anything that I would

21 call testing.

22 Q And you don't know of any other testing

23 being conducted other than Dr. Guenther's test?

24 A That's correct.

25 Q And do you think Dr. Guenther's rubber hose
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1 test mimicked all the real world factors that would be

2 present in an actual collision?

3 A Well, I don't know about that, but I think

4 it demonstrated the properties of the hose. And

5 that's helpful in analyzing the accident.

6 Q But it's correct that it did not mimic all

7 the real world factors that would occur in an

8 accident?

9 MR. CAMPBELL: I'm going to object to the

10 form. Depends on what accident you're talking about.

11 MR. FEAGLE: Okay, fair enough.

12 Q Is it correct it does not mimic all the

13 factors that were present in the accident underlying

14 this case?

15 A I haven't really analyzed it from that

16 standpoint. There's obviously differences between the

17 test and the accident.

18 Q Can you tell me anything about what

19 differences there are?

20 A Well, I didn't look at that from that

21 standpoint. What I looked at it is is it helpful for

22 me to analyze what I think happened in the accident.

23 And so I believe it was accurate in the things that

24 affect that. Mainly the amount that it was stretched

25 and so on.
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1 Q But as far as differences, can you tell me

2 what differences there are?

3 A Well, one occurred in a laboratory and the

4 other one occurred out on the road. There are

5 differences in the rate of loading I guess are the two

6 major differences that I would see, again, without

7 analyzing it.

8 Q You said "rate of loading"?

9 A Yes.

10 Q What's the other difference?

11 A Well, just the -- the one is a vehicle

12 that's out on the road and the other one is a

13 laboratory apparatus. So, obviously, the two are not

14 the same, nor can they be.

15 Q What do you mean by rate of loading?

16 A How quickly the hose is stretched.

17 Q And have you been to the scene?

18 A Yes.

19 Q Looks like that was -- was that on the way

20 to Birmingham for the Thunderbird inspection on July

21 19, 2001?

22 A I don't remember the travel route, but it

23 was on that day.

24 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 9 was marked

25 for identification by the court reporter,
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1 and retained by the witness.)

2 BY MR. FEAGLE:

3 Q And is Exhibit 9 your materials relating to

4 that scene inspection?

5 A Yes.

6 Q And who was present for that?

7 A I don't recall. I seem to think

8 Mr. Campbell was there, and I was. And I don't recall

9 if there was anybody else in the vehicle or not.

10 Q And but was it -- the road was open, I

11 assume --

12 A Yes.

13 Q -- when you inspected it?

14 A Yes.

15 Q What was your vantage point?

16 A My recollection is that we -- well, the

17 vantage point is where the photographs show us. And I

18 recall taping the measurements that are a part of my

19 notes and taking photographs. It would be on the

20 inside shoulder where those things were done.

21 Q How long were you out of your vehicle?

22 A I don't recall that I was or not. I think I

23 got out for some short period of time. As I recall, I

24 think we did some of the measurements while still in

25 the van. And I don't -- maybe the total time was 20
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1 minutes. I think we might have made a few passes by,

2 not done it all at once, is my recollection.

3 Q Have you obtained any exemplar vehicles or

4 vehicle parts?

5 A No, I haven't. And that's something I might

6 do is inspect an exemplar vehicle.

7 I have reviewed the drawings and the

8 specifications and I believe some photographs. But

9 that might be something that I'll do in the future.

10 Q What exactly would that involve?

11 A Just inspecting and photographing an

12 exemplar vehicle.

13 Q For what purpose?

14 A Just to demonstrate some of my observations

15 that we'll talk about today and to show the design and

16 configuration of the vehicle. And some photographs of

17 that to explain to the jury.

18 Q If at any time we talk about something that

19 you think you might use an exemplar vehicle to further

20 demonstrate, will you tell me?

21 A I'll try to do that.

22 Q What did you do to prepare for this depo?

23 A Gathered the materials together and reviewed

24 them. I met with Mr. Campbell yesterday in that

25 effort.
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1 Q How long did you all meet about the case?

2 A I'd estimate about three or four hours

3 possibly.

4 Q What case-related things did you all talk

5 about?

6 A Well, one was being sure that I had the

7 materials. And so there was some effort expended in

8 that regard. And we reviewed the testing by Guenther

9 and also the statistics by Wecker.

10 Q What do the Wecker statistics mean to your

11 work in this case?

12 A Well, I think they show that the vehicle,

13 the Jeep in this case, as I recall, was -- had a

14 generally better or lower fatality rate than other

15 vehicles and generally comparable as far as fire rate.

16 So that it did not appear to be worse as far as fire

17 rate and it appeared to be better in terms of general

18 crashworthiness than other vehicles, and that the

19 rate, both of those rates were quite low.

20 Q Are statistics a proper basis for analyzing

21 crash performance?

22 A They're one factor to look at.

23 Q I assume you haven't had any interaction

24 with any lay witnesses in this case.

25 A Correct, other than I did meet and talk to
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1 Officer Hensal when I inspected the Thunderbird, I

2 believe.

3 Q Was that in Birmingham?

4 A Atlanta.

5 Q Do you recall if any representative of the

6 plaintiffs was present?

7 A It was in Atlanta. I don't recall who was

8 there. That was during the inspection of the

9 Thunderbird. I believe the vehicle was impounded, and

10 so it was necessary to have an officer there.

11 Q Have you reviewed any witness depositions in

12 your work on this case?

13 A Very briefly.

14 Q Anything that -- is there anything that you

15 encountered in any of the witness depositions that's

16 of particular relevance to your opinions?

17 A I've focused more on the physical evidence

18 than on the witness testimony.

19 Q So --

20 A So general background as to what happened.

21 Nothing in particular that I'm relying on in terms of

22 the testimonial evidence.

23 Q And aside from depositions, any other

24 sources of witness testimony that you've utilized and

25 that you've relied upon?
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1 A No, other than what would be in police

2 reports or something like that.

3 Q But your answer would be the same as in

4 depositions, there's nothing in particular that you

5 relied upon?

6 A I believe that's correct, yes.

7 MR. CAMPBELL: Greg, when you get to a

8 stopping point --

9 MR. FEAGLE: Any time is fine with me.

10 MR. CAMPBELL: -- let's take a break.

11 MR. FEAGLE: Fine, let's take a break.

12 (Recess taken.)

13 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 10 was marked

14 for identification by the court reporter,

15 and retained by the witness.)

16 MR. FEAGLE: Back on.

17 Q Mr. Noble, I'm handing to you Plaintiff's

18 Exhibit 10. I've turned it to the page headed Mark

19 Noble. Is that your designation?

20 A It appears to be, yes.

21 Q And is that a complete and accurate

22 statement, to your knowledge?

23 A I don't know. Some of the things I may not

24 talk about. Some I may. There may be other things we

25 talk about today in the deposition. It seems to
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1 generally cover the areas that I would expect to talk

2 about.

3 Q Have you put into writing your opinions?

4 A I think my list, two-page list of

5 observations here would be the closest to that.

6 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 11 was marked

7 for identification by the court reporter,

8 and retained by the witness.)

9 BY MR. FEAGLE:

10 Q That's Exhibit 11 is your two-page

11 observations?

12 A Yes. Yes.

13 Q Could you just go ahead and tell me in your

14 own words what your opinions are?

15 A That we had a very extreme collision

16 exposure in this case both due to the closing speed on

17 the vehicles involved, the Jeep and the Thunderbird,

18 because of the offset and underride nature of the

19 impact. The severity of the impact was such that the

20 survivability of the occupants from the trauma itself

21 was not clear.

22 That the fuel system received some punctures

23 to the tank which allowed leakage at impact and after

24 impact. And as a result of that a fire occurred.

25 That the filler system remained intact
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1 through the impact. And that the fire occurred due to

2 the various openings that I've identified in my

3 inspection notes during my inspection. One of which

4 is related to the concentrated step nature of the

5 deformation to the bumper which tore the bumper and

6 then ended up, I believe the tank tear is associated

7 with that.

8 There is a very minute opening on the left

9 rear that I think is associated with a pocketing

10 caused by the structure of the Thunderbird.

11 There is a laceration to the top left front

12 of the tank and also some -- I think there's a very

13 small or minute puncture associated with some scraping

14 on somewhere else on the tank. And also some lack of

15 concentricity between the filler neck and the tank

16 body due to the tank deformation that would -- could

17 also allow a slight amount of leakage.

18 Q Are you finished?

19 A Yes.

20 (Off the record.)

21 (The record was read.)

22 MR. FEAGLE: Back on the record.

23 Q Sir, do you have any opinions about the

24 feasibility of an alternative design?

25 A Well, if you mean locating the tank forward
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1 of the axle, I haven't done a detailed design study of

2 it. But it doesn't appear like a tank will fit in

3 that location on this vehicle, to me.

4 And whether a tank in that location would

5 have survived this accident, I can't say that it

6 necessarily would have.

7 Q You said, Mr. Noble, that this is a severe

8 collision. What do you base that on?

9 A Well, I think we're talking about a Delta-V

10 that's in the range of 35. And that puts it in at

11 least the top one or two percent in terms of severity.

12 And some of the data that was generated by some of the

13 other experts seem to indicate even a rarer event than

14 that. So just based on a one impact energy level,

15 it's a rare event.

16 And then you have the different factors that

17 caused the underride, the configuration of the

18 striking vehicle and the brake dive that's occurring.

19 And so you have an underride that makes it a more

20 severe impact from the point of view of the fuel

21 system.

22 And then also this offset and concentration

23 of the impact that causes the step deformation in the

24 bumper where the right rear longitudinal just doesn't

25 happen to be included in the direct impact. So you
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1 have this differential deformation that causes a

2 tearing of the bumper and is associated with the stiff

3 structure of the Thunderbird that caused it to be even

4 more severe.

5 You also have the second impact involving

6 the Camry where you have taken the rear of the Jeep

7 and deformed it because of the severe impact, and then

8 it undergoes a second -- a second impact as well in a

9 deformed and vulnerable area because of that

10 deformation.

11 So I think all those things go to make it a

12 severe exposure for both the occupants and the fuel

13 system.

14 Q And when you mentioned occupants, and

15 earlier you referenced the survivability of the

16 accident for the occupants?

17 A Yes.

18 Q What exactly are your opinions regarding

19 that?

20 A Well, my opinion is that there will be other

21 experts to talk about that, and so I've just had

22 general observations early on. And it just is another

23 factor that shows the severity of the impact. But I'm

24 not going to be offering any expert testimony in that

25 area.
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1 Q Okay. Now, Exhibit 11, it's entitled "Belli

2 Post Inspection Observations." When did you generate

3 this document?

4 A It's -- I think I started it after my first

5 inspection. I refined it after the second inspection

6 and up to the present time.

7 Q And it would be a collective grouping of the

8 -- of all of the particularly relevant observations

9 that you've made in this case?

10 A I hope they're relevant. And I can't say

11 it's all inclusive of all of them, but they're the

12 ones that came to mind at the time and as I've refined

13 it during my continuing analysis.

14 Q And I guess I mean --

15 A So I think most of them are there, yes.

16 Q I guess I mean relevant to your work, you

17 know, your opinions.

18 A Yes. And some of them will be initial

19 observations that are now covered by other people.

20 For example, reconstruction or the medical aspects of

21 just some initial observations that I had. And now

22 that they're covered by other people, I don't plan on

23 analyzing those areas any further, or offering

24 testimony.

25 Q Do you have any criticisms of any of the
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1 Bellis in this accident?

2 A I don't know what the restraint use was.

3 And so -- or whether any restraint use or lack of

4 restraint use might have on the injuries. So it's not

5 an area I've analyzed. But it's the only area that

6 comes to mind.

7 Q Do you have any reason to believe that they

8 were not adequately restrained, i.e., using seatbelts?

9 A I just don't know about the child. And then

10 I really haven't analyzed any of them, so I can't

11 offer an opinion.

12 Q Okay. And this is probably redundant. But

13 you don't have an opinion then about whether Nicole

14 Belli was in a carseat?

15 A Correct.

16 Q Do you have an understanding beyond what you

17 mentioned earlier about Dr. Benedict's discussion at

18 the LEC of the particular types of injuries that the

19 Belli occupants received?

20 A No, other than I do recall something about

21 the child's injuries being more of a closed head type

22 of injuries, where the mother's were more open trauma

23 to the head. I just remember some comparison or some

24 distinction between their injuries in that regard. I

25 believe I've mentioned everything else I recall.
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1 Q And have you reached any resolution in your

2 mind about whether or not the Belli vehicle was

3 stopped or it was moving at the time of the accident?

4 A I'm comfortable with the zero to five miles

5 per hour. I have a general impression that it was

6 stopped, but that's not really based on anything

7 specific. So I think if it wasn't stopped, it was

8 moving very slowly.

9 Q Can you take me through one by one of the

10 each instance of deformation that you observed in the

11 fuel tank? And we can --

12 A Oh, okay.

13 Q I believe you there were several things you

14 mentioned a second ago. And I just want to go through

15 those one by one.

16 A Let's refer to my photographs from the

17 second inspection, which was June 18th, 2002, and

18 that's Exhibit 7. And my photographs are numbered via

19 a six digit number that refers to -- 0618 is June

20 18th. And then they're numbered sequentially 01

21 through 061898.

22 So if we refer to 061802, we can see this

23 what I call a step deformation to the bumper of very

24 distinct fold that I believe is associated with the

25 structure of the Thunderbird that has come into that
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1 area, torn the bumper and torn the tank in this area.

2 So that's one --

3 Q Okay.

4 A -- hole that I referred to.

5 Q When you say associated with the -- did you

6 say -- I don't recall exactly what you said. The

7 shape of the T-Bird or something like that?

8 A I believe the structure of the T-Bird is

9 what causes this distinct deformation in that area.

10 And the alignment of the two vehicles as they come

11 together to kind of concentrate the deformation in

12 that area.

13 Q And what particular nature of the structure

14 of the T-Bird?

15 A I didn't match it up to anything in

16 particular. It's the vicinity of the right

17 longitudinal, I believe. So it may be the right

18 longitudinal that comes in here or the right edge of

19 the vehicle that caused that type of deformation.

20 Q Would it be the bumper or the hood that's

21 contacting the folded part of the Jeep bumper in that

22 picture? If indeed that's consistent with what you

23 said.

24 A Well, I'm looking beyond both of those

25 structures to the structure underneath there rather
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1 than the outside.

2 Q Okay.

3 A So certainly the exterior would contact the

4 vehicle. But I'm associating this more with either

5 the -- with the longitudinal of the vehicle, the

6 structure of the vehicle on that side. Or possibly

7 the end of the -- or the side of the vehicle or the

8 edge of the vehicle causes it. I haven't tried to

9 refine that.

10 Q And what was the resulting deformation to

11 the tank from this sequence that you're discussing?

12 A There's a tear to the tank in that area. If

13 you look at the other areas where the bumper has

14 contacted the tank, there are not tears or punctures.

15 But here, by virtue of the tear to the bumper, an edge

16 is created that appears to either have cut the tank or

17 whatever structure on the Thunderbird that cut the

18 bumper of the tank as well.

19 Q So you don't have an opinion about whether

20 that was -- the actual tear to the tank was caused by

21 direct contact with the Jeep component as opposed to

22 the Thunderbird?

23 A Well, I think to get this type of

24 deformation, you're probably getting that from the

25 striking vehicle. And in that area you have the tear.
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1 So it's being caused by the striking vehicle. And the

2 -- when I say tear, tear to the bumper. And the tear

3 to the tank matches. So it seems that whatever

4 deforms the bumper causes the tear, cuts the tank.

5 Q So you do have an opinion and it's that the

6 Thunderbird, some part of the Thunderbird actually

7 poked a hole in the tank?

8 A Well, I believe this deformation is

9 associated with -- yes, I believe it's connected the

10 way that I described.

11 Q And is that --

12 A But it could be that the deformation from

13 the structure of the Thunderbird creates the fold

14 which creates the tear. And then that torn bumper

15 goes into the tank as well.

16 Q And do you have -- I guess a less likely

17 alternative would be a fair way of characterizing it?

18 A I don't know if I'd characterize it one way

19 or the other.

20 Q Okay. And what's the -- are you going to

21 show me more pictures of this particular deformation

22 or --

23 A No, I was going to move on to other ones.

24 Q Okay.

25 A Unless you have more questions about it.
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1 Q Well, I just wanted to -- I didn't want to

2 beat this picture to death if you were going to show

3 me more, but you don't have to.

4 I just want to ask you the size and nature

5 of this particular tear.

6 A I think I recorded that during my first

7 inspection, roughly. And it's between a quarter and

8 an eighth of an inch wide. And looks to have two

9 segments, each about an inch long.

10 Q And you're referencing page three,

11 handwritten notes of Exhibit 6, correct?

12 A Yes.

13 Q And are both of the sketches on this page

14 three with respect to the tear we're discussing?

15 A Just this.

16 Q Just the bottom one?

17 A The middle one.

18 Q Or the middle, I'm sorry. The middle

19 drawing. And is this middle drawing on page three,

20 that's a drawing of the shape and dimensions of this

21 tear?

22 A I believe so, roughly.

23 Q Okay. Just for the record, do you have any

24 other close-ups of that tear that you want to

25 identify?
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1 A I guess the next photo, 03, you can see it

2 as well.

3 Q Okay. What's the -- what's the next

4 deformation that you documented?

5 A There's another one on the left side of the

6 rear surface on the tank upper that's very small. I

7 call it a minute puncture. And it's associated within

8 an area of concentrated deformation. There's a pocket

9 in generally in that area to suggest that some

10 structure has come in and caused that local

11 deformation, some part on the Thunderbird. And

12 there's this minute puncture associated with that.

13 Q And it's your opinion that that deformation,

14 did you say was caused by a direct contact with the

15 Thunderbird bumper or with the Thunderbird?

16 A Some part of the Thunderbird structure, yes.

17 Q Can you be any more specific than that?

18 A No.

19 Q And how do you know there weren't, you know,

20 any Jeep components that may have caused it? Are

21 there none in that area?

22 A Correct.

23 Q I'm sorry.

24 A There don't appear to be any in that area

25 that are consistent with that type of pocketing and
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1 deformation.

2 Q And what are the dimensions of this -- is it

3 a tear?

4 A Those are on the same page of notes. It's a

5 triangle with a triangular flap inside of it. The

6 base is a quarter inch and the height is three-eighths

7 of an inch, of which half of that or three-sixteenths

8 of the height is a flap.

9 Q Do you calculate the surface area of holes

10 and tears?

11 A Can I?

12 Q I mean, have you?

13 A No, I haven't calculated the area of those

14 openings, but that could be done.

15 Q You could from the information that's here?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Okay. What other deformation have you

18 observed?

19 A Where did my observations go?

20 Q Oh, I took them.

21 A Okay. There's also a puncture to the upper

22 on the left front of the tank. That is shown in photo

23 061815.

24 Q And these are, again, the photos from

25 Exhibit 7?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q And what -- what are the dimensions of this

3 deformation?

4 A The maximum width is a half an inch.

5 Q And are you referring to page two of your

6 handwritten notes in Exhibit 7?

7 A Yes. And the length is roughly an inch and

8 a half.

9 Q Okay. And what caused this hole?

10 A I'm not sure. It's in the vicinity of the

11 strap on that side. And I believe it may be

12 associated with the strap.

13 It may have occurred on the second impact,

14 although I haven't analyzed that or been able to

15 analyze it to say that it didn't occur until the

16 second one. So it may have occurred on the first

17 impact as well. But we do know that the second impact

18 is in that area.

19 Q Would you agree that the most likely

20 explanation is that it was caused by the strap in the

21 initial collision?

22 A I haven't -- I haven't definitely analyzed

23 it to say that it happened in the first one.

24 Q But whether it's the most likely

25 explanation? Would you agree that it's the most
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1 likely explanation?

2 A Well, without analyzing it to determine

3 which one it is, I can't say it's more likely than

4 not. But not having done an analysis to pin it down

5 to the second one, I'm willing to assume it happened

6 in the first one.

7 Q Any others?

8 A The deformation of the tank from the impact

9 in the area of the where the filler neck joins the

10 body of the tank. And then that is sealed with a --

11 like, a solder type of material, which is melted at

12 this point.

13 But that deformation has produced a slight

14 difference in the diameters of the opening in the

15 tube. And so there's a small crescent shaped opening

16 between the neck and the tank that is up high in the

17 tank and faces aft in the vehicle.

18 I don't see a good photo of that crescent

19 aspect of it. But the area that I'm talking about can

20 be seen in 061877.

21 Q What caused that particular --

22 A Well, it's the deformation of the tank

23 caused by the impact.

24 Q That would have happened as a result of the

25 initial impact with the Thunderbird, correct?
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1 A Probably.

2 Q Any reason to think that it did not?

3 A Just that the other, the second impact is in

4 that area. So I suppose that's a possibility.

5 Q And did you undertake to measure that gap?

6 A The widest part of the crescent is 0.3

7 inches.

8 Q Did you measure the length?

9 A No.

10 Q Are there any other holes, tears or other

11 deformations that you observed in the fuel tank?

12 A It seems to me there was another, just a

13 small scrape that may or may not have produced an

14 opening at the time. And may have occurred after the

15 impact. But I noted it. Just a very minute hole on

16 the right lower rear associated with a small scrape.

17 Q Is that paragraph four of your observations?

18 A I'm sorry.

19 Q Was that paragraph four of your

20 observations?

21 A Yes. And I'm not sure, but it might be the

22 one depicted in 061887.

23 Q And what caused that scrape?

24 A I don't recall.

25 Q And what -- where -- is that on the fuel
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1 tank?

2 A Other than what I've just testified.

3 Q Where on the fuel tank is that scrape?

4 A Right rear lower.

5 Q More likely -- strike that.

6 Do you believe that occurred as a result of

7 the initial Thunderbird impact?

8 A I haven't really analyzed it, it's so small.

9 Q Any other holes, tears or other deformations

10 in the tank?

11 A Well, the tank is definitely deformed by the

12 impact. The other ones I guess that I noted were the

13 deformation of the sending unit and the sealing ring.

14 And the deformation appeared to be such that the seal

15 that would have been present would seal it from

16 leakage.

17 And the other areas that I noted were the

18 rollover valve openings where the components that were

19 inside them were consumed. But the gasket material is

20 still present at both of those openings, indicates

21 that the components were in place before the fire and

22 simply melted during the fire.

23 So both of the last two areas I've talked

24 about are findings of deformation or observations.

25 But that indicated that the tank maintained its
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1 integrity at those locations.

2 Q What do you mean by "tank maintained its

3 integrity"?

4 A Well, I made observations that indicate that

5 they remained sealed in that location.

6 Q So these last two deformations that you've

7 referred to --

8 A I don't believe there are openings, but they

9 may be something that people would look at and think

10 they are. And so that's why I made the observations

11 to show that they're not.

12 Q So they were areas that were deformed to a

13 significant degree, but that in your opinion did not

14 fail in the sense of allowing fuel to escape?

15 A Well, I wouldn't say that they deformed

16 significantly. They're just areas of the tank that I

17 made observations to relative to the state of

18 integrity.

19 Q Other than the word "significantly," would

20 you agree with my last question?

21 A Well, specifically in the area of the

22 rollover valves, it's a lack of deformation in the

23 immediate area that's part of the observation.

24 As far as the sending unit, there is

25 deformation, but it's the fact that the extent of it
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1 is less and allows the seal to maintain integrity.

2 So in both cases it's kind of the lack of

3 deformation or small amount of deformation that leads

4 to the conclusions.

5 Q What paragraph of Exhibit 11 would refer to

6 this sender unit opinion?

7 A The first paragraph on the second page.

8 Q Okay. And what photographs do you have that

9 show us what you're talking about?

10 A 061893.

11 Q And this area was deformed but it did not

12 result in an opening? Is that a correct statement?

13 A There is deformation to the tank generally

14 and including this area. And I believe it was such

15 that the tank would remain sealed with the seal that

16 is in between these mating components.

17 Q And those are in the circular rings that you

18 see in the photograph?

19 A Correct.

20 Q And how have you verified that no openings

21 resulted?

22 A Just visual observation.

23 Q And what have you undertaken to identify

24 what caused the deformation to that sender unit?

25 A Well, I think the Thunderbird is what caused
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1 the general deformation of the tank.

2 Q Did anything directly impact the sender unit

3 area?

4 A Not that I recall.

5 Q Including a component of the Jeep?

6 A I didn't identify anything that did.

7 Q What paragraph of your Exhibit 11 would

8 refer to your opinion about the performance of the

9 rollover valve?

10 A The next one on page two, the second

11 paragraph.

12 Q Okay. And can you direct me to a photograph

13 that illustrates that?

14 A 061874, you can see an opening for one of

15 the rollover valves. And you can see the black

16 remnants of the grommet in that area. And you can see

17 that generally the surface immediately surrounding the

18 opening is now deformed and that it is circular in

19 shape. So that this indicates that the seal was there

20 and the lack of deformation indicate that it was

21 sealed.

22 Q And is there any other way other than a

23 visual inspection to verify that there was no

24 compromise of the seal?

25 A Well, I think that covers it.
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1 Q I'm sorry?

2 A I think that covers it.

3 Q So there is no other way other than a visual

4 inspection to verify that there was a compromise in

5 the seal?

6 A Other than looking at the physical evidence,

7 I don't know of one, no.

8 Q And did anything come directly in contact

9 with that area?

10 A No, I don't -- not the Thunderbird, I don't

11 believe.

12 Q I believe we've discussed seven different

13 areas, particular areas of deformation or lack thereof

14 that you looked at in detail. Are there any other

15 areas that you looked at in detail?

16 A Well, I looked at the filler in the filler

17 system and noted that there there were clamps and hose

18 remains on both the bottom of the filler tube and the

19 filler neck on the fuel tank as well as the fill vent

20 neck to indicate to me that those connections

21 maintained their integrity during the impact.

22 There is also remnants of the filler hose as

23 it passes through the longitudinal access oval to

24 indicate its presence before the fire eventually

25 consumed the hose.
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1 Q What paragraphs in Exhibit 11 relate to

2 filler unit?

3 A Five and six on the first page.

4 Q And can you refer me to any handwritten

5 notes that you took at any of the inspections that

6 would relate specifically to this?

7 A The September 20th inspection notes, Exhibit

8 6, "hose and clamps on fuel tank filler and vent

9 necks."

10 And then Exhibit 7, the second inspection,

11 talk about the filler neck and fill vent on the tank

12 having clamps and hose remnants. And also in those

13 notes talk about the hose remains inboard and in a

14 longitudinal pass through. And also talk about the

15 hose and clamps on the lower end of the filler tube

16 that are visible through the filler door.

17 Q And just for the record, I want to clarify

18 that in your notes from Exhibit 6, it looks like,

19 unless I'm missing something, looks like inadvertently

20 it's got the date of September 20.

21 A Can I correct that?

22 Q Yes, please.

23 A Okay.

24 Q Show me all the photographs that support

25 your opinion in this regard.
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1 A Well, I don't know if I can show all of them

2 to you, but I'll show you a representative of them.

3 I think 061880 shows the fill vent and the

4 filler neck on the tank with the hose remains and the

5 clamps present.

6 Q Okay. And what -- what does the presence of

7 the hose remains and clamps -- is that what's

8 significant about that photograph?

9 A Yes.

10 Q And what does that tell you?

11 A That they weren't pulled apart during the

12 impact.

13 Q Why does it tell you that?

14 A Because they're present. The clamps and the

15 hose remains are present at the end. So, therefore,

16 it didn't pull off those necks during the impact. As

17 far as the connection.

18 Q And this is the connection at the tank,

19 correct?

20 A Correct.

21 Q And -- okay.

22 A I don't see another photo to show the hose

23 on the filler. It may be a digital photo and so it

24 would be on the CD and not be printed out here.

25 But I'll show you a photo that --
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1 MR. CAMPBELL: I've got it right here on the

2 screen if you want to show it.

3 THE WITNESS: Okay, let me -- does it have a

4 number?

5 MR. CAMPBELL: No.

6 THE WITNESS: Okay. Let me show you a hard

7 copy of one first and then you can look at the screen.

8 Underneath it's -- you can't see the bottom

9 of it because of the different components that are

10 there. So you see it from the top. As you look down

11 the edge of the tube in this photograph on the screen,

12 you can see the -- again, the end of the hose on the

13 filler. This photo, it's -- the light didn't get down

14 there so you can't see it, so --

15 MR. FEAGLE:

16 Q But it would be a similar --

17 A That's what we're looking for. And there's

18 the screen that --

19 Q But it would be a similar showing to that

20 that we just looked at on the other end of the hose in

21 that it's got the clamps and the remnants of the

22 rubber that was under the clamp?

23 A Exactly. Precisely.

24 Q And you've got a picture showing that in

25 more detail about the filler neck end of it, but we
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1 don't have the hard copy?

2 A Correct.

3 MR. CAMPBELL: Let me see if I can identify

4 it.

5 MR. FEAGLE: Is there any way to identify

6 that picture?

7 MR. CAMPBELL: There's the hose that we're

8 talking about. And -- let me see if I can get an

9 identification of the picture.

10 You've got it listed here as fill hose one

11 and fill hose two.

12 THE WITNESS: I think they would be part of

13 the inspection group that are digital photos. Just --

14 MR. FEAGLE: Is there any way to --

15 MR. CAMPBELL: This is part of the file.

16 THE WITNESS: That's the way they're

17 identified on the CD.

18 MR. FEAGLE: Is it in a folder?

19 MR. CAMPBELL: On the CD, yeah, it's under

20 photos and it's photos, dash, jeep2, number two, then,

21 dash, MMN, dash, DC.

22 MR. FEAGLE: That's the name of the folder?

23 MR. CAMPBELL: Yeah.

24 THE WITNESS: So those are my digital

25 photographs from the second inspection of the vehicle.
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1 BY MR. FEAGLE:

2 Q So, Mr. Noble, is it possible for the rubber

3 hose to fail anywhere besides where it's clamped onto

4 the -- at the end?

5 A It's possible.

6 Q Is there any way --

7 A Not as likely, but possible. And that's why

8 the distance between the connections is important to

9 determine, and then comparing that with the original

10 length of the hose and the ability of it to elongate.

11 And that's what the Guenther tests

12 demonstrate, that the -- and that there's an analysis

13 to determine the distance between those connections

14 now and then -- and then the tests show that those

15 distances are well within the ability of the hose to

16 stretch.

17 Q But --

18 A And you also have the hose remnants in the

19 longitudinal pass through, which is adjacent to the

20 tank neck to show that it was located there before the

21 fire. And the fire consumed it, which typically

22 occurs over a period of time.

23 Q But even the presence of remnants could be

24 explained by, you know, one end of the hose going one

25 way and one going the other, correct?
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1 A Well, only in a particular way. You think

2 that if this thing -- there's two possibilities. I

3 think the most likely is this connection is stretched

4 would be that one of the clamps pulls off ultimately.

5 And that we know didn't happen.

6 Other possibilities would be that something

7 comes in and cuts the hose. I don't see anything in

8 that area to do that.

9 And thirdly, that the hose tears rather than

10 the clamps letting loose, from the tension. I would

11 think that the clamp is more likely to come off before

12 that occurs, and we know that didn't happen.

13 But secondly, if that did occur, you would

14 expect that it would probably occur at an area of

15 stress concentration when it should be in the

16 longitudinal, which means that if it was cut there it

17 would retract and be somewhere else, it wouldn't be

18 there. So the fact that it's there throughout the

19 fire indicates to me that it's intact there.

20 Q You're talking about the remnants?

21 A Yes.

22 Q And where exactly are those remnants

23 located?

24 A I called it the longitudinal pass through.

25 There's an oval shaped passageway in the longitudinal
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1 so that the tank can come from outboard longitudinal

2 and go inboard of it to where the tank is.

3 Q And do you have any evidence of these

4 remnants?

5 A Photographs. Photograph 061839. This is

6 the pass through and here's the hose.

7 Q And how much hose is shown there?

8 A Well, I'd estimate there's -- I didn't

9 measure it, but appears that there is hose inside the

10 pass through and then there's a portion of it that

11 extends beyond that maybe an inch.

12 Q Is that in the picture?

13 A Yes, right here, the black.

14 Q So it's about an inch of hose?

15 A Beyond what's inside the longitudinal, yes.

16 Q But there's an inch that you can see?

17 A Correct.

18 Q And then you think that there's probably

19 more inside that longitudinal pass?

20 A Yes.

21 Q How much more do you think is in there?

22 A I don't know exactly. You can't see.

23 Q Are there any other photographs that relate

24 to your analysis of the performance of the hose?

25 We discussed the remnants on the inside and the two
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1 clamps in place at the end. Is there any other -- any

2 other aspect of your opinion that we haven't covered

3 in that regard?

4 A No, I think we've discussed it.

5 Well, I guess the other area that plays into

6 this would be the police photographs at the scene,

7 particularly photographs at the point of impact. I

8 sent my originals back to the law firm, so -- I would

9 have the police photographs on the disk. So I don't

10 have the hard copies to look at unless you've brought

11 a set.

12 Q No, but there were --

13 A There are some in there, but not the ones.

14 I've got xeroxes in the file.

15 Q Yeah, these are copies?

16 A Those were, I think, taken at the scene

17 later.

18 Q Do you have any other photos that we can

19 look at today that show what you're talking about, or

20 are we limited to the police photos?

21 A Let me see. These others --

22 Q If the answer is no, then I guess we can

23 maybe try to look at them on the disk and identify

24 them like we did the other one.

25 A They are identified on the disk as police
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1 photos or at-scene photos.

2 Q Okay.

3 A So you'll see a folder that has those.

4 Q Do you want to pull those up. It would be

5 easier to just pull those up on the police -- on the

6 disk. Whatever is easier for you.

7 MR. CAMPBELL: I've got it. I think I know

8 which one you're talking about.

9 MR. FEAGLE: Is there a case for this CD

10 we're looking at?

11 MR. CAMPBELL: Yeah, but it didn't have

12 anything on it. It's written on the CD itself.

13 MR. FEAGLE: I'm just going to go ahead and

14 mark the case.

15 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 12 was marked

16 for identification by the court reporter,

17 and retained by the witness.)

18 BY MR. FEAGLE:

19 Q That's number 12. And that's the CD of

20 photographs?

21 A "Inspection notes and depos."

22 Q "Inspection notes and depos" I guess is the

23 title. And earlier we referred to --

24 A A DVD that has everything.

25 Q Okay. And then when we've talked about the
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1 filler hose, we referred to a photograph on here that

2 showed the clamps at the filler neck end. And that's

3 also on Exhibit 12?

4 A It's actually on both.

5 Q Okay.

6 A But it's on the CD as well.

7 Q Oh, okay.

8 THE WITNESS: There's one that's a little

9 further away.

10 MR. CAMPBELL: Well, I think it's this one,

11 if you need -- is that not it?

12 THE WITNESS: I think that is it, okay.

13 Let's identify that.

14 MR. CAMPBELL: I believe that's number 47.

15 Let me check and make sure that that's right.

16 MR. FEAGLE: Are we in a particular folder

17 of that CD?

18 MR. CAMPBELL: High resolution at-scene

19 photographs.

20 MR. FEAGLE: That's the name of the folder?

21 MR. CAMPBELL: Right.

22 MR. FEAGLE: And then we're going to talk

23 about individual numbered photographs within that

24 folder?

25 MR. CAMPBELL: Right. Which is number 47 is
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1 the --

2 THE WITNESS: Okay. So in this photograph

3 you can see the area of the point of impact. You see

4 the two -- I believe these are the Thunderbird front

5 tires coming towards the point of impact. You have a

6 gouge in the center here I associated with the engine

7 underbody of the Thunderbird in the center.

8 BY MR. FEAGLE:

9 Q That's the large white area in the

10 foreground?

11 A Yes. And then this gouge to the right I

12 believe is associated with the right rear longitudinal

13 that I think comes into that pocketed area in the

14 Jeep.

15 And here it's being forced down into the

16 ground and gouging as it underrides the Jeep. And so

17 in here you can see some cloudiness that extends in

18 the direction of runoff of the vehicles that I believe

19 may be associated with a fire from the punctures that

20 we identified. Which are high on the tank in

21 elevation. You don't see a large fluid shaped pattern

22 showing any kind of large loss of fuel that you might

23 expect with a filler.

24 But in any event, I think that's what we're

25 looking at in that area.
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1 Q So the two significant things about this

2 photograph is the upper right gouge mark and the lack

3 of a pattern that you would expect to come from

4 gasoline escaping from the filler neck?

5 A Yes. If we have a large fluid leak to

6 emanate from.

7 Q Describe to me what you would expect to see

8 if you had a large fuel leak emanating from the rubber

9 hose?

10 A Well, I think you might see more of a fluid

11 type of pattern, more distinct pattern in terms of

12 having a large amount of fluid on the ground which

13 then eventually burns and leaves kind of a fluid

14 pattern as opposed to this.

15 Q Would that necessarily be the case?

16 A Usually, but not necessarily, I guess.

17 Q When does it not happen?

18 A Well, if there was no -- not much fuel in

19 the tank, I suppose it might not happen.

20 Q Anything else?

21 A That's the only one I can think of right

22 now.

23 Q Is it possible the fuel would burn before it

24 would splash on the ground?

25 A Not if there's a large fluid there.
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1 Q Even if it exploded?

2 A It doesn't explode.

3 Q But if? What doesn't explode?

4 A Gasoline under these circumstances doesn't

5 explode.

6 Q Under what circumstances?

7 A It explodes in the movies when they use

8 dynamite, but other than that it doesn't. In

9 automotive collisions we don't have what you would

10 call an explosion. I shouldn't say what you would

11 call an explosion, but what a scientist would call an

12 explosion. There is sometimes a rapid fire, but it's

13 not an explosion. I think Fred Arndt alluded to that

14 as well.

15 Q And this photograph you're referring to, it

16 shows the point of impact between the Thunderbird and

17 Jeep Cherokee?

18 A I believe so, yes.

19 Q And did the vehicles continue to move after

20 the impact?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Pretty good -- pretty good bit?

23 A About 35 miles an hour.

24 Q So is it possible that fuel could come out

25 of the filler neck further along in the accident
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1 sequence and that would explain the lack of a pattern

2 that you're looking for in this photograph?

3 A Well, if in fact the hose wasn't -- through

4 all the other evidence, I don't believe the hose was

5 compromised.

6 If, for example, some of these other

7 punctures occurred at the second impact, then you may

8 see a distinct pattern in that area. But I believe if

9 you had the type of disruption that's being theorized

10 by the plaintiff's experts, and you had any

11 significant fuel in the tank, then you would expect

12 more of a fluid loss at the point of impact.

13 There isn't a primary bit of physical

14 evidence that says the hose connection wasn't

15 breached. The other things were. But I think the

16 observations here are consistent with it in.

17 Q Any other aspect of your opinion regarding

18 performance of the hose that we haven't discussed?

19 We've now discussed the -- your opinion regarding the

20 placement of the clamps and the remnants underneath

21 the clamps as well as the remnant in the longitudinal

22 passage. And now we've discussed the lack of fuel

23 pattern on the roadway. Which reminds me, we did not

24 discuss in detail the upper right gouge mark in that

25 photograph.
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1 A Yes.

2 Q What was the -- what's the relevance of that

3 to your analysis of the hose performance?

4 A Well, I don't know if it --

5 Q Or did you --

6 A -- relates specifically to the hose

7 performance, but to the fuel system in general and to

8 the configuration of the impact, to the underriding

9 nature and the severity of it and the nature of the

10 structure of the striking vehicle.

11 Q What -- can you be more specific? What

12 caused that gouge mark?

13 A Well, without doing a detailed analysis of

14 the vehicle match-up at impact, as I think that's part

15 of the reconstruction, but short of doing that, I

16 think it's the right rear -- right front longitudinal

17 or bumper extension in that area where the composite

18 bumper mounts. There seems to be -- that seems to be

19 the proper placing for it.

20 Q Are you talking about the rear Jeep bumper?

21 A No, the front of the Thunderbird bumper, the

22 right front.

23 Q Would it cause the smaller refined right

24 upper gouge mark?

25 A Correct. I believe that's the most likely.
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1 MR. FEAGLE: What photograph number was

2 that?

3 MR. CAMPBELL: 47.

4 MR. FEAGLE: 47.

5 Q And the fact that the Thunderbird is making

6 that gouge mark signals what?

7 A That it's down on the ground. So that it's

8 underriding, can't get any lower. And that it's a

9 prominant stiff structure. And it also places it

10 there locationwise relative to the marks that come

11 from the Jeep, for example. And so with that type of

12 evidence, one could match up all those components.

13 Q And what does that have to do with the

14 performance of the fuel system?

15 A Well, it goes into the nature of what the

16 exposure was in terms of the things that I mentioned

17 earlier that make this accident severe. The way the

18 vehicles came together and the nature of the striking

19 vehicle and the speeds and so on.

20 Q So it's mainly the severity of it that ties

21 it into the performance of the fuel system?

22 A Yes. And understanding what hit what and

23 how they matched up as they -- as the impact occurred.

24 Q And then back to the performance of the

25 rubber hose, are there any other aspects of that
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1 analysis of yours that we haven't covered, or any

2 other photographs that you rely upon?

3 MR. CAMPBELL: Are you talking about only

4 his analysis or are you including the Guenther testing

5 that he mentioned? He mentioned it. I don't know if

6 -- it's not technically his work, so I don't know if

7 your question would encompass that or not.

8 BY MR. FEAGLE:

9 Q Yeah, I guess for purposes of the question

10 I'm excluding any of Guenther's work for purposes of

11 the question.

12 A I can't think of anything. I do recall, I

13 think there's some material specification or something

14 that indicates that the hose will accommodate a rather

15 generous amount of elongation.

16 Q And you're referring to Dr. Guenther's work?

17 A Well, I think -- I don't think it relates to

18 the Guenther work. He elongated it in his tests a

19 certain amount. But I think the material

20 specifications indicate that it would elongate even

21 more.

22 Q More than?

23 A What he did in his test. But what he did in

24 his test was sufficient to show that would accommodate

25 what occurred in this accident, the performance of the
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1 hose would.

2 Q But can you say that with certainty

3 considering what we discussed earlier about the lack

4 of certain factors in his testing?

5 A I believe so, yes.

6 Q Would you agree that the environment that

7 the hose was subjected to in the Belli accident was,

8 from a general standpoint, more hostile than the

9 environment that it was subjected to in Dr. Guenther's

10 test?

11 A In some ways, yes.

12 Q In what ways?

13 A Well, it was eventually subjected to fire

14 from another source, I think is the major one that put

15 it in its present condition.

16 As far as comparing the test conditions with

17 the accident conditions, some may be more severe, some

18 may be less severe. But to me it all appears to be in

19 the range of that can be relied on to show that it

20 will not fail in tension based on the positions of the

21 connection points on the accident vehicle.

22 MR. FEAGLE: Let's go off the record for a

23 second.

24 (Off the record.)

25 (At 12:05 P.M. the deposition was
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1 adjourned for luncheon recess, to be resumed at

2 12:35 P.M.)

3
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1 Santa Barbara, California

2 Thursday, February 27, 2003

3 1:55 P.M.

4

5 MARK M. NOBLE,

6 the witness testifying at the time of the

7 adjournment, testified further as follows:

8

9 EXAMINATION (Resumed)

10 BY MR. FEAGLE:

11 Back on.

12 Q Mr. Noble, would it be your contention that

13 relative to the amount of force that this fuel tank

14 was subjected to, that the tears and holes that did

15 result are relatively minor?

16 A Well, I don't know if I would term it that

17 way. What I would say would be that an accident of

18 this severity that involved the different factors that

19 we discussed, I don't believe a vehicle could be

20 designed that would prevent leakage in all cases.

21 That in some of the leakage that occurred here the

22 fuel loss seemed to be less than what could occur

23 under different circumstances with a larger tear of

24 the tank or degree of separation that did not occur in

25 this accident.
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1 Q Have we discussed all the failures of this

2 fuel system that occured in this accident?

3 A I don't know if I would call it failures.

4 But we talked about the areas that I observed, some of

5 which showed resulted in leakage of the fuel system.

6 Q We have discussed all the areas of leakage

7 in detail, correct?

8 A Yes, I think so.

9 Q What area of the fuel system resulted in the

10 greatest amount of leakage?

11 A I would think that the tear to the right

12 rear that we talked about would be one significant

13 opening. And possibly the left front puncture would

14 be what I would think of as contributing also.

15 Q The former being the one-quarter to

16 one-eighth inch tear --

17 A Yes.

18 Q -- to the surface of the tank?

19 A Yes.

20 Q And the latter being the tear that you

21 testified would involve the strap?

22 A Correct.

23 Q Those would be the two that resulted in the

24 greatest amount of leakage?

25 (Off the record.)
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1 BY MR. FEAGLE:

2 Q So we were discussing the two of the

3 leakages. And is it correct that those two leakages

4 that we've just identified would be the greatest

5 source of initial gasoline escape from the fuel

6 system?

7 A Well, they may have been, yes. They, I

8 think, are the most significant openings. And then

9 it's a question of the location relative to where the

10 fluid was and where it wanted to go, which would favor

11 the tear on the rear surface in terms of the fluid

12 going in that direction relative to the vehicle and

13 during the impact.

14 The puncture on the top left is quite high

15 and it's on the forward face. So you wouldn't quite

16 have the hydrodynamic forces working in that direction

17 to expel fluid. But you still have the opening, which

18 is at least as big if not bigger than the tear to the

19 right rear.

20 Q So because of the nature of the pressure and

21 other factors you can help me identify, the inside of

22 the fuel tank, because of the nature of those factors,

23 the one-quarter or one-eighth inch tear would be more

24 likely to put out more fluid, correct?

25 A Well, possibly.
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1 Q Is that the gist of --

2 A Those are the things you have to factor in.

3 I don't have an analysis that says a certain amount

4 came out of this hole and a certain amount less or

5 more than that came out of another hole.

6 But in terms of trying to analyze and

7 comparing those two holes, I would note that the

8 location of them, both in elevation and front and

9 rear, would favor the rear hole in terms of expelling

10 fluid. Even though the front one may be a slightly

11 larger hole. I'm not saying that it is, but it may

12 be.

13 Q Okay. And in all of the tears and holes

14 that we've discussed, is there any appreciable time

15 difference other than the possibility you raised of it

16 occurring as a result of the Camry impact? Other than

17 that, is there any appreciable time difference as far

18 as when they occurred in relation to each other?

19 A I don't think so.

20 Q When -- and I assume that it's your opinion

21 that gasoline in some form did escape through each of

22 the holes and tears that we've identified.

23 A Well, not necessarily all of the ones that

24 we talked about. Some are quite minute and may have

25 developed after the the impact. So I wouldn't say
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1 that about all of the ones that we talked about.

2 Q Which ones -- which ones may have developed

3 after the impact? And you're going to have to help

4 me, tell me what "after impact" means specifically.

5 A Well, again, we're talking about ones that

6 are so minute that I haven't tried to analyze that in

7 detail. But there was that one scrape on the bottom

8 right --

9 Q Right.

10 A -- that I just didn't analyze. So I don't

11 know if the manner in which it did occur.

12 The other ones I think I talked about -- the

13 other ones to the rear face, I talked about when I

14 know those occurred. And I guess we've talked about

15 the other ones as well.

16 Q So when you said after the initial impact a

17 minute ago, you meant the possibility of the Camry

18 impact causing those deformations?

19 A Well, that, and, for example, that scrape on

20 the bottom on the right side, I don't know if that

21 happened in the impact or during subsequent handling.

22 I'm not saying that it did, I just haven't analyzed it

23 to determine that it did necessarily occur in the

24 impact.

25 Q If we leave the scrape out of it, then safe
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1 to say that your reference to after the impact would

2 only refer to the possibility of the Camry impact as

3 having resulted in the deformation?

4 A Yes. And, of course, the subsequent fire

5 modifies things like the filler and things of that

6 nature. But as far as punctures to the tank and so

7 on, I think we discussed that.

8 Q How much -- strike that.

9 Do you know how much gasoline was in the

10 tank?

11 A No.

12 Q Do you have loose understanding in your own

13 mind of what you think was in the tank?

14 A Well, I tend to think it was less rather

15 than more. I don't have anything to base that on

16 other than the things that we talked about in terms of

17 eventual -- well, the burn pattern on the road and the

18 eventual burn, but -- and I guess the deformation to

19 the tank doesn't suggest that it was filled, but where

20 in between empty and filled I don't really know.

21 Q In what way did the deformation to the tank

22 indicate that it was not filled?

23 A Well, you might see a little bit more

24 teardropping of the tank towards the rear if it was

25 totally filled.
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1 Q What do you mean by teardropping?

2 A Deformation in that direction due to the

3 weight of that fluid wanting to go aft relative to the

4 vehicle. So it pulls away from the front and goes

5 towards the rear. It's a volume rearrangement

6 accommodating those forces.

7 Q Would you only see that if it was full or

8 very close to full?

9 A Well, it matters what the loading is both in

10 terms of how full it is and also the impact speed and

11 specifically the G's that the vehicle is subjected to.

12 So it varies with those different things. And I

13 wouldn't say looking at it you can tell conclusively

14 it wasn't full. But I don't see a shape that suggests

15 to me that it certainly was.

16 Q Does the lack of teardrop -- teardropping

17 indicate to you the tank was not half full?

18 A I can't tell. I haven't done an analysis to

19 try and determine that.

20 Q So do you have an opinion about -- sorry

21 about that.

22 Do you have an opinion about the pressure

23 inside of the gas tank?

24 A No.

25 Q One would have to know the volume of gas
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1 inside the tank to determine the pressure, or not?

2 A Well, what do you mean by pressure? What

3 time?

4 Q Prior to impact. Prior to -- strike that.

5 At the time the deformation, initial

6 deformation occurred of the tank.

7 A As far as what the absolute level was at any

8 given location in the tank, I haven't tried to

9 determine that, no.

10 Q You said as far as the absolute?

11 A Well, of so many PSI.

12 Q What about the flexible hose connectors?

13 Would you have any opinion about the pressure of

14 gasoline inside of the connector?

15 A No. Other than that that type of connection

16 appears to be adequate in the impacts to maintain the

17 connection relative to pressure as well as tension.

18 In other words, I wouldn't expect the

19 connections to fail due to any hydrodynamic pressure

20 that occurs during an impact. I haven't seen that

21 happen in testing. And no indication that it happened

22 here.

23 Q How much fuel do you think escaped from the

24 fuel system collectively before there was an ignition?

25 A Well, if the discoloration I see in the
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1 afterscene photographs is in fact from the fire, I

2 would say it was immediate.

3 Q What was immediate?

4 A The ignition of the leakage at impact.

5 Q So then very little gasoline would have

6 escaped prior to ignition?

7 A Correct.

8 Q Can you quantify that in any way?

9 A No, not beyond that.

10 Q When the gasoline initially escaped from the

11 fuel system through the holes and tears, what form did

12 it escape in?

13 A I assume it would be a vapor droplet

14 combination.

15 Q And you don't have an opinion about the

16 force with which it exited the tank?

17 A Not in terms of an absolute number, no.

18 Q How about otherwise?

19 A Well, it would be pressurized beyond

20 atmospheric pressure. It would be a positive pressure

21 until it's released, I would think. At least relative

22 to the rear tear.

23 Q And what's the significance of that?

24 A Just that it would be expelled through and

25 not just something because of gravity.
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1 Q Because of the difference in pressure, the

2 tendency to move from one pressure to another?

3 A Yes, due to the fact that the fluid wants to

4 stay where it is and the vehicle is being accelerated

5 away at 35 miles an hour. So it's going to tend to be

6 toward -- to stay where it is and, therefore, relative

7 to the vehicle will want come out the tear in the

8 back. So there would be some positive pressure

9 associated with that.

10 Q Do you have an opinion regarding the initial

11 source -- strike that.

12 Do you have an opinion regarding the

13 ignition source?

14 A Most likely gouging in the pavement relative

15 to the -- any gasoline.

16 There is also a release of other fluids at

17 impact. I think the radiator fluid of the Thunderbird

18 probably released at that time. My recollection is

19 that I didn't have access to the engine compartment of

20 the Thunderbird. We couldn't get it open in terms of

21 inspection of other fluids that had been released.

22 But as I recall, you could tell that there would be

23 some fluid released.

24 But as far as any gasoline released, I would

25 think the most likely ignition source would be the
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1 gouging in the pavement.

2 Q Is it your opinion that some other --

3 something other than gasoline was the ignition source

4 as far as fuel for the fire in this accident?

5 A It could have been but not necessarily.

6 Q And by gasoline I meant, obviously, gasoline

7 from the tank of the Jeep Cherokee.

8 A Yes. It could have been, I can't rule it

9 out. But it appears that there was gasoline released

10 at that time and that there was a competent ignition

11 source in terms of mechanical sparking. And so you

12 had the ingredients to have ignition at that time.

13 Q Can you point me to any evidence that would

14 support the notion that some other fuel was the source

15 as far as a fuel source?

16 A Just the fact that the radiator of the

17 Thunderbird was compromised at that time. And so,

18 therefore, fluid would leak and could ignite. But

19 beyond that, no.

20 There might be something in that police

21 photograph in terms of the patterns on the ground that

22 might point to other fluids being involved as well.

23 Like the radiator fluid. But I haven't analyzed it to

24 try to determine that.

25 Q What's the -- strike that.
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1 Can you describe for me the volatility of

2 radiator fluid as opposed to gasoline?

3 A Well, I don't know in terms of volatility,

4 that being a technical term for a specific

5 characteristic. Big difference between the two

6 relative to ignition is that it generally ignites from

7 hot surfaces, whereas gasoline generally will not

8 ignite from that but will ignite from mechanical

9 gouging, scraping, sparks.

10 Q Which is what you've identified in this case

11 as the most likely ignition source?

12 A For gasoline, yes.

13 Q And, again, have you identified an ignition

14 source for radiator fluid?

15 A It would either be a hot surface generally.

16 Or if it ignites after another fire, like gasoline,

17 then it would ignite from that, or vice versa. I

18 mean, it's possible one starts before the other and

19 then starts the other fire, starts the other one on

20 fire.

21 Q Well, if we take out the possibility of the

22 radiator fluid igniting after the gasoline, what

23 ignition sources can you identify?

24 A For the coolant? The radiator fluid?

25 Q Yes, sir, that's what we're talking about.
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1 A Generally a hot surface ignition would be

2 what ignites that.

3 Q What specifically in this accident?

4 A The engine, the exhaust manifold and

5 components.

6 Q So just to be clear, is it your opinion that

7 the radiator fluid of the Thunderbird may have ignited

8 prior to the gasoline of the Jeep Cherokee igniting?

9 A I think both happened very close to each

10 other, so I wouldn't really try and -- try and

11 differentiate one happening before the other.

12 Q Do you have anything to support the notion

13 that the Thunderbird radiator fluid ignited before the

14 Jeep Cherokee gasoline?

15 A Not that I can think of right now.

16 Q Are there any of your observation references

17 from Exhibit 11 that relate to this discussion?

18 A Yes. I have observations relative to the

19 Thunderbird that talk about some of the things that

20 we've discussed.

21 Q Can you point me to a -- oh, I see. On page

22 two of Exhibit 11?

23 A Yes.

24 Q So it was the gouging or friction sparks

25 that would be the -- you would identify as the most
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1 likely ignition source for the Jeep Cherokee gasoline;

2 is that what you said?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Anything else that you consider as a

5 reasonable possibility for an ignition source?

6 A I don't believe so.

7 Q And what is -- have you identified what

8 exactly was contacting the pavement to cause the

9 sparks?

10 A Well, I think the two things we have

11 identified are the -- well, the one thing is the

12 underbody of the Thunderbird. It looks like we have

13 the gouging right at the point of impact from the two

14 components we talked about, either the engine or the

15 structure underneath the engine and the right

16 longitudinal. So we know those are gouging pretty

17 deeply. There may be other things that are gouging as

18 well.

19 Q Would you rely on picture number 47 that we

20 looked at earlier from the compact disc that we marked

21 in that regard?

22 A Yes.

23 Q Is that the most --

24 MR. CAMPBELL: That's number 12.

25 BY MR. FEAGLE:
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1 Q That was Exhibit 12, photograph 47. Would

2 there be any other photos that you would specifically

3 rely upon in that regard?

4 A I think that was the best one.

5 Q So did the sparks rise up off the pavement

6 to where the fuel is coming out of the tank? Is that

7 what happens?

8 A Well, they're in proximity to each other.

9 The sparks can't go down, so -- because the pavement's

10 there, so it will go up relative to the pavement.

11 Q Have you measured the lowest point at which

12 fuel was exposed in terms of height off the ground?

13 A I've located some of the openings relative

14 to other parts of the vehicle that could be used, I

15 suppose, to determine the elevation of some of those

16 openings. But I haven't measured the number directly

17 that you're inquiring about.

18 Q So have you pinpointed a particular region

19 of the fuel tank where the fire would have initially

20 started?

21 A No, other than we've discussed.

22 Q Other than the presence of the -- or the

23 location of the holes and tears?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Could the impact itself have caused the
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1 fire?

2 A It did.

3 MR. CAMPBELL: Object to the form.

4 A Depending on what you mean by that.

5 BY MR. FEAGLE:

6 Q Was the Jeep Cherokee gasoline ignited

7 immediately upon impact with the Thunderbird?

8 MR. CAMPBELL: Objection.

9 A I think probably very soon afterwards, yes.

10 During the impact phase. If I'm interpreting the

11 police photograph accurately.

12 BY MR. FEAGLE:

13 Q Have you undertaken to sort of quantify how

14 far into the impact that the ignition would have

15 occurred?

16 A No. Not precisely. Just that it appears to

17 have occurred in the area of impact.

18 Q Do you have an opinion about when the fire

19 traveled into the occupant compartment?

20 A Not precisely, although that I believe it

21 takes sometime to burn into the occupant compartment.

22 And I do recall seeing the animation that was produced

23 by the plaintiff's experts, and that appeared to me to

24 be depicting the fire too large and too quickly in the

25 engine, inside the vehicle, as opposed to outside.
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1 Q What do you base that opinion on?

2 A Just that I don't think it would happen that

3 way. My recollection of the animation was that it

4 didn't show anything on the ground or under the

5 vehicle, and it showed the fire instantly consuming

6 the inside of the vehicle, which I don't believe is

7 what occurred. I believe that would occur over a

8 period of time.

9 Q Can you take me through then your opinion

10 about the path, the path by which the fire moved in

11 the vehicle?

12 A Well, not precisely, other than we have

13 broken glass and deformation, and we have a fire on

14 the underside of the vehicle that eventually ignites

15 things inside the vehicle. And also flames coming

16 around the vehicle and in through the window openings

17 and things of that nature that will eventually consume

18 the things inside the vehicle.

19 Q Did the burns that the occupants ultimately

20 sustained have any bearing on your opinion about the

21 speed and path of the fire?

22 A Well, I think they're consistent with my

23 view of how the fire occurred.

24 Q Can you explain?

25 A Well, in that the two people that did not
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1 get out of the vehicle appeared to have sustained

2 either fatal or serious injuries in the impact, which

3 would explain why they didn't get out. But -- and the

4 driver, and I would leave this to Dr. Benedict, but

5 appears to have received some injuries that would

6 delay his exit of the vehicle. And so that it would

7 take a finite time to get out of the vehicle.

8 I have not analyzed his burns specifically

9 in terms of where and how he might have received them

10 and that's something that could be done.

11 Q But what you're generally saying is based

12 upon what Dr. Benedict may opine, that Mr. Belli may

13 have been in the car long enough for the fire to

14 spread slowly?

15 A Or more slowly than is depicted in the

16 animation.

17 Q Okay. Have you reviewed any witness

18 testimony about the condition of John Belli's -- the

19 condition of John Belli as he exited the vehicle?

20 A I don't recall any specifically.

21 Q And have you told me as specifically as you

22 can the paths by which the fire entered the passenger

23 compartment?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Do you have any opinion about any type of
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1 secondary explosions?

2 A Like what?

3 Q I don't know. There may be a better term

4 than "secondary explosion." But any other combustion

5 that would result in an explosion type noise.

6 A Well, tires eventually burn through and

7 produce a loud noise that is sometimes mistaken by

8 witnesses for an explosion. So I don't know if

9 there's any of that testimony in this particular case.

10 But that often does occur.

11 And since it's coincident with the release

12 of air that's in the tires, it often produces a rise

13 in flames that people note as well. So that can often

14 occur.

15 Sometimes there will be ammunition in

16 vehicles that goes off and produces a lot of noise

17 that people recall. Those are generally the things

18 associated with that kind of sound.

19 Q Can you tell me when exactly the windows

20 were broken? Or strike that.

21 Is it your understanding that the windows

22 broke at some point?

23 A Yes. And it appears at least the ones -- a

24 good number of them would have broken during the

25 impacts with the vehicles. The Thunderbird, I think,
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1 and the Camry, based on the distortion of frames and

2 the crash tests.

3 Q Other than what we discussed earlier as far

4 as the notion that the Camry impact may have resulted

5 in some of the deformation we discussed earlier, was

6 there any other significance from a fuel system

7 integrity standpoint about the impact with the Camry?

8 A Well, I think that's the major significance.

9 It also could -- in that it could have produced a

10 separate puncture or affected some of these other

11 openings that we talked about, it would have some --

12 it could have some significance relative to the

13 occupants. And that's not just fuel system but it

14 could have some significance for their injuries. I'm

15 not saying that it does, just the potential exists.

16 And it could have some consequence relative

17 to where the fuel is or goes in the tank relative to

18 any openings. In other words, you have another

19 impact, and so that can cause the fuel to go a

20 particular way that it otherwise would not have.

21 Those are the areas I guess I could think of

22 that might have some significance relative to the

23 second impact.

24 Q Do you have any reason to believe that a gas

25 cap was not in place on the Jeep Cherokee prior to
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1 impact?

2 A I don't have anything to say that it was

3 definitely in place, as I recall. So the possibility

4 exists that there was an opening there.

5 The area is protected behind the door, and I

6 don't see any direct intrusion in that area to damage

7 the fuel cap. So if it was not there, I would believe

8 that would be because it was not present or installed

9 before the impact. But I haven't -- I haven't

10 determined that it wasn't there. It's just a

11 possibility that it wasn't.

12 Q Most likely thing is that it was properly in

13 place and burned off; would you agree?

14 A I can't say it's most likely, but that's

15 certainly an explanation.

16 We typically find some remnants of the cap

17 in that situation. And I don't see any obvious ones

18 in my photos or at the time of my inspection to say

19 that. But I believe it is possible to be consumed and

20 still be consistent with those observations generally.

21 Q Do you have any opinions about the heat that

22 this fire generated?

23 A No.

24 Q Do you have any opinions, and this is

25 somewhat redundant, about the temperature inside the
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1 occupant compartment at any time?

2 A No.

3 Q Have we discussed all of the possible ways

4 in which the Thunderbird may have directly impacted

5 the Jeep Cherokee fuel tank or any other part of the

6 Jeep Cherokee fuel system?

7 A I think so.

8 Q And I know we've discussed on a micro level,

9 but could you just tell me generally your

10 understanding about how the Thunderbird made initial

11 contact with the rear of the Jeep Cherokee?

12 A Well, I guess I would refer to either the

13 Arndt exhibits or Exhibit 17 in the Stevens

14 deposition. That shows a matchup of the two deformed

15 vehicles. And I don't -- and I think that generally

16 represents how the two vehicles came together.

17 Q Do you have any criticisms of Exhibit 17 of

18 the Stevens deposition?

19 A Well, I haven't looked at it in detail, but

20 I think the matchup looks generally correct.

21 Q Have you relied upon that in formulating

22 your opinions in this case?

23 A Well, just -- I haven't relied on it. I

24 relied on my inspection and observations of the

25 general matchup of the vehicle which is enumerated in
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1 my notes. And this diagram and the digitizing of the

2 vehicles seem to be consistent with that.

3 Q But you haven't generated a diagram like

4 that, have you?

5 A Correct. I have not.

6 Q Did the fuel tank of the Jeep Cherokee move

7 forward as a result of the Thunderbird impact?

8 A Did it move what?

9 Q Forward.

10 A Yes, I think relative to other parts of the

11 vehicle it was forced forward.

12 Q Can you be any more detailed than that about

13 how much it moved relative to the other parts of the

14 vehicle?

15 A Not in terms of numbers, no.

16 Q In any other way?

17 A I have photographs of the underbody which

18 would show its position. And those could be compared

19 to an exemplar to determine something with that.

20 For example, 072133 of Exhibit 6, there's an

21 underbody view of the rear of the vehicle. And so one

22 could compare that to an exemplar and see how the

23 location of the tank has changed.

24 Q Have you undertaken to measure the relative

25 displacement of the fuel tank and the filler neck?
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1 A I had some rough indirect measurements in my

2 first inspection that are in the notes. And we then,

3 I think at the LEC, talked about getting more detailed

4 measurements, and I think those were then derived by

5 Denny. And in conjunction with the tests that were

6 run to show the ability of the hose to elongate and

7 maintain its integrity.

8 Q Would it be the top portion of page three of

9 your handwritten notes of Exhibit 6 that would be what

10 we're talking about?

11 A Yes.

12 Q The first two, would be the first two --

13 first two or three paragraphs there?

14 A Yes.

15 Q It says, "top filler roughly 20 inches aft;"

16 is that correct?

17 A Yes, it is.

18 Q And then "six inches" --

19 A -- "outboard and eight inches above filler

20 tank neck." Those are very rough measurements.

21 Q So would you defer to Dr. Guenther on the

22 relative displacement of the fuel tank and filler

23 neck?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Have you measured how far the rear axle of
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1 the Jeep Cherokee was moved as a result of the

2 collision with the Thunderbird?

3 A No.

4 Q Have you done anything as far as preparing a

5 time line of the accident sequence?

6 A No.

7 Q Have you told me all of your opinions to the

8 greatest detail about the path and timing of the fire?

9 A I think I described it. Yes.

10 Q And would the same be true with regard to

11 cause and origin of the fire?

12 A I think so, yes.

13 Q Is there a metal portion of the filler

14 system?

15 A Yes.

16 Q Did you observe any deformation to that?

17 A No, to the extent that I could visualize it.

18 Talking about the filler tube which we see the

19 outside -- from the outside with the cap in place.

20 Q Uh-huh.

21 A And that looked to be protected and

22 undeformed.

23 The bottom I don't believe I was able to

24 visualize.

25 As far as the other end of the hose on the
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1 tank neck, we talked about the deformation to that.

2 Q So what other opinions do you have, other

3 than the severity of the accident and the various

4 deformations that we've discussed in detail?

5 A Well, that the fact that someone is injured

6 in an accident, or that they are burned in an accident

7 does not of itself mean the vehicle is defective.

8 That injuries and also fires do occur in some

9 accidents, and this is one of them.

10 In particular, the location of the tank aft

11 of the axle is a typical location for a rear wheel

12 drive vehicle, which this is. I'm not sure in this

13 particular vehicle that one would be able to fit a

14 reasonable sized tank forward of the axle.

15 And a tank forward of the axle still has its

16 set of risks that may be elevated from the rear

17 location. For example, its exposure to the components

18 of a four-wheel drive vehicle. The transfer case in

19 frontal and front angular collisions and the exposure

20 in side impacts, particularly narrow object impacts.

21 And so those types of things happen to tanks

22 that are located forward of the axle and would be a

23 consequence of placing the tank there, if it was able

24 to be placed there, which I think in this particular

25 vehicle would be very difficult just in terms of the
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1 space available.

2 Q Anything else?

3 A Not that I can think of.

4 Q So if you could put a -- if you could put a

5 midship tank in this vehicle, your criticisms of the

6 midship location would be exposure to the transfer

7 case?

8 A Yes.

9 Q As well as exposure to narrow object side

10 impacts?

11 A Well, side impacts in general, but

12 particularly narrow objects. Tree, pole type impacts.

13 Q Do you see that as a high frequency type of

14 impact?

15 A Well, I've had several cases involving that,

16 yes.

17 As far as the frequency of front, side and

18 rear, that depends on what exposure level you're

19 looking at. But I believe that there are higher

20 proportions of frontal impacts, for example, than

21 rears.

22 Strictly a matter of there are impacts from

23 a lot of different areas. And looking at one

24 particular accident and placing the tank in all

25 vehicles based on that is not a wise way to analyze
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1 the situation. So you have to think of the various

2 impacts that the vehicle will be subject to.

3 Q But as far as the specific scenario of the

4 narrow object side impact, you would say that's a high

5 frequency risk?

6 A No, I wouldn't say it's high frequency. But

7 if I look at my list of my testimonial list, I think

8 we came up with six rear fires. And there might be

9 just as many side fires in there as well. So it's

10 just a matter that when accidents become very severe

11 and unusual and rare like this, then leakage can occur

12 regardless of where the tank is.

13 Q But aside from your testimony list, you

14 would agree that it's not a high frequency scenario?

15 MR. CAMPBELL: Object to the form to the

16 extent there's no qualification or quantification of

17 high frequency. I don't really think that the

18 question is capable of being answered by in the way

19 it's worded.

20 A It depends on what population you're talking

21 about of accidents.

22 BY MR. FEAGLE:

23 Q Do you rely on any particular -- do you rely

24 on anything in particular with respect to your opinion

25 about the risk of the midship location for side
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1 impacts, and more specifically narrow object side

2 impacts?

3 A Mainly my analysis of accidents over the

4 years. Exposure to analyzing a variety of them.

5 Q But you wouldn't direct me to any document

6 in your file, correct?

7 A Other than my testimony list, which I

8 mentioned, I can't think of any other one.

9 Q Okay. Would the same be true about the risk

10 of interaction with the transfer case?

11 A Well, I have seen that in analyzing

12 accidents as well. I think if you looked at direction

13 of impact statistics, you would generally see more

14 from the front. I don't know what particular

15 significance that might have, but that statistic would

16 exist.

17 As far as any publication directly talking

18 about that particular risk, none come to mind.

19 Q And just to help me appreciate it, what

20 exactly -- what exactly is the risk as far as the

21 interaction?

22 A In a frontal impact or a front angular

23 impact, the engine generally gets driven rearward.

24 And with four-wheel drive vehicles you have additional

25 components, transfer case and things of that nature,
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1 which need to be located somewhere. So they take some

2 of the underbody space up. And when the engine or the

3 transfer case are deformed rearward and there's a tank

4 located there, then the two can interact and punctures

5 can occur.

6 In addition, relative to having the tank

7 located forward on a rear wheel drive vehicle, you

8 have the risk of the prop shaft being damaged in

9 impact which occurs quite a bit in frontal and rear

10 end impacts that are severe. And I've also seen cases

11 where the prop shaft punctures the fuel tank in that

12 location.

13 Q But those two areas would be the extent of

14 the risk that you would identify for the midship

15 location in this vehicle?

16 A Well, there may be more. But the most

17 significant ones that come to mind are the prop shaft,

18 the frontal or front angular impacts that cause

19 components, particularly with the four-wheel drive

20 vehicle, to intrude into that area, and side impacts

21 to that area I think are three most significant areas

22 that come to mind.

23 And, of course, here we're talking about a

24 claimed failure of the filler system that to some

25 degree is connected with the tank location, but it's
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1 not directly connected. In other words, the filler

2 could be in the same place and then the tank forward

3 between the axles.

4 Q Can you think of any reason why a nonrigid

5 connector could not have been utilized for this

6 vehicle?

7 A I believe a hose was used in terms of

8 connecting the filler to the tank, a flexible hose.

9 Q I guess I'm referring to the hose connection

10 to the external neck area.

11 A Well, the hose connection to the filler we

12 know is maintained by that photograph that we looked

13 at. But as far as the connection of the steel filler

14 tube to the body of the vehicle, maybe that's what

15 you're referring to?

16 Q I think so.

17 A Yes, that can be either rigidly affixed or

18 often what's called the breakaway attachment is used.

19 And those started to be used in the mid-seventies in

20 particular with coupes.

21 You get deformation generally in the pickup

22 area. And the quarter panels adjacent to that area

23 would flare outwards. And in an attachment where you

24 had a steel tube into the grommet of the tank,

25 sometimes the outward movement of the quarter panel
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1 could cause the tube to be retracted from the tank.

2 And so a number of different things were

3 done. But one was to put a breakaway panel, so if the

4 panel moved outwards it might leave the tube behind

5 and attached to the tank.

6 The trade-off on that approach is that when

7 it's rigidly affixed, you know where it is. And when

8 it breaks away, you don't have as much control over

9 where it is. And so you have that trade-off.

10 And here you have a vehicle that doesn't

11 have that type of phenomenon, outward bowing of the

12 quarter panels to detract the tube from the grommet.

13 In fact, you have a hose connection. So you have a

14 more robust or solidly attached filler connection than

15 with the other alternative.

16 The other thing that's helped increase the

17 use of the breakaway panel is that it was -- it's

18 generally a plastic panel that mounts the filler

19 behind the door, such as we have here. And emission

20 requirements have mandated a certain angle to that

21 filler on vehicles. And so one way of complying with

22 that requirement was to produce these types of

23 breakaway fixtures.

24 So here I believe that the filler maintained

25 its connection. So regardless of which approach was
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1 taken, it looked like it was successful in this

2 particular case.

3 Q So just to help me out here, can you

4 summarize for me the downside of utilizing a breakaway

5 on this vehicle?

6 A I believe in this particular vehicle, the

7 type of vehicle it is doesn't call for it quite as

8 much as it would if it was, for example, a coupe with

9 a grommet type connection at the tank.

10 As far as the downside, it is with this and

11 with any vehicle, in that you don't have as much

12 control over where that filler is, the top of the

13 filler where the cap is which you're trying to

14 connect. So there's a little more variation or risk

15 in that regard that you're balancing out.

16 And in some cases, in a lot of cases you may

17 be better off with a breakaway, not necessarily here.

18 And apparently not in this particular accident did it

19 make any difference because it maintained its

20 integrity with the approach that the Jeep did choose.

21 Q Would it be safe to say that the primary

22 risk in this vehicle would be the lack of -- or loss

23 of protection of the external neck area?

24 A The lack of control over that, yes.

25 Q "Lack of control" meaning where it would
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1 move?

2 A Where it is at any particular time. Once

3 it's free, then it has some ability to be various

4 places as opposed to the one place it would be if it's

5 solidly attached.

6 And as I say, it's done both ways on

7 different vehicles for various reasons. There's not,

8 you know, one is completely good and one is completely

9 bad. It's a mixture of both.

10 Q And I assume there was an attempt in the

11 design of this hose to protect it with various

12 components?

13 A Protect the filler tube and the top of the

14 filler tube and the cap?

15 Q Yes, sir, and including the hose.

16 A Yes, and the hose, yes. All the structure

17 around it, particularly with the top you had the --

18 it's recessed inside the quarter panel with a door

19 access as opposed to an external cap. And so it's in

20 a protected area that way. And then there is

21 structure around the filler.

22 And we talked about the pass through with

23 the reinforcement as it goes through the longitudinal

24 as well. And so all of those things go to protecting

25 the filler system.
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1 Q And then you mentioned earlier that there's

2 some uncertainty about whether a midship location

3 would even fit on this vehicle. Can you tell me any

4 more about that?

5 A Yes. I don't recall seeing anything from

6 Arndt or any of the other experts relative to

7 specifically talking about a specific alternative in

8 terms of trying to design a tank in this location.

9 But generally, in looking at this vehicle, I note a

10 few things as compared to some other vehicles that may

11 have a tank forward.

12 One, of course, a lot of them being

13 passenger cars with front wheel drive, so you don't

14 have a driveshaft going through there. And so there's

15 more opportunity to put a tank forward of the rear

16 axle on those vehicles.

17 But with rear wheel drive vehicles, then you

18 have a prop shaft, you have the risk of the prop shaft

19 coming loose and puncturing the tank. But then you

20 also have the space taken up by that prop shaft where

21 you can't put a tank.

22 Generally, you have exhaust running through

23 the vehicle, so that's going to take up one side. So

24 at best you have one side of the prop shaft to work

25 with, generally between there and the longitudinal.
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1 Now, on some vehicles that are based on

2 pickups, or more of a truck type of chassis where you

3 have a body and frame that are separate, those

4 vehicles are generally higher. And that has some

5 relationship with stability and so on.

6 So the fact that we have a unibody here, the

7 Cherokee generally is lower compared to some of the

8 other vehicles in the class, and that has some

9 advantages in terms of stability. But also, you have

10 less depth available to put the tank.

11 So if you want to give yourself proper

12 clearance of the prop shaft on the inboard side and

13 you want to keep it within the longitudinal on the

14 outboard side, and in the front you're limited by the

15 transfer case and those other components that in a

16 frontal impact would be moved aft, and then you have

17 the rear axle after that, I don't think you have

18 enough space to put any kind of a reasonable sized

19 tank.

20 Q So would it be your opinion that no feasible

21 alternative design exists for the Jeep's fuel system?

22 A Well, at this point I don't think you could

23 fit a reasonable sized fuel tank in the forward

24 location. And I guess that's the criticism of this

25 particular one. So that would be my answer to that.
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1 I haven't -- again, I haven't seen a

2 detailed design study of it. But those are the

3 limitations that I see.

4 Q Do you rely on any crash tests that show the

5 negative properties of a midship location in forming

6 any of your opinions?

7 A No. I have mentioned and I do recall a

8 couple of cases that involved risks in that area from

9 the transfer case and from the prop shaft. There

10 would also be -- and those are specifically with these

11 types of vehicles.

12 But there's been a number of cases that I

13 have been involved in with midship tanks that show

14 that they -- under certain circumstances that they can

15 leak as well.

16 Q Is that anything that you rely upon in your

17 opinions in this case?

18 A Not specifically, other than I've

19 identified.

20 Q Or anything that you intend to show to the

21 jury here, anything like that?

22 A It depends how -- to what degree that

23 someone disagrees with that, I suppose, if it's

24 necessary to try and get some documentation to show

25 those things.
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1 Q Do you have an opinion about whether or not

2 a remedy or any specific recall method of the 1991

3 Jeep Cherokee would have been feasible?

4 A I don't know why something like that would

5 be necessary and I don't know what would -- one would

6 do on a campaign.

7 Q In general, does retaining four-wheel drive

8 capacity of a vehicle increase the ability to utilize

9 a midship tank location?

10 A It may.

11 Q Does it have to?

12 A What do you mean?

13 Q Does retaining the four-wheel drive capacity

14 necessarily influence the ability to have a midship

15 location?

16 A Well, it may not, because even with

17 two-wheel drive it may not fit in there. So I don't

18 know if it does or not.

19 I would think it would be pretty tight even

20 with two-wheel drive based on the limitations that I

21 described in the other dimensions. So what further

22 limitations occur because of four-wheel drive in terms

23 of capacity reduction and safety and having a tank in

24 that location, I'm not sure if that would only make it

25 less feasible.
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1 Q Do any of the Jeep fuel systems utilize

2 shields?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Do you have an opinion about whether a

5 shield on this fuel system would have had a different

6 outcome?

7 A I don't think any additional shielding would

8 have -- of any reasonable nature would have produced

9 any different outcome.

10 Q Do you -- is it your opinion that speeds and

11 resulting energies in this accident were such that any

12 rear fuel system would fail?

13 A Oh, I think the factors including those of

14 this accident would be enough that you couldn't

15 guarantee you wouldn't get fuel leakage with a tank

16 mounted in the rear or even forward of the axle. And

17 certainly with a slightly different impact

18 configuration, it could be more likely with the

19 forward of the axle location than the rear location.

20 Q Are you saying that a fuel system failure

21 could be more likely at the midship location in this

22 accident, or in an accident in a rear-end impact with

23 the same energies and speeds of this accident?

24 A Well, I'm saying with a slightly different

25 configuration, maybe, for example, being less rear and
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1 more from the side, it could get to a point that it

2 would be more likely with the side than the rear.

3 I mean, obviously, in a side impact, the

4 side location is probably going to be more likely to

5 be damaged than in a rear impact. But I don't have

6 the benefit of designing for one particular type of

7 impact. But the levels are such that I don't think

8 you could guarantee that you weren't going to get a

9 fuel leakage regardless of where you had the tank in

10 this case, including forward of the axle.

11 MR. FEAGLE: Want to take a break?

12 (Recess taken.)

13 BY MR. FEAGLE:

14 Q Mr. Noble, would you agree that the tank of

15 the Jeep Cherokee was located in the no crush area?

16 A Well, almost any location in the vehicle is

17 crushed at some time or another. So to that degree,

18 any area is known. Beyond that I don't know.

19 Q Have you looked at any internal

20 Daimler-Chrysler documents in any of your work on this

21 case?

22 A Yes, those that were supplied to me. There

23 were drawings and graphics and standards of crash

24 tests were in video form. So I've reviewed those

25 materials.
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1 Q And do you rely upon any of those in any of

2 your opinions?

3 A Well, yes, to some degree.

4 Q And these are mainly crash tests?

5 A I recall more the drawings and graphics of

6 the configuration of the system. And I have reviewed

7 all the crash tests. And in that regard, I don't

8 recall any fuel leakage, so I think they demonstrated

9 that.

10 Q Do you know were these -- do you know if any

11 of these materials have been purposely produced in

12 this case?

13 A I assume so.

14 MR. CAMPBELL: I think they all have.

15 MR. FEAGLE: Okay.

16 MR. CAMPBELL: Now, he got some drawings,

17 what, two weeks ago or something?

18 THE WITNESS: Yes.

19 MR. CAMPBELL: And those I don't know if

20 they've been produced or not. I just couldn't tell

21 whether Mark Canfield has produced those to you or

22 not. But everything else has been produced to you.

23 MR. FEAGLE: Okay.

24 THE WITNESS: And I think some of those, I

25 noticed that some of those have been previously
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1 produced.

2 MR. CAMPBELL: I think all the drawings and

3 schematics have been produced already in the case.

4 BY MR. FEAGLE:

5 Q These drawings and crash tests we're talking

6 about, Mr. Noble, can you help me find these?

7 A The crash tests are here.

8 Q Okay.

9 A And the drawings I reviewed on the computer,

10 so they're on the DVD. As far as whether some of them

11 might be in these documents, that's a possibility.

12 Q What would you rely upon those drawings for?

13 A The configuration of the vehicle, the design

14 of the vehicle.

15 Q And can you be any more specific than that?

16 A The placement of the tank. The detachment

17 of the tank and the filler system and how it was

18 configured prior to the impact mainly.

19 Q Would it be essentially a substitute for an

20 exemplar?

21 A It would be -- you could look at it that

22 way.

23 (Plaintiff's Exhibits 13 and 14

24 were marked for identification by the court

25 reporter, and retained by the witness.)
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1 BY MR. FEAGLE:

2 Q Exhibits 13 and 14 are, these are videos of

3 crash tests?

4 A Yes.

5 Q You say you've relied upon these to some

6 extent in your opinions?

7 A Well, I've reviewed all of them. And I

8 think they demonstrate the testing that occurred and

9 also the performance of the system.

10 Q And what testing are you referring to?

11 A These are rear-end impact tests, as I

12 recall. Some of the vehicles had been previously

13 impacted in the front, but as I recall, all the tests

14 on this video are rear impact.

15 Q Are they all 301 tests?

16 A I don't know if they're 301 tests or not.

17 They are with a rear moving barrier.

18 Q They were conducted by Chrysler?

19 A Yes. I think there's a group of them that

20 were conducted by AMC before it became a part of

21 Chrysler. And then a group that were conducted after

22 the two combined.

23 Q So they're all -- looks like there's a

24 number of tests here. They're all rear moving barrier

25 tests, but we don't know whether they're 301 or not?
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1 A Well, it's my recollection they're all rear

2 test. I believe they're all rear moving barrier

3 tests.

4 As far as whether they're 301 or not depends

5 on some of the details of the tests. For example, the

6 test speed and so on. But I suspect that most if not

7 all of them are run according to the 301 or SAE rear

8 moving barrier standard. Some of them may be at a

9 higher or lower speed.

10 Q And have you --

11 A I think some of them were lower speed than

12 30. Some of them may have been higher.

13 Q Have you -- looks like there's a number of

14 tests on each of these videos. Have you segregated

15 any of the more significant ones?

16 A No. I think I noted one that appeared to be

17 a '91 development vehicle. Test 3690 on Exhibit 13.

18 3960, if that's not what I said.

19 Other than that, they appear to be similar.

20 I didn't see any significant or documented fuel

21 leakage in them. And they seem to document the

22 compliance in development prior to that over a number

23 of years.

24 Q You say the 3960 involved a '91 Cherokee?

25 A I think -- I'm sorry.
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1 Q Development vehicle?

2 A That's the way it was labeled for the test,

3 it was for '91 development. So that the other ones

4 were vehicles before and after, some of which may have

5 represented the '91 vehicle or may not have, dependent

6 upon what differences might have occurred over the

7 years. But they were all in that time frame, you

8 know, generally the configuration of our vehicle.

9 Q Are these all Jeep Cherokee tests?

10 A I believe they're all XJ tests. Whether

11 some of the earlier ones might have been a different

12 configuration or not, I just don't recall. I mean,

13 the vehicle looked a little different, but how that

14 related to our vehicle, it may have been the same

15 general vehicle.

16 Q Are they all 1991's?

17 A No. Those occurred over a period of time.

18 Q Do you know what years they encompassed?

19 A As I recall, they began in, I think the

20 eighties, I'm not sure if they went back any further

21 than that.

22 Q Do you rely in particular on the -- I'm

23 sorry, on the number 3960 crash test as opposed to the

24 others?

25 A No, I just noted that that one was labeled
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1 as a '91 development, so it's around the time period

2 of our vehicle. But there were ones before and after

3 and they showed a general program of testing over the

4 years of the vehicles and also showed them generally

5 successful testing history relative to fuel leakage.

6 Q And is that the extent of your reliance on

7 these Exhibits 13 and 14?

8 A Yes, I believe so. One could use them to

9 compare the deformation with what happened in our

10 accident in terms of the high level of energy involved

11 in our accident and some of the other specific factors

12 that I talked about, underride and offset and so on,

13 in terms of trying to compare to these.

14 Q Does the rear moving barrier test do a good

15 job of replicating the accident sequence that we have

16 in this case?

17 A Well, that wasn't the goal of the testing or

18 for the federal government in the standard or in the

19 companies in using these tests to improve their system

20 integrity, it's not to duplicate a particular

21 accident. It's to develop a test methodology where

22 one could compare changes and improvements to see what

23 the result is. So it wasn't attempted to try to

24 reconstruct this particular accident before it

25 happened.
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1 Q So is the significance of these crash tests

2 that in your opinion they signal the prudence of

3 Chrysler in its development of fuel systems?

4 A That's one aspect of it. The other aspect

5 is the performance of the vehicle under those

6 conditions under a number of tests.

7 Q And did you observe any leakage in any of

8 these tests?

9 A I didn't. Nor do I recall seeing anything

10 that was attempting to document something that looked

11 like it might have been leakage.

12 Now, whether there was some less than

13 significant leakage in some of them, that may have

14 occurred. But I didn't see any indication in the

15 videos or during the tests or after the tests that

16 indicated that.

17 Q Are there supplementary paper materials that

18 go with these tests?

19 A Not that I recall, unless there's some that

20 are part of somebody, some expert's exhibits.

21 Q Okay. Did any of these involve the testing

22 of shields?

23 A I think some of the vehicles had shields in

24 them.

25 Q Was there gasoline in the tank in any of the
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1 tests?

2 A Stoddard solvents in most if not all of

3 them.

4 Q And did they fill the tank with the Stoddard

5 solvents or is it partially filled?

6 A It's generally 95 percent. And in these

7 tests, at least in the latter ones, the amount is

8 written right on the vehicle. I recall some being 19

9 gallons. Some were as high as I think 21.8.

10 Q And why don't they use gasoline in the

11 tests?

12 A Because it tends to ignite more easily than

13 Stoddard solvent. And there are generally flashbulbs

14 and things of that nature that are used in the

15 photography and in the testing. And so it's safer to

16 have something that's less apt to ignite if there is

17 leakage.

18 Q Were any other fluids substituted in these

19 tests? Were any other fluids substituted in these

20 tests?

21 A Any other fluids?

22 Q Right.

23 A You mean in other parts of the vehicle?

24 Q Right. Any other vehicle fluid other than

25 gasoline?
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1 A I don't know what the test situation is in

2 these tests relative to other fluids.

3 Q Have you reviewed the 301 tests that

4 Chrysler ran for the 1991 XJ?

5 A If it's on these videos I have. Otherwise I

6 haven't.

7 Q Who put together this particular grouping of

8 crash tests?

9 A I don't know specifically if it was -- looks

10 to be responsive to Request for Production number one.

11 So I would assume Chrysler put it together in response

12 to your request.

13 Q Do you know what the speeds were of all the

14 tests?

15 A I think a number of them were nominally 30

16 miles per hour. Some appeared to be less than that.

17 Some may have been more.

18 Q Do you have any other opinions about these

19 crash tests that you haven't told me about?

20 A No. I guess that they do disclose -- there

21 are some, for example, underbody camera shots. So

22 they disclose some of the dynamics of a rear impact

23 that occur. We talked about the hydrodynamic forces

24 and tank movement and things like that. So they could

25 be used to be demonstrative of some of those
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1 phenomena.

2 Q And other than these crash tests and the

3 drawings that you used in place of an exemplar

4 vehicle, would that be the extent of the internal

5 Chrysler documents that you've relied upon?

6 A I recall reviewing graphics and I think some

7 standards, material standards, performance standards.

8 That's all I recall right now. But it's all on the --

9 in my file or on a DVD as far as what I looked at.

10 Q Do you rely on any of those graphics or

11 standards in your opinions?

12 A Well, the graphics, for example, might be

13 handy to show how the components are assembled or how

14 they fit. And same thing with some of the drawings.

15 And so in terms of understanding that, I've relied on

16 them.

17 Q Did you say drawings?

18 A Yes.

19 Q Like design drawings?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Were these -- were you talking about the

22 actual design drawings of the '91 XJ?

23 A Yeah, some of them would relate to that.

24 Also layout drawing that shows how the fuel system is

25 located and attached. And some of the specific
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1 drawings relative to the components involved.

2 Q Can you tell me with any greater detail how

3 you relied upon any of these materials?

4 A No, I think that I've described it basically

5 to have an understanding of the components and how

6 their position relative to each other and how the

7 system is manufactured.

8 Q Do you intend to reference any of these

9 materials at trial?

10 A I haven't planned on it other than what I've

11 just mentioned in terms of some of them might be

12 useful in just demonstrating to the jury how the

13 vehicle is configured.

14 Q Okay. Do you hold the opinion that FMVSS

15 301 is an adequate standard for fuel system

16 performance?

17 A Yes, I think that it has proven to be

18 beneficial in terms of the improvements that have

19 occurred over time since it was enacted and modified.

20 And I suppose all things, or most things evolve over

21 time. And that's not to say that you couldn't make

22 changes to it in the future that might improve it as

23 our performance and expectations increase. But I

24 think it's proven to be quite effective and useful.

25 Q Would you say this design is by definition
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1 not defective if it passes all of the federal

2 standards in effect?

3 A That sounds like a legal conclusion, so I'll

4 leave that to an expert in that area. I suppose that

5 would depend on what the laws in any particular

6 jurisdiction as to how it relates.

7 Q Well, what if we say is a design not flawed

8 from an engineering standpoint if it passes all the

9 federal standards in effect?

10 A Well, the way I look at it is that's one

11 test and that's one area where one can compare

12 different designs and different approaches and judge

13 performance. And it's one of several areas. I think

14 we talked about statistics. Also engineering judgment

15 and looking at the design, and also experience in the

16 field with it.

17 So I think there's a number of areas that go

18 into it. And in my mind that particular test is one

19 of them. Whether it has more significance in certain

20 jurisdictions or under certain laws, you know, I don't

21 know.

22 Q So from an engineering perspective, would

23 you say a design is not flawed if it passes all of the

24 federal standards in effect?

25 MR. CAMPBELL: Object to the form. I think
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1 he just answered the question.

2 MR. FEAGLE: I don't think he did.

3 A I would simply say if it passes the test,

4 then it passes the test. I don't think that's

5 conclusive in my mind, at least, of the bigger

6 question as to whether, as you say, the design is

7 flawed.

8 BY MR. FEAGLE:

9 Q From a fuel system integrity standpoint,

10 does an automotive manufacturer have an obligation to

11 meet performance standards beyond 301?

12 A Well, I think there's an obligation to

13 design a reasonable -- reasonably useful and safe

14 vehicle to the extent possible, balancing all those

15 things. And that that's the way I viewed my

16 responsibility.

17 Q Have you reviewed any studies of tank

18 location of Jeep vehicles?

19 A Well, I've reviewed the Guenther study as

20 far as a survey of tank locations on various vehicles,

21 which shows that tanks are located in various places,

22 some behind the axle, some forward of the axle, in

23 these types of vehicles. So to that extent I've

24 reviewed that type of material for this particular

25 case.
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1 I've conducted surveys in the past relative

2 to tank locations generally, not as specific as this

3 one or -- so I'm aware of those types of studies.

4 Q So based upon your work at Chrysler with

5 regard to fuel systems, can you tell me what the

6 origin of the '91 XJ fuel system design comes from?

7 A It's my understanding that the XJ came about

8 in '84, that model year. And I don't have an

9 understanding specifically of differences from

10 year-to-year and so on. But I understand there's some

11 commonality between, I believe, '84 to 2001, 2002.

12 Q When they designed the XJ in '84, did they

13 essentially draw up a new fuel system design or did

14 they take an old one and patch it up, or do you have

15 any idea?

16 A I don't have a specific understanding.

17 Q Are you familiar with any major changes to

18 the Jeep Cherokee fuel system since '84?

19 A Seems to me something changed in '92, the

20 year after this. And I don't know if it was just

21 something in the fuel system or the body style or

22 what. But something triggers in my mind that there

23 was something that happened in '92, I thought.

24 And I believe in '97, I believe they

25 switched to a plastic tank from a steel tank. Those
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1 are the two things I recall.

2 Q What's your understanding of the

3 significance of going with the plastic tank?

4 A Well, it's a difference. In terms of why it

5 was done, I don't know specifically other than there's

6 more of a tendency to use plastic as the years have

7 evolved, for various packaging reasons among other

8 things. As far as the performance, I think they're

9 essentially similar.

10 Q Do you have any opinions about the

11 similarity of the XJ fuel system to the other Jeep

12 vehicles?

13 A Well, no, other than I believe there's other

14 Jeep vehicles that have the tank rear of the axle.

15 And I can recall some in the past, at least, that had

16 it forward of the axle. But a bigger vehicle that is

17 more room to put it there and in various dimensions.

18 And I think had -- it was subject to puncture there as

19 well as from some of the modes that I mentioned

20 earlier. Prop shaft and transfer case.

21 Q Is there much interchangeability, I guess is

22 what I'm getting at, across vehicle lines? As far as

23 for sake of efficiency, can you take a design

24 component in this car and insert it in the other car

25 and not have to reinvent the wheel, so to speak?
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1 A Well, I assume a fuel cap is pretty

2 interchangeable among the different vehicles. But as

3 far as tanks, I think they're specific for a

4 particular chassis design.

5 Q Okay. How far is it from the inside of the

6 Jeep Cherokee rear bumper to the fuel tank?

7 MR. CAMPBELL: Objection, vague as to what

8 reference point are you using? The bumper is not a

9 flat line.

10 BY MR. FEAGLE:

11 Q I will change my answer to the nearest point

12 to the fuel tank. I mean, my question.

13 A Well, I don't have a particular number in

14 mind. And that would -- might be something to look at

15 in an exemplar to get -- or there are some numbers

16 relative to that in the Guenther survey.

17 But I would note that as we discussed the

18 various punctures to the tank, that although there was

19 contact between the bumper and the tank, there were no

20 breaches to the tank associated with that other than

21 the tear that we talked about.

22 Q Are you aware of any published papers that

23 have documented increased bodily injury potential from

24 crash tests or crashes of vehicles with midship fuel

25 systems?
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1 A I'm sorry, published literature, you said?

2 Q Right.

3 A I don't recall any offhand.

4 Q What are your criticisms of Fred Arndt's

5 opinions.

6 A Well, I think we've talked about several of

7 my opinions that differ from his. Those that come to

8 mind are that I believe he is basically asserting that

9 any vehicle with a tank located aft of the axle is

10 defective. I don't agree with that.

11 I believe he's indicating that the filler

12 was disrupted in this case. I don't believe that

13 happened.

14 Those are the two most significant things

15 that come to mind.

16 Q Do you have any other particular criticisms

17 of any of the other plaintiff's experts?

18 And I guess I should ask you have you

19 summarized any of the depositions?

20 A They're on the CD.

21 Q Your summaries?

22 A Yeah. They're not summarized, but they're

23 -- that's the way I review them, and they're

24 highlighted.

25 Q Oh, you've highlighted, okay.
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1 A Bold.

2 Q Other than that, you don't have any hard

3 copy summaries of --

4 A That's correct. Yeah.

5 Let me think. I have nothing specific that

6 comes to mind.

7 Q Are you preparing to use exhibits at trial?

8 A I would anticipate using some of the

9 photographs and maybe some of the drawings that I

10 mentioned. Maybe some excerpts from some of the crash

11 tests. And possibly there would be an exemplar

12 vehicle and the accident vehicle available to use.

13 Q Other than what we've already discussed, do

14 you have any additional criticisms of the animation

15 done by the plaintiff's experts?

16 A That's what I can recall from the time I

17 viewed it, which was some time ago. And I don't have

18 a video of it so I haven't reviewed it recently.

19 Q Have we discussed all of the photographs

20 that you've taken that are of particular significance

21 to your opinions?

22 A I think so.

23 Q And what I wanted to ask you to do, and I

24 apologize because it might be kind of tedious, but

25 some of these handwritten notes, I just want to make
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1 sure for the record that I can read it when I go home.

2 Page two of your handwritten notes of

3 Exhibit 6, the last entry, will you read that for me

4 please?

5 A "Left rear number one spring fractured both

6 front and rear. Also right rear front and

7 rear."

8 So I'm talking about the magnitude of the

9 impact causing these rather substantial springs to

10 fracture.

11 Q And does that relate to your opinion about

12 the overall severity of the crash?

13 A Yes.

14 Q And it doesn't really have anything to do

15 with fuel system performance?

16 A Well, it does in that it relates to

17 severity. But as far as one of those particular

18 components puncturing a tank or something, no.

19 Q And would that be essentially true of all of

20 the notes on page two, that it relates to your

21 opinions about severity?

22 A Yes.

23 Q Page three of those notes, that first entry,

24 it says, "Fuel filler without cap"?

25 A Yes.
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1 Q And it says -- it continues.

2 A "Sealing surface circular and undeformed."

3 Q And we've discussed all that, right?

4 A Yes.

5 Q And would you mind just reading these three?

6 A These three?

7 Q Yes, sir.

8 A "Hose and clamps on fuel tank filler and

9 vent necks. Top filler roughly 20 inches aft,

10 six inches outboard and eight inches above

11 filler tank neck.

12 "Fuel filter -- fuel tube three inches with

13 end patterns and aircraft clamp retained on

14 lower tube.

15 "Minute puncture left rear tank two and

16 three-quarter inches above seam and three and a

17 half inches inboard of left tank surface.

18 Brackets, side at left rear."

19 Q And the drawing that follows after that --

20 A We discussed.

21 Q We discussed that, okay.

22 Did we discuss your entry about the fuel

23 filter? Is that what that says?

24 A Yes. I don't think we have. And I think I

25 covered that in the next inspection, too, just in
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1 terms of indicating that that appeared to stay intact,

2 the connection.

3 Q Page one of your notes in Exhibit 7

4 references a panel?

5 A Yes.

6 Q What is that referring to?

7 A A piece of sheetmetal, or a panel, that

8 obscures the view of the filler tube from underneath

9 that we talked about earlier.

10 Q Okay. And we talked about everything else

11 on that, right?

12 A Yes.

13 Q Is that it for page two?

14 A Yes.

15 Q The reference to the wheel house and floor

16 plan seams --

17 A Yes.

18 Q -- have we discussed that?

19 A No, I don't think we have. "Wheel house

20 floor pan seams slightly separated on both sides

21 with pulled nuggets."

22 It indicates that the weld was good. That

23 when the panel separated, they pulled a nugget on the

24 adjacent panel, which indicates that it's a good weld.

25 So that's what that refers to.
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1 Q What area of the vehicle are we talking

2 about?

3 A This would be the rear wheel house or floor

4 pan joints.

5 Q And what opinion would that observation

6 relate to, if any?

7 A Just that there was adequate welding of

8 those components in that area. That they were

9 properly welded.

10 Q Does that relate at all to the fuel system?

11 A Not directly.

12 Q You mention worn clamps for the filler

13 system?

14 A What I called worm clamps.

15 Q Oh, I'm sorry.

16 A That's all right. It's not that easy to

17 read.

18 Q That's just your reference to the type of

19 clamp that's utilized in the filler system?

20 A Yes.

21 Q There's a reference also on page two to

22 melted alloy?

23 A Yes. When we looked at the filler neck

24 going into the filler tank, and I had talked about

25 that thin crescent opening. And that there's some
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1 sealant used in there, like a solder type material,

2 solder or bracing material. And after the fire that

3 melts away, and you could see a drip of it in that

4 photograph that we referenced. And that's what that's

5 talking about.

6 Q Does that have any bearing on the

7 performance of the filler system?

8 A Well, it indicates that that material was

9 present and it also indicates that that crescent

10 opening that we see might have been smaller following

11 the impact, but that the subsequent fire has melted

12 some of that material away to make it appear larger at

13 the present time.

14 Q Anyway, but you don't know for sure whether

15 that happened?

16 A Well, I do know that it was present because

17 it's there now. And I do know that it melted because

18 of the condition that it is now in a kind of a molten

19 drip form.

20 Q There's a reference to rings being slightly

21 displaced by deformation.

22 A Yes.

23 Q What -- help me out there. What is that

24 referring to?

25 A That's the sending unit that we looked at.
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1 Locking rings.

2 Q Okay. Which is consistent with what we

3 discussed earlier?

4 A Yes.

5 Q You mentioned on the Thunderbird notes in

6 Exhibit 8 that the burn pattern does not suggest

7 ground fire?

8 A Yes.

9 Q What was the burn pattern that you observed?

10 A I don't remember specifically. But I

11 believe I was referring to there -- to the engine

12 compartment fluids in the Thunderbird.

13 Q The possibility of the ground fire would

14 have referred to that?

15 A I believe that that's what it refers to,

16 yes.

17 Q Okay. What's that word on the very bottom?

18 Upper something?

19 A "Upper load structure involved, especially

20 right."

21 Q Did you tell me everything that -- every

22 opinion that you've come to with regard to the burn

23 pattern on the roadway?

24 A I think so.

25 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 15 was marked
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1 for identification by the court reporter,

2 and retained by the witness.)

3 BY MR. FEAGLE:

4 Q Exhibit 15 are Material List?

5 A Yes.

6 Q And that's just an index of everything that

7 you have in your file?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Let me clarify something that we talked

10 about earlier. I made a note about you mentioned

11 1,500 as a figure of cases that you've worked on?

12 A Yes.

13 Q And you said you've probably done 30 to 40

14 Ford cases, and I understand you're -- just what you

15 can recall as you sit here. And it's somewhere around

16 the same number for Chrysler perhaps?

17 A I think I said around a hundred for

18 Chrysler.

19 Q Okay. There seems to be a lot more out

20 there, cases that you've worked on --

21 A Yes.

22 Q -- that were not brought up for

23 manufacturers; is that correct?

24 A There would be a number of those, yes.

25 Q Would that be the vast majority?
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1 A I don't know about vast, but I would think

2 it would be the majority.

3 Q But that would not be for automotive

4 manufacturers?

5 A That's correct.

6 Q And what types of parties would that be for?

7 A Individuals. Municipalities. Trucking

8 companies. Insurance companies.

9 Q But all in the area of fuel system work and

10 reconstruction work primarily?

11 A Yes.

12 Q I believe I neglected to ask you about the

13 second LEC you attended.

14 A That's correct.

15 Q And that would have been in November of 2002

16 on the 13th?

17 A Seems about right.

18 Q Sound about right? And that was at the

19 Atlanta airport?

20 A Yes. It was --

21 Q Or at a hotel nearby or something?

22 A Yes, exactly, that's my recollection.

23 Q What input did you have at that LEC?

24 A Well, I think we all talked about our

25 opinions. And I recall expressing generally the
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1 opinions that I've expressed today.

2 Q Were your opinions final at that point?

3 A Well, as I said before, they are refined as

4 I receive additional information. So they have been

5 refined since that point based on some of the work

6 that has been completed since then and some of which

7 we discussed at that meeting, the survey and the hose

8 stretch test and determining the relative locations of

9 those connections on the accident vehicle. Some of

10 those things. Some of Dr. Guenther's work.

11 Q Would it be things that you received after

12 that LEC --

13 A Yes.

14 Q -- that would factor into your opinions?

15 A Yes. I believe the survey information may

16 have been partially complete or mostly complete at the

17 time of that meeting. But I don't recall the other

18 data relative to the tests being done at that time.

19 Q Do you recall how long that meeting lasted?

20 A As I recall, that was a shorter meeting, at

21 least for me. And I recall maybe a couple hours.

22 Q And what did Dr. Benedict talk about at that

23 meeting?

24 A I don't recall. I don't recall anything

25 specifically.
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1 Q As far as this survey that Dr. Guenther put

2 together, what bearing does that have on any of your

3 opinions?

4 A Well, I think it shows the variety of tank

5 locations and other features that are used in various

6 vehicles that shows that there's nothing unique with

7 the Jeep design. And I think that's the major use of

8 it.

9 Q And is that the extent to which you relied

10 upon it in your opinions?

11 A So far, yes. If there's a more definite

12 allegation from the plaintiff experts as far as

13 favoring a particular vehicle or a particular design

14 or attempting to actually design a tank in the forward

15 location, then some of the material might be helpful

16 in relation to that.

17 Q Was there ever a time at which you finalized

18 your opinions?

19 A I suppose when I'm done testifying at trial.

20 I mean, it's always subject to receiving new material

21 and new information.

22 I think that they're generally pretty set

23 and anything in addition would just be response to

24 something else that's been generated or some of the

25 things that we talked about today. For example,
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1 looking at an exemplar. But I don't expect any major

2 changes to my opinions.

3 Q But aside from refining your opinions based

4 on new information, essentially staying course with

5 the same opinions, I mean, other than that, there was

6 a point at which you initially said, okay, these are

7 my conclusions unless I encounter some contrary

8 evidence?

9 A There wasn't an exact time like that, no. I

10 think once I start processing information I come up

11 with certain observations and opinions based on that.

12 And then as I do additional things, for example,

13 inspect the vehicle or get the police photographs or

14 inspect the vehicle a second time and take the tank

15 down and all those things add information. And then

16 in my response to that information.

17 MR. FEAGLE: Can we take a quick break?

18 (Recess taken.)

19 BY MR. FEAGLE:

20 Q When you were the supervisor at Chrysler

21 between somewhere in the -- back in 1977 to 1980 time

22 period, were all of the fuel systems that you worked

23 on rear located fuel systems?

24 A No.

25 Q Were most of them rear located fuel systems?
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1 A Probably.

2 Q Can you tell me which ones were not?

3 A Pickup trucks and depending on different

4 periods of time, some period of time some had rear

5 tanks, some had midship tanks. The front wheel drive

6 car, the Omni Horizon had a rear axle location for its

7 first year in '77, I believe, and subsequently.

8 There might have been some motorhome chassis

9 that had tanks located elsewhere, although, as I

10 recall, we consolidated them into a position aft of

11 the axle in the late sixties. I think that's about

12 it.

13 Q And what other vehicles in 1991 used a

14 similar design fuel system as the Jeep Cherokee?

15 MR. CAMPBELL: What other Chrysler vehicles?

16 Or what other vehicles on the roadway?

17 BY MR. FEAGLE:

18 Q Let's start with Chrysler vehicles.

19 A I don't know specifically, but as far as any

20 rear wheel drive passenger cars, I believe they

21 probably would have. And the B-van would be located

22 aft of the axle. And as far as whether any other

23 pickups still had tanks in that location, I don't

24 know. I don't think so.

25 Q Any other Jeeps?
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1 A Yes. I'm not as familiar with the Jeep

2 products and their locations. But I do believe that,

3 for example, the Wrangler has a tank aft of the axle.

4 Q And Mr. Campbell mentioned earlier that you

5 may be developing opinions about other similar

6 accidents. Have you done any preliminary work on

7 that?

8 A No.

9 Q Have you come to an understanding in your

10 own mind about what you would consider a similar

11 incident to this accident?

12 A I'm not familiar with that terminology that

13 you guys used.

14 Q Well, the word "similar" has meaning to you,

15 right?

16 A Yes.

17 Q In your own meaning, in your own sense of

18 the word "similar," can you answer that question?

19 A Depends what I was trying to demonstrate in

20 terms of similarity. So depends on what context we're

21 using it.

22 Q Well, I'm --

23 A I don't know what Mr. Campbell was referring

24 to when he talked about developing those. So I guess

25 I need more of a definition on what we were trying to
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1 do in terms of what would be selected or what the

2 criteria would be that we wanted to compare.

3 Q Okay. Well, forget about all that. In this

4 case if you took out the -- if you took out the wreck

5 sequence with the Camry, what would you describe as a

6 similar accident?

7 A I don't know whether I would. I mean, I

8 need to know more to answer your question.

9 Q Are any two accidents similar?

10 A Well, they -- there's differences in most

11 accidents and there's some similarities in terms of

12 different factors. So if I was trying to make a point

13 about something, well, then I would select something

14 based on that similarity.

15 So I mean, I don't even understand what the

16 object is in terms of the observations or the points

17 that I would be trying to make. So it's difficult for

18 me to say something is useful in that regard because I

19 don't understand what the goal is yet.

20 Q I'm not talking about using it for anything.

21 I'm just trying to get your understanding of what

22 would be similar.

23 A It depends what you're comparing. In what

24 respect that you want to make comparsons of

25 similarity.
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1 I mean, in one respect cases with that --

2 with a '91 Jeep would be similar in that they have the

3 same vehicle. In other cases there might be a

4 similarity that a Thunderbird was a striking vehicle

5 or that there was a fire or that there was a rear

6 impact or any number of other things. So one could

7 establish similarities based on a number of factors.

8 Q Okay.

9 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 16 was marked

10 for identification by the court reporter,

11 and retained by the witness.)

12 BY MR. FEAGLE:

13 Q Is Exhibit 16 your notes and photographs

14 from the Camry inspection?

15 A Yes.

16 Q Do any of the -- other than what we've

17 discussed, does the Camry, or what happened to the

18 Camry or how the Camry was involved in this accident

19 have any particular bearing on any of your opinions?

20 A I think mainly that it was a substantial

21 impact.

22 Q And how would that have a bearing on your

23 opinions?

24 A Well, that there's another significant

25 exposure to the already deformed Jeep and the
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1 occupants in the Jeep.

2 Q And the significance of that would be that

3 it would in your opinion render more likely the

4 scenarios we discussed involving the Camry impact

5 causing deformation to the fuel tank of the Jeep

6 Cherokee?

7 A Yes, the more significant the impact, the

8 more likely that that could occur.

9 Q Anything else?

10 A Just reflected in my notes some observations

11 relative to the tire conditions and the fuel system on

12 this vehicle.

13 Q So would you say that the Camry-Jeep impact

14 was a severe collision?

15 A Not as severe as the initial one. I think

16 there's a quite a difference in energy levels between

17 the two.

18 Q But would you also use the word severe in

19 respect to the Camry?

20 A Certainly not as severe. Probably not.

21 Q You would not use the word severe to

22 describe that accident?

23 A If I looked at this particular accident and

24 was classifying it, I probably wouldn't use the term

25 severe. Moderately severe, significant, but certainly
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1 not extremely severe. Like the Thunderbird impact to

2 the Jeep.

3 What made it more severe for the Jeep or

4 significant was that the Jeep was already deformed

5 from the impact prior to that.

6 Q Is there any other way in which the Camry

7 impact or the materials in Exhibit 16 relate to your

8 opinions?

9 A Not that I can think of now.

10 Q These look like previously produced photos.

11 Do you rely on any of these in particular?

12 A Not specifically.

13 Q Same here?

14 A Yes.

15 Same.

16 Same.

17 Q Do you rely on the police report?

18 A I have reviewed it. I can't remember

19 relying on anything specific.

20 Q Did you make a summary or anything?

21 A No.

22 Q Looks like you've selected certain exhibits

23 from Dr. Guenther's deposition.

24 A Yes.

25 Q Have you written any notes on any of this?
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1 A I don't believe so.

2 Q And we've discussed the full extent of his

3 application, the application of his opinions to yours?

4 A I believe so, yes.

5 Q Same thing for all this stuff?

6 A Yes.

7 Q To what extent do you rely on any of the

8 exhibits to Arndt or Stevens depositions?

9 A I looked at it for the vehicle deformation

10 and match up the digitizing of the vehicles that was

11 done.

12 Q And that would be the handful of diagrams

13 right here?

14 A Yes.

15 Q So the Exhibits 15 through 19?

16 A Of the Stevens depo?

17 Q Yes, sir.

18 A Yes, those are the ones that I've selected.

19 Q And anything else?

20 A In this folder?

21 Q Yes, sir.

22 A No, I think that was -- those are the main

23 things. I don't recall relying on anything else

24 specifically.

25 Q These are extras. Is that the one we took
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1 out?

2 A That's it. That's it right there.

3 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 17 was marked

4 for identification by the court reporter,

5 and retained by the witness.)

6 BY MR. FEAGLE:

7 Q Mr. Noble, what is Exhibit 17?

8 A That's a DVD of my electronic file. Would

9 include all the photographs I have, inspection notes,

10 depos, the digital form of the drawings and documents

11 that were produced by Chrysler, as well as the

12 exhibits of the various experts that were available on

13 digital form. In digital form.

14 Q Can you tell me if there's anything on that

15 disk that you've relied upon that we don't have in

16 this room otherwise?

17 A Well, I think we talked about the police

18 photographs that we don't have hard copies of. I

19 think some of the photos that we were referring to

20 relative to the hose remnants on the filler are

21 digital photographs that I don't have a hard copy of.

22 I think some of the drawings that we discussed that

23 were produced by Chrysler are in digital form and not

24 in hard copy. I don't recall anything else offhand.

25 Q Did you mention graphics earlier?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Would that be the same thing as drawings?

3 A Yes.

4 Q Okay. Anything else on Exhibit 17 that

5 you've relied upon that would not otherwise be in your

6 file?

7 A I think I mentioned the depos.

8 Q Okay. And you've highlighted electronically

9 passages of depositions in Exhibit 17?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Would you rely upon this police file other

12 than what we've already discussed?

13 A I looked through it. I don't recall

14 anything specific that I've relied on.

15 Q How about the fire report?

16 A Same answer.

17 Q How about the extrication photos?

18 A I think that I've reviewed them. But I

19 think the other photos that we have in digital format

20 are the ones that I have relied on and reviewed. Show

21 the vehicles in place at the scene.

22 Q And you've already identified those

23 photographs to me otherwise?

24 A Yes. Yeah, the ones we talked about.

25 Q Autopsy reports, does that come into your
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1 analysis?

2 A I think I probably looked at them initially,

3 or documents similar to this, to determine the

4 carboxyhemoglobin levels since that time, which we

5 know somebody is going to be covering that for the

6 defense side. So I haven't done anything other than

7 initial look at some of the documents relative to

8 that.

9 Q You utilized the understanding of the

10 carboxyhemoglobin levels in reaching your opinions?

11 A Not in the ones that I'll be presenting. I

12 think they relate to -- we discussed earlier

13 survivability issues that Dr. Benedict will be talking

14 about.

15 Q It looks like we have some Ron Kirk selected

16 exhibits. Anything in there that you've relied upon

17 in particular?

18 A No, not in particular. I do remember

19 reviewing the reconstruction drawing and I believe

20 some maybe crush diagrams as well.

21 Q What about select exhibits from Dr. Burton's

22 deposition? Did you rely on anything in there?

23 A No, not specifically.

24 Q How about Officer Hensal's exhibits?

25 A I don't think I relied on anything
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1 specifically. I have reviewed the photographs of this

2 other incident that he mentioned.

3 MR. FEAGLE: We all have these, correct?

4 MR. CAMPBELL: What, Hensal's photos?

5 MR. FEAGLE: Of this other, '99?

6 MR. CAMPBELL: Yeah, that came from you.

7 BY MR. FEAGLE:

8 Q Why is this in your file?

9 A It was supplied to me.

10 Q Have you done anything with it?

11 A I've looked at it.

12 Q Do you believe that that was demonstrated an

13 unacceptable performance of a fuel system?

14 A Well, I haven't analyzed it in terms of the

15 exposure that it represents in terms of energy and so

16 on. It doesn't look like there's a fire that resulted

17 from the impact. I believe there is some discussion

18 that there was some leakage associated with it.

19 Q Do you have any opinions about the fuel

20 system performance in that vehicle?

21 A Not beyond what I've just said. It got hit

22 by a pretty big vehicle, though.

23 Q Would you say that's a similar incident?

24 A Depends on how you want to compare it. I

25 think the vehicle is somewhat different, somewhat
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1 similar. It involves a rear impact. Apparently

2 doesn't involve a fire. So there's similarities and

3 there's differences.

4 MR. FEAGLE: Okay. Just for the record,

5 we're discussing the Hearse incident brought to our

6 attention by Officer Hensal. The name Hearse,

7 H-e-a-r-s-e.

8 Here's another -- looks like more of the

9 police file.

10 MR. CAMPBELL: That's exhibits to his

11 deposition.

12 BY MR. FEAGLE:

13 Q Anything in Fred Arndt's exhibits?

14 A Well, now we're getting into the unselected

15 portions of them.

16 Q Okay.

17 A And so other than look through them to see

18 what was what and whether to put it into the selected

19 portion, I haven't done anything with those documents

20 and the rest of the documents that follow in the

21 boxes.

22 Q Okay. Have you reviewed these "60 Minutes"

23 videos?

24 A I fast forwarded through them and they all

25 look to be about seats, so I didn't watch them in any
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1 detail.

2 Q And this is your copy of Dr. Guenther's

3 tests, correct?

4 A Yes.

5 Q There's a number of CD's in your file. Can

6 you just tell me if you relied on anything in

7 particular on any of these CD's?

8 A If I did, I made an electronic copy of it

9 and included it on my DVD. And they will be the

10 things that we talked about.

11 Q Should be things already discussed?

12 A Some of the things for example, the

13 animation I wasn't able to open, or to view.

14 Q This fuel tank files disk, is that something

15 that's been produced?

16 A I believe so in that it includes these

17 things that we got a while back.

18 MR. CAMPBELL: Yeah.

19 THE WITNESS: Looks to me like it was

20 organized as a response to production. Includes the

21 drawings, durability report, graphics, recall service

22 manual, things of that nature.

23 MR. CAMPBELL: I believe that was all part

24 of the initial production by Miller Canfield.

25 THE WITNESS: Subject to a protective order.
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1 So that would kind of suggest that it was something

2 that was produced.

3 BY MR. FEAGLE:

4 Q Okay. Do you have any comment about any of

5 Andy Gilberg's testimony?

6 A No.

7 Q Have you reviewed the Butler depo exhibits

8 from the Baker, Foster, Lazarus, Perion depositions?

9 A No.

10 Q You have not reviewed these?

11 A No.

12 Q Have we marked every document you intend to

13 reference in any way in support of your opinions?

14 MR. CAMPBELL: Or folders containing those

15 documents.

16 A I don't know. I think we've talked about

17 them. And it looks like we've marked most of them.

18 But as far as what I talk about at trial,

19 it's going to depend upon to some degree what's

20 important at that time and what positions the

21 plaintiff takes as far as what's necessary to

22 emphasize or to explain to the jury. I think that the

23 materials that we've talked about and marked will

24 suffice for that, but it depends what other issues

25 might come up or what things might be concentrated on.
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1 BY MR. FEAGLE:

2 Q Have we marked or specifically identified as

3 already produced to plaintiffs, or produced by

4 plaintiffs every document that you rely upon in

5 support of your opinions?

6 A I don't know. I think so, at least at this

7 point. I think -- I can't think of anything that we

8 haven't talked about that I'm planning on talking

9 about at this point. I think we've identified the

10 things that I have in mind that I might do. For

11 example, look at an exemplar, respond to any more

12 specific opinions that the plaintiff experts may have

13 by then.

14 Q And have you told me all the basis of all of

15 your opinions?

16 A I think we've covered that, yes.

17 Q Including your opinion that this was a

18 severe -- regarding the severity of this accident?

19 A Yes.

20 Q And that primarily being the closing speeds,

21 the offset nature, and the underride nature?

22 A Yes. And the nature of the striking vehicle

23 in terms of configuration and structure. The two

24 impacts that were involved.

25 Q And have you told me all of your opinions?
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1 A No other ones come to mind.

2 MR. FEAGLE: Just go off the record for one

3 second.

4 (Off the record.)

5 BY MR. FEAGLE:

6 Q In your billing file, Exhibit 4, each of

7 your billing statements references "Details attached."

8 A Yes.

9 Q Where are those details?

10 A They would be with Mr. Campbell's law firm.

11 Q And is that --

12 A In other words, I attach that and send it to

13 the client. And then I keep a copy of the cover sheet

14 till I get paid.

15 Q Which is what's in Exhibit 4?

16 A Correct.

17 MR. FEAGLE: Mr. Campbell, do you assert a

18 privileged objection to --

19 MR. CAMPBELL: I frankly did not know until

20 right this minute that there was anything else to his

21 file. I don't get the billings and I don't review

22 them, so I can't tell you right now what else may be

23 part of that that we might or might not object to.

24 I'm happy to take a look at those when I get back and

25 see what --
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1 MR. FEAGLE: I'd like to go ahead and

2 request production of those materials.

3 MR. CAMPBELL: Okay. I'll take a look at

4 them when we get back and give you a call.

5 MR. FEAGLE: Because the billing statement

6 is very -- there's no description of any of the

7 activity.

8 MR. CAMPBELL: Right.

9 MR. FEAGLE: So I can sit here and ask him

10 what he did on all these dates, or you can tell me

11 that you'll probably be able to produce those

12 materials.

13 MR. CAMPBELL: I think anything he sends to

14 us is discoverable.

15 MR. FEAGLE: Okay.

16 MR. CAMPBELL: If he generates it. If it's

17 something we generated, it would be different. But if

18 he generated and sent it to us, I think it would be

19 discoverable and I don't see any reason why we

20 wouldn't produce it to you.

21 BY MR. FEAGLE:

22 Q Mr. Noble, the details that you attached to

23 the bills, does that describe what you did for the

24 hours that you worked?

25 A Yes.
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1 Q Okay. And what do you all want to do about

2 copying these things?

3 A Is this what we're talking about here?

4 Q Yeah. I may --

5 A I'm okay with leaving them here and having

6 them copied and then returning the originals to me.

7 Q I'm going to mark a couple of these selected

8 folders, just small things, but that's it.

9 A Sure.

10 MR. CAMPBELL: As long as it's just

11 basically this stuff, we can leave it.

12 This can be off the record.

13 (Off the record.)

14 MR. FEAGLE: That's all the questions I have

15 at this time. Thank you very much, Mr. Noble.

16 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

17 (Plaintiff's Exhibit 18 was marked

18 for identification by the court reporter,

19 and retained by the witness.)

20 (Whereupon at 4:00 P.M., the

21 deposition of MARK M. NOBLE was concluded.)

22

23 --ooOoo--

24

25
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1 I declare, under penalty of perjury under the

2 laws of the State of California, that the foregoing

3 testimony is true and correct.

4 Signed and dated this _________ day of

5 __________________, 2003, at ________________,

6 California.

7

8

9

10 ___________________________

11 MARK M. NOBLE

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 STATE OF CALIFORNIA )
) ss.

2 COUNTY OF VENTURA )

3 I, SHARON M. BEST, CSR No. 6025, a Certified

4 Shorthand Reporter, do hereby certify:

5 That prior to being examined, the witness named in

6 the foregoing deposition, to wit, MARK M. NOBLE, was

7 by me previously duly placed under oath to testify the

8 truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth;

9 That said deposition was taken down by me in

10 shorthand at the time and place therein named, and

11 thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction

12 and supervision, and I hereby certify the foregoing

13 deposition is a full, true and correct transcript of

14 my shorthand notes so taken.

15 I further certify that I am neither counsel

16 for nor related to any party to said action nor in

17 anyway interested in the outcome thereof.

18 WITNESS my hand this 10th day of March, 2003.

19

20

21 ___________________________

22 Certified Shorthand Reporter

23

24

25
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IN THE STATE COURT OF FULTON COUNTY

STATE OF GEORGIA

ROY LOUIS BELLI, Individually)
and as Administrator of the )
Estate of JOHN NICOLAS BELLI;)
ET AL., )

)
Plaintiffs, )

)
vs. ) No. 01VS018431G

)
DAIMLERCHRYSLER CORPORATION, )
a Delaware Corporation; )
ADRIAN CAMARILLI; NEBIYU )
DEMISSIE MULETA; and JOSEPH )
BRENNAN, )

)
Defendants. )

_____________________________)

DEPOSITION OF WILLIAM E. WECKER

Novato, California

Thursday, February 13, 2003

Volume I

Reported by:
JODI L. BOSETTI, RPR
CSR No. 11316

JOB No. 40131
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1 IN THE STATE COURT OF FULTON COUNTY

2 STATE OF GEORGIA

3

4 ROY LOUIS BELLI, Individually)
and as Administrator of the )

5 Estate of JOHN NICOLAS BELLI;)
ET AL., )

6 )
Plaintiffs, )

7 )
vs. ) No. 01VS018431G

8 )
DAIMLERCHRYSLER CORPORATION, )

9 a Delaware Corporation; )
ADRIAN CAMARILLI; NEBIYU )

10 DEMISSIE MULETA; and JOSEPH )
BRENNAN, )

11 )
Defendants. )

12 _____________________________)

13

14

15

16 Deposition of WILLIAM E. WECKER, Volume 1,

17 taken on behalf of Plaintiffs at the Marriott

18 Courtyard Marin, 1400 North Hamilton Parkway,

19 Novato, California, beginning at 1:20 p.m. and

20 ending at 5:44 p.m., on Thursday, February 13, 2003,

21 before JODI L. BOSETTI, RPR, Certified Shorthand

22 Reporter No. 11316.

23

24

25 EA12-005- Chrysler -008830
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1 APPEARANCES:
2

3 For Plaintiffs:
4 BUTLER, WOOTEN, FRYHOFFER, DAUGHTERY &

SULLIVAN LLP
5 BY: GREGORY R. FEAGLE

Attorney at Law
6 2719 Buford Highway

Atlanta, Georgia 30324
7 (404) 321-1700
8 For Defendant DaimlerChrysler:
9 SWIFT, CURRIE, MCGHEE & HIERS LLP

BY: JOHN W. CAMPBELL
10 Attorney at Law

1355 Peachtree Street, NE, Suite 300
11 Atlanta, Georgia 30309

(404) 888-6115
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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1 INDEX

2 WITNESS EXAMINATION

3 WILLIAM E. WECKER
Volume 1

4

5

BY MR. FEAGLE 5
6

BY MR. CAMPBELL 124
7

8

EXHIBITS
9

PLAINTIFF PAGE
10

1 Invoices; 2 pages 11
11

2 Binder; 164 pages 13
12

3 Notice of Deposition; 6 pages 24
13

4 Copies of Labels of discs; 3 pages 26
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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1 Novato, California, Thursday, February 13, 2003

2 1:20 p.m. - 5:44 p.m.

3

4 WILLIAM E. WECKER,

5 having been first duly sworn, was examined and testified

6 as follows:

7

8 EXAMINATION

9 BY MR. FEAGLE:

10 Q This is going to be the deposition of

11 Dr. William E. Wecker taken by plaintiffs in this action

12 for all purposes allowed by law under the Georgia Civil

13 Practice Act.

14 Would you like to read and sign, Dr. Wecker?

15 A Yes.

16 Q Dr. Wecker, my name is Greg Feagle. I'm here

17 on behalf of plaintiffs in this action against

18 DaimlerChrysler Corporation. I'm going to be asking you

19 some questions here today. If at any time you don't

20 understand one of my questions, will you please let me

21 know?

22 A I'll try that.

23 Q Please state your full name for the record.

24 A William E. Wecker.

25 Q And what is your age, sir? EA12-005- Chrysler -008833
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1 A 61.

2 Q Is it correct that you have been retained by

3 DaimlerChrysler Corporation as an expert witness in this

4 case?

5 A Yes.

6 Q What is your current business address?

7 A 505 San Marin Drive, Novato, California.

8 Q Do you also reside in Novato?

9 A Yes.

10 Q And how are you currently employed?

11 A I work at William E. Wecker & Associates,

12 Incorporated.

13 Q And are you the sole shareholder of William E.

14 Wecker --

15 A Yes.

16 Q -- Incorporated?

17 And how many employees do you have?

18 A Approximately 30.

19 Q And what is the corporate purpose of your

20 company?

21 A I don't understand the question.

22 Q What's the purpose of your company?

23 A Companies don't have purposes. I don't

24 understand your question.

25 Q What does your company do? EA12-005- Chrysler -008834
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1 A We do consulting in statistics and applied

2 mathematics.

3 Q Do you engage in any other income-producing

4 work that is not associated with this company outside of

5 investments, that kind of thing?

6 A Occasionally I teach and receive payments for

7 that, or lectures, but in recent years I haven't done

8 very much of that.

9 Q When is the last time you taught?

10 A A couple of years ago at Stanford.

11 Q Was that a law class?

12 A It was a class in statistics within the law

13 school.

14 Q What textbook did you use?

15 A I didn't use one.

16 Q What were your primary sources of materials for

17 the class?

18 A My own background and experience. Let me back

19 up to that. When you said "materials," there were no

20 materials. I was lecturing.

21 Q Did you assign reading --

22 A No.

23 Q -- to the students?

24 And what percentage of the work for which you

25 bill involves consulting for attorneys in cases?EA12-005- Chrysler -008835
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1 A I actually went back to time records once when

2 asked to do so for this same question, and, of course, I

3 looked over a period of a few years, since the answer to

4 that question would be 100 percent if I was talking

5 about today and zero percent if I was talking about

6 tomorrow, but over a period of time it worked out to an

7 easy-to-remember figure, one-third, one-third,

8 one-third. I was spending about one-third in litigation

9 type matters, like the issue or matter that brings us

10 together today, and about one-third in consulting of a

11 more traditional kind, not the litigation kind, and then

12 about one-third professional activities, like teaching

13 or operating the editorial function of journals or

14 writing articles or reviewing articles, things like

15 that.

16 Q Did you do all of your work in this case or did

17 you have assistance?

18 A I had assistance.

19 Q By who?

20 A Karen Taves, T-a-v-e-s; Angela McGrath, and

21 they probably in turn got assistance from others, but

22 I'm not sure who since I only spoke to those two.

23 Q That's fine. Ms. Taves, what did she do?

24 A She works at our company.

25 Q What did she do in relation to this case?EA12-005- Chrysler -008836
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1 A Oh, I misunderstood. Sorry. She, at my

2 direction, did the calculations that resulted in the

3 charts that are in tab 4 of the materials that I've

4 handed you.

5 Q Did she perform all of the underlying

6 calculations?

7 A No.

8 Q She assisted you in many of the calculations?

9 A Yes. But if you'll allow me to just elaborate

10 a little bit, I can probably explain.

11 Q Please.

12 A I mentioned two people's names, and I didn't

13 intend to -- you picked on one, but really I think it

14 was the two together.

15 Q Okay. Yeah, if they've done essentially the

16 same thing.

17 A Well, I started with one, and then she went off

18 to have a baby, and the work got picked up by the other.

19 The pregnancy issue is not fundamental here, so I'll

20 just talk about the two of them.

21 I asked them to make certain calculations.

22 They went and did that, probably asking other people to

23 pitch in, but I didn't notice exactly who else they got

24 involved in the work, although the invoice I brought

25 might show some other names. And then they broughtEA12-005- Chrysler -008837
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1 those materials to me, and I critiqued them and fixed up

2 the labeling, and no numbers were made larger or

3 smaller, but the charts were, to my mind, improved by

4 better footnoting and so on. And then they put those

5 materials together for me in the books, the book that I

6 brought and gave to you.

7 Q But they did not perform the entirety of the

8 calculations?

9 A I don't understand that. I think that they

10 did. Oh, you mean except they might have had help

11 themselves? Is that what you mean?

12 Q No, that's not what I mean. They did the

13 calculations then, essentially?

14 A That's the way I view it, yes.

15 Q Fair enough.

16 A I told them what to do, but they did it for me,

17 yes.

18 Q Of course. Do you bill their time

19 individually?

20 A Yes.

21 Q And what are their rates?

22 A I don't know. Let me look at the invoice.

23 Q Is it apparent in the bills?

24 A I'm going to look. Yes, their names are listed

25 and their rates are listed. EA12-005- Chrysler -008838
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1 MR. FEAGLE: Let's go off the record for a second.

2 (Recess.)

3 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 1 was marked for

4 identification by the court reporter.)

5 BY MR. FEAGLE:

6 Q Dr. Wecker, is the folder I've marked as

7 Exhibit 1 your complete billing file for this case?

8 A Yes.

9 Q And what date does it stop?

10 A The invoice contained in Exhibit 1 is for the

11 period 10-1-2002 through 11-30-2002.

12 Q Do you know the value of the services you've

13 rendered since 11-30-2002?

14 A No, I don't. I expect it would be more than is

15 shown in the only invoice we've sent so far.

16 Q What's the amount of the invoice that you have

17 sent?

18 A 15,652. Let me finish that sentence.

19 Q I'm sorry.

20 A I would expect it would be more than the

21 invoice that's included, but I've never seen and I'm

22 told that we have not yet created an invoice, which

23 annoyed me, and I told them to get on the stick and put

24 in the invoice.

25 Q And I assume you'll forward that toEA12-005- Chrysler -008839
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1 Mr. Campbell and he'll send it to us?

2 A I don't know what he'll do, but when I get them

3 to make my invoices I'll send them to Mr. Campbell with

4 a slightly different quote.

5 Q Okay. Have you ever worked strictly as a

6 litigation consultant at any time in your career?

7 A I don't know what that means.

8 Q Before you referred to one-third, one-third,

9 one-third, and it sounded like one-third of that was

10 working with attorneys in these cases, which I call

11 litigation consulting. Have you ever done 100 percent

12 litigation consulting in your career?

13 A Well, today. For very short periods of time.

14 That's the way you're asking the question. I don't know

15 how else to answer it.

16 Q That's fair. Have you ever done strictly

17 litigation consulting for a period of more than one

18 year?

19 A No.

20 Q Okay. How many open cases are you currently

21 retained to work on?

22 A I don't have an exact count, but the count

23 could be in the hundreds, because there are a number of

24 what I understand are called consolidated cases, and

25 I've been asked to provide opinions with respect toEA12-005- Chrysler -008840
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1 those, and depending on how you count, that could be a

2 couple of hundred cases.

3 Q Can you give me a ballpark percentage of the

4 portion of your litigation consulting client base

5 presently that involves the representation of plaintiffs

6 as opposed to defendants?

7 A It would be primarily defendants. It's easier

8 for me to answer a slightly different question, which is

9 instead of thinking today, which is thinking over recent

10 pasts, and I have a testimony list that I brought with

11 me, and it's in your book, and I think there would be a

12 handful of plaintiffs and the rest defendants.

13 Q Okay. And we'll get to that in a second.

14 Do you know whether you are currently retained

15 on behalf of any plaintiff against an auto manufacturer?

16 A I think not. I think I know that the answer is

17 no.

18 Q Have you ever been retained by any party that

19 was in litigation adverse to an automotive

20 manufacturer? And if you want to refer to tab 9 of what

21 I'll mark as Exhibit 2, that's fine with me.

22 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 2 was marked for

23 identification by the court reporter.)

24 THE WITNESS: I think not, especially if you

25 define automobile manufacturer as being one of the majorEA12-005- Chrysler -008841
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1 brands as opposed to a supplier of automotive parts.

2 BY MR. FEAGLE:

3 Q Would that include suppliers?

4 A Probably there's some in there.

5 Q Can you think of any names?

6 A There was a plaintiff's action against a

7 British company that made catalytic converters for an

8 automobile company some years ago. TRW, I think, was on

9 the opposite side of the insurance matter that I was

10 involved in. TRW makes truck parts.

11 Q Okay.

12 A I think the issue there had to do with a truck

13 steering part. So it comes up occasionally.

14 Q Were any of those cases personal injury cases

15 or death cases?

16 A The plaintiff was not a personal injury person,

17 although the issues were issues of safety with respect

18 to individuals.

19 Q Okay.

20 A In the TRW case that's true. In the catalytic

21 converter case I don't think anybody was physically

22 injured. It was an environmental question.

23 Q So just to be clear, have you ever been

24 retained by a plaintiff in a personal injury case, and

25 that would include -- EA12-005- Chrysler -008842
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1 A Against an automobile company?

2 Q I'm not limiting that to automotive companies.

3 A But let's limit personal injury to mean

4 physical personal injury.

5 Q Physical personal injury, right.

6 A An individual physically injured against any

7 company?

8 Q Right. And you being on the side of the

9 injured person, not some other peripheral -- not other

10 corporate entity.

11 A I think not.

12 Q Before the Belli case, how many times have you

13 been retained by Chrysler or any of its predecessors,

14 including AMC, Jeep?

15 A The way you put the question, I'll have to say

16 at most twice, and it could be once or it could be zero.

17 Q Would those two times be on your exhibit

18 list -- I mean your testimony list?

19 A I don't think so.

20 Q Can you tell me the case names?

21 A I'll tell you what I can remember as I think.

22 One of them is -- the way you put the question was

23 before, and I took that to mean before in time. And

24 there was one for sure before that was years ago. It

25 began, it settled, it went away. I don't think thereEA12-005- Chrysler -008843
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1 was ever any testimony.

2 There's another one, and that's where I don't

3 know if it's before in time or after in time, but it's

4 recent. And I am not disclosed, and I think counsel

5 will object if you ask further about it.

6 Q That's fine.

7 In addition to this case, have you ever been

8 retained by the law firm of Swift, Currie, McGhee &

9 Hiers or Diane Owens?

10 A I don't know. Is that this law firm?

11 Q It is.

12 A That's not something I keep track of.

13 Q Okay.

14 A It's possible. Well, I don't know who retains

15 me. Is it the law firm or is it the client?

16 MR. CAMPBELL: Well, it's technically the law firm

17 that retains you.

18 THE WITNESS: I don't organize my thinking in terms

19 of that, so I can't be sure. But maybe since we have a

20 member of the firm here he can help us.

21 BY MR. FEAGLE:

22 Q I'm going to name some automotive

23 manufacturers, and if you would, will you tell me how

24 many times you've been retained by them to the best of

25 your knowledge as you sit here? And if the answer isEA12-005- Chrysler -008844
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1 no, never, then just tell me that, too.

2 A Okay.

3 Q I'm going to start with GM.

4 A That would be among all the names you're going

5 to name the most. I don't think -- have a crisp enough

6 understanding of what "retained" means, but I'll give

7 you a sense of what my confusion is. I've been asked by

8 GM years ago to do calculations and be prepared to

9 explain them with respect to issues with their full-size

10 pickup truck from the '70s and '80s. That's at least

11 one. But then as time has passed I've been called upon

12 to explain that more than once. I don't know if you

13 want to count that as once or more than once. It's one

14 thing to me. It's maybe several things, I don't know.

15 There have been a small number of additional

16 General Motors matters, but they've been predominantly

17 that one.

18 Do you want to name another manufacturer?

19 Q Yeah. Before we move on, I guess if I were to

20 say in cases that you were actually designated as an

21 expert witness in a litigation, how many litigations

22 would that be for GM, if you could throw out a number?

23 A I would say it could be 15 or 20.

24 Q 15 or 20 cases?

25 A Right. Many of them being the same subject,EA12-005- Chrysler -008845
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1 the same testimony, but there have been quite a few

2 reports that I've written.

3 Q Okay. Same thing for Volkswagen.

4 A I am sorry, I might not have listened. If your

5 question said testify, that would be very different than

6 retained. I don't know if you've shifted the question.

7 I was answering with respect to being retained.

8 Typically -- commonly a case goes away before there's

9 any testimony. So I would be retained, but there would

10 be no testimony.

11 I wasn't listening carefully enough, but I

12 thought you shifted to testified.

13 Q Anytime that you were retained and that you did

14 any work that you billed for and that you can tell me

15 about that is not confidential, I want to know that.

16 A Okay. That's the way I understood it

17 originally, and the 15 or 20 would be correct.

18 Q And then that would be the same question for

19 Volkswagen.

20 A I don't think any in Volkswagen.

21 Q Toyota or Lexus.

22 A I think zero in Lexus. I think Toyota I

23 remember one regulatory matter. I don't know if that's

24 litigation or not.

25 Q Hyundai? EA12-005- Chrysler -008846
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1 A I don't think any for Hyundai.

2 Q Honda.

3 A I don't remember any.

4 Q Isuzu.

5 A It's possible. If it was -- if there were any,

6 it might be one.

7 Q Nissan or Infiniti.

8 A There was one Nissan matter I remember.

9 Q Audi.

10 A I don't think any Audi.

11 Q Mitsubishi.

12 A I don't recall any of those.

13 Q Mazda.

14 A I don't recall any Mazda.

15 Q Fiat.

16 A No.

17 Q Suzuki.

18 A Are we away from the personal injury now? Any

19 Suzuki matter?

20 Q Anything related to automotive safety.

21 A Okay. I recall one with Suzuki.

22 Q Saab.

23 A No.

24 Q Mercedes.

25 A I don't recall any of those. EA12-005- Chrysler -008847
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1 Q Volvo.

2 A No.

3 Q BMW.

4 A I'm sure I'm going to be incorrect in a couple

5 of these. I don't recall any.

6 Q I understand. I understand you're just telling

7 me what you remember without any references. And Ford,

8 finally.

9 A That's where this large collection of Ford

10 Explorer cases is located, and then there were one or

11 two other Ford matters of a different kind.

12 Q Can you give me an all inclusive number?

13 A I don't know how to count the Ford cases. They

14 come in collections. Is an MDL more than one? I don't

15 know.

16 Q As far as cases, can you say more than 20?

17 A If I counted the biggest number I could think

18 of, it would be hundreds.

19 Q Okay.

20 A But just to be clear, I've only done one

21 thing. I only have one notebook. I only have one thing

22 to say, and it's usually said in a collective form where

23 there are multiple parties. That's the best

24 description.

25 Q I guess I am interested in how many times youEA12-005- Chrysler -008848
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1 say it. How many times you come in and say I'm William

2 Wecker and I'm here to talk about --

3 A That would be a much smaller number. I could

4 look at my reference to help with that. Well, here's

5 another one. If I counted right, I've got 14 in the

6 last five years, and I think there were probably none

7 before that. I didn't have any work with Ford for a

8 long time.

9 Q Okay. Have you ever testified about a product

10 manufactured by an automotive manufacturer that had an

11 unacceptable field performance with comparison to other

12 similar products?

13 A No. It's not a phrase that I would use.

14 Q Can you help me with the phraseology?

15 A I don't know how to help you either. That

16 just -- I'm confident I never said anything like that.

17 Here's some help. The reason I'm so confident, it's

18 just not a statistical concept to go outside my area. I

19 try to stay within my area.

20 Q Is your area generating comparisons of products

21 in actual performance?

22 A No.

23 Q No?

24 A No. That's a sliver of my area. What I meant

25 by -- you can instruct me to tighten up these answers.EA12-005- Chrysler -008849
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1 I can see where there's confusion between us, and I'll

2 just volunteer some stuff. What I meant by "my area" is

3 statistics and applied mathematics. The concept of

4 something being unacceptable is just not in that expert

5 area.

6 Q Do you advertise your services?

7 A No. I've got a website. You might want to

8 think of that as advertising, I don't. It's got

9 directions for finding my office.

10 Q What year and make is the vehicle that you

11 drive?

12 A I drive a 1987 Mercedes diesel.

13 Q What year and make vehicles of any immediate

14 family members?

15 A My wife drives a 1991 small size Mercedes.

16 Q Do you -- I assume you have never worked

17 directly for an auto manufacturer; is that correct?

18 MR. CAMPBELL: As an employee?

19 THE WITNESS: As an employee?

20 BY MR. FEAGLE:

21 Q Direct employee, yes.

22 A Not as an employee.

23 Q Anyone in your immediate family?

24 A No.

25 MR. CAMPBELL: Hang on for just one second.EA12-005- Chrysler -008850
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1 (Recess)

2 BY MR. FEAGLE:

3 Q Dr. Wecker, is tab 8 a true and accurate copy

4 of your CV?

5 A Yes.

6 Q And does it contain all of your employment

7 background and professional acknowledgements, to the

8 best of your knowledge?

9 A It's a rough summary. There's nothing

10 intentionally omitted.

11 Q Is there anything that you would put on it if

12 you were updating it today?

13 A Well, this is February 2003.

14 Q It looks like it's pretty up to date.

15 And have you completed all of the work that you

16 need to do to render your final opinions in this case?

17 A From what I understand now, my experience

18 teaches me that when a trial occurs, there will be

19 testimony and opening statements that may elaborate or

20 inject some issue that I could respond to usefully and

21 would -- as long as the court would permit that, I would

22 try to be helpful if some new issue arose. Leaving that

23 aside, I think it would be correct in thinking that my

24 work is complete as far as I can anticipate the

25 information in this case, period. EA12-005- Chrysler -008851
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1 Q So your opinions are in final form?

2 A I've answered that, and I couldn't give you a

3 simple yes or no to that. I thought that it's entirely

4 possible that the opinions could be elaborated to fit

5 better with the testimony that may occur over the course

6 of the trial, and it might even call for additional

7 work, and I'll leave it to the court to decide what is

8 allowed. And if something came up that I could respond

9 to, I would try to respond to it.

10 Something could come up today in the

11 questioning. It hasn't yet, but you could bring up some

12 issue that might suggest to me that I might do some

13 other work to clarify or respond.

14 Q Is Exhibit 3 a copy of the Notice and Subpoena

15 for this deposition?

16 A Yes.

17 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 3 was marked for

18 identification by the court reporter.)

19 BY MR. FEAGLE:

20 Q Did you bring all of the requested documents?

21 A Well, I brought what I have. Maybe we should

22 go through -- let me look here to see what I have in the

23 way of an exception. A lot of things I simply don't

24 have any of those, so I could not bring them. I didn't

25 bring any documents with respect to this new matter inEA12-005- Chrysler -008852
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1 which I am not disclosed that could be responsive to

2 number 18 -- no, not 18.

3 MR. CAMPBELL: Greg, for the record, we have not

4 produced, you know, the actual computer programs. We've

5 produced xeroxed copy of the discs that the programs are

6 contained on.

7 MR. FEAGLE: So you've identified the programs?

8 MR. CAMPBELL: We've identified the programs.

9 MR. FEAGLE: You're not giving us the software?

10 MR. CAMPBELL: We're not giving you the software.

11 That is either publicly available software or -- I think

12 it's all publicly available software. But we've

13 identified what we've used.

14 If there is software -- and I might need

15 correction on this, Dr. Wecker. But to the extent that

16 there is software that was utilized, we are not at

17 liberty to turn it over because of contractual and

18 confidentiality requirements by the manufacturer. We

19 can discuss with you supplying those subject to a

20 protective order that specifically governs those

21 documents since they're not our documents. I mean

22 they're not our programs.

23 You know, as long as the manufacturer or the

24 creator of those programs are willing to release them

25 under a confidentiality and protective order, then we'reEA12-005- Chrysler -008853
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1 willing to do that. But since they're not ours, we

2 cannot do that.

3 Some of the data came from publicly available

4 sources, and we've identified all of those sources under

5 tab 7 or 8. Seven.

6 MR. FEAGLE: Are you still talking about the

7 software?

8 MR. CAMPBELL: No. That's data. The software,

9 that wasn't specifically included. The software point

10 is, we're telling you what we've used. If you

11 specifically want us to produce that, and it can be done

12 by agreement with the creator of the software, the

13 license holder of the software, under protective order,

14 then we'll do that. You may have access to it through

15 other beings or sources. I don't know.

16 MR. FEAGLE: Okay.

17 MR. CAMPBELL: We can't turn it over without some

18 protection in place because of our licensing agreement

19 with the company who made it.

20 (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 4 was marked for

21 identification by the court reporter.)

22 BY MR. FEAGLE:

23 Q Exhibit 4 would be the software -- the

24 identification of all of the software, correct, that

25 we've been discussing? EA12-005- Chrysler -008854
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1 A Exhibit 4 is responsive to your Notice, Exhibit

2 3, request number nine, where you specifically invite me

3 to bring a representative document from the package.

4 And what I did was just xeroxed the CDs.

5 Q Okay.

6 A Counsel was essentially correct on this other

7 category of licensed materials, but it involves not just

8 data. It involves some computer programs that are

9 licensed or computer programs that I write to access the

10 licensed data, which, in turn, reveals details of the

11 data.

12 All of that you're welcome to have, and I've

13 produced it in other cases a number of times, but we'd

14 have to do it under a protective order.

15 Q That's fine. I just at some point want to

16 identify the universe of what we're talking about.

17 A Sure.

18 Q And I understand that those other more

19 complicated things are not referenced in Exhibit 4?

20 A Right. But I have prepared some things that I

21 think will cover all of that, and that is the lists in

22 tab 7 and tab 6 of Exhibit 2. Many of these items

23 listed in Exhibit 2 are not -- would not be covered by

24 the protective order by themselves, and are, in fact,

25 publicly available and nearly free in a lot of cases.EA12-005- Chrysler -008855
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1 But the way I'm using them is in conjunction with other

2 things that are protected, and it's not possible or

3 certainly not convenient to separate them because

4 they're being used together.

5 Q These other things that you are using in

6 conjunction with some of the materials are in tab 6 and

7 7?

8 A The lists in tab 6 and 7, I think, are

9 comprehensive as to what we're discussing now.

10 Q And what exactly are you talking about when you

11 say the things that you've used in conjunction with

12 those lists? You mentioned earlier writing programs or

13 something. What exactly are we talking about there?

14 A What I was trying to explain, when I talk about

15 in conjunction with, is that, for example, the first

16 item listed in tab 6 where I give you a telephone number

17 to call, if you called that number you could have that

18 data for a nominal charge. You can also download it

19 completely free of charge. There's nothing really

20 protected about that data. And I've even called that

21 number and asked for -- would it be all right if I just

22 made a copy of what you've sold me for $200 and gave it

23 to somebody else? And they were not so pleased about

24 that. They would rather keep a record as to who is

25 using their data. And they said why don't you just haveEA12-005- Chrysler -008856
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1 them call me and I would be glad to send it to them.

2 But I don't think of that part as protected.

3 But we go to another item, like on the -- probably the

4 most aggressive of the licensed holders is the Polk

5 Company in tab 7, item number five. There I need to

6 actually get the Polk Company to agree to the wording of

7 the protective order, because that is what they've told

8 me is required. And the two items that I just discussed

9 with you are used together in a single calculation that

10 doesn't break apart. So I can't sort of just give you

11 half of it.

12 Q And then you said there were some protected

13 things used with the non-protected things. Polk would

14 be an example of one of the protected things?

15 A Yes.

16 Q Are there any others?

17 A Yes. The state databases, think, will have to

18 be included in the protective order. I've gotten

19 counsel to advise me on this, and there are a number of

20 reasons why we have to do that, one of which is privacy

21 laws under the different states. And others are the

22 states just have -- that we've called have insisted on

23 it, or at least they've told me they didn't want me to

24 hand it over without restrictions.

25 Q Okay. And you mentioned earlier somethingEA12-005- Chrysler -008857
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1 about writing programs, what was that?

2 A Well, the thing that you would get if you

3 would be signing a protective order to cover this would

4 be all of the material that are on these lists and the

5 computer programs that pull them together to make the

6 charts.

7 Q And it's the computer programs that pull them

8 together to use the charts, are they identified at least

9 in Exhibit 2?

10 A No, I don't have a separate listing of that.

11 The description I gave you would cover that. You'll

12 have to count up the number of accidents, and I've got

13 counting up programs that do that.

14 Q So can you at least identify for me those

15 computer programs?

16 A I don't have anything here that would give you

17 -- give me the ability to identify them any better than

18 I have, although we can skip the identification step by

19 just giving them to you, and then you don't have to

20 think hard about it.

21 Q Okay. But just so I have a level of comfort,

22 subject to reaching a protective order, we can get

23 access to all of these programs that you're talking

24 about?

25 A Yes. What I would give you, subject to theEA12-005- Chrysler -008858
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1 protective order -- and I have to get approval each time

2 from Polk, and they modify my license and they're very

3 insistent that I go through this process. But what I

4 would give you when we completed that, and it can be

5 done quickly, I think, is everything required to

6 essentially press a button that says execute, and the

7 programs execute, go to find the databases, count up the

8 vehicles and make the charts. So it's everything from

9 one end to the other.

10 Q But as you sit here, you're not prepared to

11 tell me what all of the computer programs involved are?

12 A Well, I can describe them to you. I thought

13 you wanted a list. I don't have a list.

14 Q As you sit here, you're not prepared to name

15 them for me?

16 A No, I don't know any names. But there are

17 other ways where I can communicate with you that would

18 essentially get you the information for which your

19 question is seeking.

20 Q Which is?

21 A It will be a program that does chart number one

22 and a program that does chart number two.

23 Q Okay.

24 A I don't know if it's named chart one.

25 MR. CAMPBELL: Chart one in Exhibit 2 is whatEA12-005- Chrysler -008859
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1 you're referring to?

2 BY MR. FEAGLE:

3 Q Right. And it may be more appropriate to get

4 into more detail as we go through the work.

5 So aside from this issue of software that we've

6 been discussing and data, do we have your entire file?

7 A Yes, sir.

8 Q And we marked Exhibit 1 as your billing file

9 earlier. Do you maintain activity descriptions for the

10 particular billings?

11 A No, just separate by project, by project and by

12 person.

13 Q But when you put hour, you know, 5.95, do you

14 have anywhere a description of what was done?

15 A No. This is the entirety of the invoice. That

16 is the only thing that I've seen or am aware of. It's

17 the only thing that the client gets. It's what we do

18 normally for every client, whether it's litigation or

19 non-litigation. It's all treated the same.

20 Q Is it correct that your billing rate is $500 an

21 hour?

22 A It was at the time. I'm thinking of increasing

23 it, but I haven't yet.

24 Q You haven't done so yet?

25 A No. EA12-005- Chrysler -008860
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1 Q Okay. Do have a correspondence file,

2 Dr. Wecker?

3 A No. There is no correspondence to put in a

4 file.

5 Q Have you received any letters from the law firm

6 of Swift, Currie, McGhee & Hiers?

7 A I've seen no letters. It's possible, though I

8 haven't seen any, so I can't verify that. When I

9 received the Complaint and the accident report there

10 could have been a cover letter that says like, here is

11 the Complaint and the accident report. We normally

12 don't keep those. And I never saw it anyway. The only

13 thing I've seen is the Complaint and accident report.

14 Q So any cover letters would have been discarded?

15 A If there were any. If they had informational

16 content or substance, we would have them.

17 Q Okay.

18 A But if they're just a transmittal with no

19 content, it's not our practice to keep those.

20 Q So since you have none with substance, so I'm

21 assuming you didn't receive any with substance?

22 A I didn't. I've never seen any letters of

23 anything.

24 Q Someone in your office probably got it?

25 A The secretary probably got the Complaint, andEA12-005- Chrysler -008861
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1 she has the instruction that if there's a

2 non-substantive cover letter, or the same with faxed

3 materials, a fax material comes in, she doesn't pass me

4 the fax cover sheet.

5 Q Okay. When were you first contacted about this

6 case, Dr. Wecker?

7 A I thought you would ask that so I wrote it

8 down. April of 2002.

9 Q You were contacted during the month of April

10 2002?

11 A Yes.

12 Q Do you have an exact date that you can give me?

13 A No.

14 Q What was that contact?

15 A It was a phone call by Mr. Campbell.

16 Q And did you actually speak to Mr. Campbell when

17 he made the phone call?

18 A I'm not sure. I think I did, but I have zero

19 recollection. I think I did, and I think it was a very

20 brief call indicating that there would be some stuff

21 coming in the future.

22 Q When you wrote down that date of April 2002,

23 what did you refer to to get that date?

24 A I asked Ms. McGrath if she remembered when that

25 happened, and she said she thought it was in April.EA12-005- Chrysler -008862
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1 Q So other than that, there's no other way to

2 verify that date?

3 A Yeah. We can ask Mr. Campbell.

4 MR. CAMPBELL: I have no recollection. It was

5 sometime in 2002, and it was a telephone call from me.

6 BY MR. FEAGLE:

7 Q What did Mr. Campbell tell you about this

8 matter when he had spoke to you in April 2002?

9 A What I recall is just that there -- a request,

10 first of all, would I be willing to work on a new

11 matter. And if so, he would be sending me some

12 materials, and subsequently some materials arrived.

13 Q Did you agree to provide the services that he

14 requested you to provide?

15 A The request was vague, would I work on it. No

16 specific list of services. But I agreed to take a look

17 into it. Sometimes when people send me materials I take

18 a look at them, and I call them back and say you've got

19 the wrong guy, this is not my area, or something like

20 that.

21 Q Right.

22 A But I certainly agreed up to the point that I

23 invited him to send the Complaint and an accident

24 report, and that I would take a look at it and see if

25 there was anything that I could help him with.EA12-005- Chrysler -008863
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1 Q Did you during that time discuss any prior work

2 that you had done in fuel-fed fire cases?

3 A No.

4 Q Do you have any notes of that contact? I

5 assume you do not.

6 A No.

7 Q So after speaking to Mr. Campbell in April of

8 2002, when is the next time you spoke to an attorney

9 from Chrysler about this case?

10 A The only attorney that I've spoken to about

11 this case is Mr. Campbell. I saw him in December of

12 2002, but we didn't discuss the case. He was visiting

13 our offices, and I don't know on what matter. He wasn't

14 talking to me.

15 Q That was in December 2002?

16 A December 2002.

17 Q You spoke to him, but not about this case?

18 A It was hello, you want some lunch, that kind of

19 conversation.

20 Q Okay. After December 2002 when is the next

21 time you talked to Mr. Campbell?

22 A This morning.

23 Q And what did you all discuss this morning?

24 A I showed him the materials that I just handed

25 to you and explained portions of them to him, and that'sEA12-005- Chrysler -008864
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1 it.

2 Q Did you ever tell him what you were -- what

3 charts you were going to make or what type of work

4 specifically you were going to do?

5 A Well, when he came this morning, everything had

6 been completed for sometime, so I'm not following you

7 exactly. I showed him the charts. I explained them to

8 him.

9 Q And it's correct that you have not attended any

10 legal engineering conferences, vehicle inspections,

11 scene visits?

12 A No, none of that.

13 Q Are there any statistical texts that you

14 consider authoritative in the field?

15 A Yes, but let me -- I'm puzzling about your last

16 question, because you must have meant something

17 different than what I understood by it. So let me just

18 say that I've never had any conversation with him, other

19 than the ones I've already described to you, about any

20 subject bearing on this case. So that ought to close

21 out a lot of questions.

22 Q Are you talking about the contacts with

23 Mr. Campbell?

24 A You asked a question whether I had discussed

25 charts with him in some fashion. EA12-005- Chrysler -008865
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1 Q Right.

2 A I didn't fully understand the question. But

3 the only discussion I've had with him about substantive

4 matters in this case occurred this morning, and all the

5 material had already been created, and I was simply

6 going through as we are today and explained it to him.

7 Q Okay.

8 A There were no other conversations. So whatever

9 you meant, if you meant a conversation, there weren't

10 any.

11 Q Okay. And you were going to tell me about some

12 authoritative statistical texts.

13 A Sure. There's a lot of them.

14 Q Can you name the top two in your mind?

15 A Yes. I'd say "The Advanced Theory of

16 Statistics" by Kendall and Stuart is authoritative and

17 comprehensive as well. Since that's in multiple

18 volumes, maybe it will be enough for you.

19 Q Have you reviewed any other depositions in this

20 case prior to today?

21 A I've seen no depositions in this case at any

22 time, including today.

23 Q Okay. Let's turn to Exhibit 2. I just want to

24 ask you, do tabs 3 and 4 of Exhibit 2 summarize all of

25 the conclusions and opinions that you have reached andEA12-005- Chrysler -008866
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1 expect to give in this case?

2 A Yes, I think so, although I will need to

3 explain myself, so I'll use more words than you'll see

4 here, but I think this sums it up.

5 Q Okay. And have the materials behind tabs 3 and

6 4, did you generate those for this case specifically?

7 A Yes.

8 Q Okay.

9 MR. CAMPBELL: Greg, just for clarification

10 purposes, tab 5 is the same information that's contained

11 on the charts in tab 4. It's just in a different

12 format. So it would be part of his opinions or the

13 basis for his opinions.

14 MR. FEAGLE: Okay. Thanks.

15 BY MR. FEAGLE:

16 Q And just to make sure I've asked my last

17 question properly, none of your work in this case is --

18 wasn't updating your prior work you've done in previous

19 cases, correct?

20 A You're correct.

21 Q What databases have you utilized for -- shall

22 we say, chart, graph?

23 A Say chart, and use the number in the lower

24 right-hand corner.

25 Q Okay. For charts one and two, what database orEA12-005- Chrysler -008867
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1 what databases did you utilize?

2 A I've written that on the charts. And so let me

3 call your attention to the notes at the bottom of each

4 chart.

5 Q Uh-huh.

6 A Those are not just casual notes. Those are

7 notes that are intended that an expert could just pick

8 up this chart and he could probably replicate this chart

9 with what he can read on this chart.

10 Before discovery became as intensive as it is

11 in the modern era, this was the way I communicated what

12 I had done to the experts. Because rarely will you ask

13 the question that gets out all these details, so I just

14 wrote them down. So now I will get around to answering

15 your questions.

16 The databases here are the Polk database

17 described at the bottom of the page and the FARS

18 database described at the bottom of the page.

19 Q What is Polk?

20 A Polk is a company name, and they're in the

21 business of going around to different states and

22 gathering the state's information on automobile

23 registrations, and then they take that back to their

24 headquarters and they assemble it and put it in a common

25 format and sell it to anybody that wants it.EA12-005- Chrysler -008868
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1 Q And is Polk the source of the vehicle years'

2 portion of your work? Is that a fair way to say it?

3 A Yes. I would -- you've said it just fine, but

4 let me say it a slightly different way. It's the

5 measure of exposure that is used in this chart.

6 Q And another way of saying measure of exposure

7 might be to say extent of the utilization of various

8 vehicles?

9 A Yes.

10 Q And FARS, tell me what FARS is, please, sir?

11 A That's a different database. It's a collection

12 of fatal accidents that's maintained by the Federal

13 Government.

14 Q And does NHTSA generate FARS?

15 A NHTSA is the part of the Federal Government

16 that maintains and provides to the public this data.

17 Q And what programs do you use to process the

18 FARS data? And this is going to revisit us on our

19 earlier discussion, I imagine.

20 A I think you mean in this case?

21 Q Yes.

22 A The principal program that I use is the SAS,

23 S-A-S, all caps, computer system which has built-in

24 utilities for counting things up. Counting things up is

25 basically all I am doing. EA12-005- Chrysler -008869
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1 Q And what does SAS stand for?

2 A Statistical analysis system.

3 Q And is this a product that is manufactured by a

4 third-party company?

5 A Yes. The company name is actually the same.

6 The company is actually SAS.

7 Q Okay. And in layman's terms, what is SAS?

8 What does that program enable you to do with the FARS

9 data?

10 A Well, it's very powerful and it has many

11 different functions, but the functions that I use are

12 really the most elementary possible. The only function

13 that I'm using here -- well, I might make a mistake.

14 The primary function that I'm using here is just a

15 tabulation, just counting up. So that, for example, if

16 I want to make chart number one, I have the SAS program

17 identify Jeep Cherokees, and I have a tab here that

18 shows you how I do that.

19 We'll turn to that if you want. And I restrict

20 it to the model years shown at the bottom of the page.

21 So I have to say, if it's Jeep Cherokee and it's a model

22 year in this range, then check if there was a fatality.

23 And if there was, count one, and then just keep doing

24 that. And when you're done, divide that number by the

25 Polk number that you count in a similar fashion.EA12-005- Chrysler -008870
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1 Q You don't use the SAS number to manipulate any

2 of the Polk data, correct?

3 A Yes.

4 Q You do?

5 A I use the same program for both. That's why I

6 said it's all one thing and it doesn't separate out

7 easily.

8 Q And where is the FARS data that I assume you

9 used the SAS program to count from?

10 A It's resident on our computer system in my

11 office, but it's publicly available at the phone number

12 I gave you in a later tab, or you can just download it

13 it on the Internet.

14 Q So you have the -- is there a complete set of

15 FARS data that you have at your office?

16 A I have a complete set.

17 Q And is there a -- do they differentiate by

18 versions or cutoff dates or -- you know what I mean?

19 A Well, as time passes they add more information.

20 Q So are there year spans assigned to the FARS

21 database, or how does that work?

22 A Well, they didn't start it until 1974, and then

23 each year around November they release the new data

24 covering the prior year.

25 Q So what are we up to now as far as what youEA12-005- Chrysler -008871
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1 used for this case? Up through 2002? 2001?

2 A 2001 is the latest. And it says that at the

3 bottom of the page.

4 Q And where does the underlying information about

5 -- strike that.

6 The data in FARS, is it organized by vehicle or

7 by accident? How does that --

8 A It's organized in a complicated way. It's

9 called a hierarchical database. In general terms it's,

10 I'd say, by accident, but the organization is more

11 complex than that.

12 Q And where do the FARS people -- I assume that

13 FARS maintains a staff of people who undertake to

14 maintain that database?

15 A Yes. It's a multimillion dollar use of

16 taxpayer money every year.

17 Q And the FARS people, where do they get the

18 underlying information off the street to put in there?

19 A I'll describe that. Within NHTSA there's a

20 statistical division, and within the statistical

21 division there are the people who do this work on FARS,

22 but they reside not only in Washington, they have -- I

23 don't know if they are civil servants or contract

24 employees, but they have the people who work for them

25 located in all the different states in the United StatesEA12-005- Chrysler -008872
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1 as well as the people in Washington.

2 The way the process works is the individuals

3 out in the field, they gather from essentially all

4 public records. They would be not just a police report,

5 but they look at autopsy records, hospital records. If

6 you look in the first couple of pages in the FARS

7 manual, I can check and see if I've even printed them in

8 here, but the FARS manual is quite thick. I didn't

9 bring it all. They described this process and they

10 list, it seems if memory serves, 15 or 20 different

11 kinds of records that they look at.

12 So then those individuals out in the field,

13 they take that information, they put it into a computer,

14 and they send it electronically back to Washington. The

15 people back in Washington then check it for completeness

16 and internal consistency and reasonableness. They have

17 computer programs that do that. And when it passes

18 those screens to ensure its reliability, it is then

19 assembled into the database for the coming year. That's

20 the process.

21 Q So as far as the underlying sources, are the

22 most prominent sources police reports, autopsy records?

23 Can you tell me?

24 A No, I can't tell you, because I can't tell you

25 what is prominent. But I can give a reasonable surmiseEA12-005- Chrysler -008873
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1 that a police report would be an important resource, but

2 I think it would depend on the accident. I think

3 different accidents would lead the person in the field

4 to different kinds of documents.

5 For example, a person can die a week later in

6 the hospital, and the police report would never even

7 indicate that. You wouldn't even know it was a fatality

8 if you looked only at the police report.

9 Q Is there a minimum amount of elements of data

10 that are required to generate a FARS entry?

11 A A FARS entry?

12 Q Or whatever you want to call it.

13 A I didn't understand if you said injury or

14 entry.

15 Q Entry or accident.

16 A Well, the FARS records for an accident is quite

17 large. They have more than 100 data elements.

18 Depending on how complicated the accident, it could have

19 quite a bit more than that.

20 Q And is it correct that the source of all of

21 this underlying information that we're discussing, the

22 source is people -- strike that.

23 Is it fair to say that all of the underlying

24 documents, autopsy reports, police reports, whatever

25 else FARS specifically mentions in that list of recordsEA12-005- Chrysler -008874
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1 are that you discussed, is it safe to say that all of

2 that material is put together by people besides yourself

3 or your office?

4 A Yes.

5 Q And is it also correct that you have not gone

6 back to verify each of those individual documents for

7 any of the accidents that become data in your work in

8 this case?

9 A Mostly that's correct, but not completely.

10 When -- there would, of course, be millions and millions

11 of documents that would underlie this database, and I

12 don't go looking for the millions of documents. But

13 whenever a document comes into my possession that should

14 have a -- the same kind of information that the computer

15 file would have, I usually make a comparison. And I've

16 done that with the accident report in this case. But

17 it's a routine for me. Whenever I see the chance to do

18 that, I do it.

19 Q But have you seen the accident report for any

20 of the accidents that did appear in any of your FARS

21 work in this case?

22 A Yes.

23 Q You have?

24 A Yes.

25 Q How many? EA12-005- Chrysler -008875
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1 A Well, for sure one, which is the one of this

2 case.

3 Q Correct.

4 A And probably more than 20. It could be 20 to

5 30 or 40 maybe, just from other happenstance receipts of

6 material like that. But not as a part of this case, but

7 just over the course of time.

8 Q But as a part of this case, is it correct that

9 you haven't reviewed for accuracy any police reports

10 other than the Belli case?

11 A That's correct, but I've reviewed them

12 previously, and they would pertain to data that's being

13 used now in this case.

14 Q And why was the FARS database initiated? What

15 is the purpose of it?

16 MR. CAMPBELL: I'll object to the form as far as it

17 calls for him to speculate. If you can answer the

18 question, you can answer.

19 THE WITNESS: Well, I -- it is likely that we could

20 find, although I do not have a perfect recollection of

21 such a document, something that's -- a document that

22 would describe the purpose of the database in general

23 terms from the point of view of the Government, like the

24 purpose is to provide information about safety on the

25 American highway, something like that. I don't thinkEA12-005- Chrysler -008876
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1 that really tells us much.

2 I think a more accurate description, and I've

3 been a consultant to the Federal Government on issues

4 like this and I try to teach them about this when I do

5 consulting for them, the Federal Government really

6 cannot anticipate all the different ways that the

7 citizens of the United States and citizens of other

8 countries might find helpful or even valuable or

9 critical a database like this. They shouldn't try.

10 They should -- because they'll be doomed if they try to

11 do that. But rather they should make a database that is

12 comprehensive, not aimed at any narrow objective, and

13 then let the public decide how they want to use it and

14 what they want to use it for. And there will be a

15 million different uses.

16 Q Okay. And I forgot to ask you a second ago

17 when we were talking about police reports and other

18 underlying documents, you mentioned that in FARS there

19 is a specific list somewhere of what these underlying

20 documents might be or a graph that qualifies all of

21 those underlying documents. Can you refer me to a

22 specific reference or somewhere where I might find that

23 or where you got the materials you brought with you

24 today?

25 A Well, I don't have that page with me. ItEA12-005- Chrysler -008877
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1 would be the principal manual distributed by FARS

2 describing the FARS system. If you would like, you can

3 download this thing yourself, but if it's a request, I

4 would be glad to, when I go back to my office, get a

5 copy of that page or couple of pages and have counsel

6 send them to you.

7 Q Okay.

8 A I'll do this after I get the deposition,

9 because then I won't have to bother taking a note.

10 Q Thank you.

11 Is it correct for an accident to be included

12 in the FARS system that the occupant must die within 30

13 days of the accident?

14 A That's correct. No, that's not quite correct.

15 Q Okay.

16 A You missed one thing. It doesn't have to be an

17 occupant. It can be a pedestrian.

18 Q Okay. Is it correct that FARS contains every

19 motor vehicle accident on a U.S. public roadway since at

20 least January 1975 that resulted in fatality?

21 MR. CAMPBELL: I'll object to the form of the

22 question to the extent that it is at odds with your

23 prior question. If you clarify your question and say

24 involves a fatality within 30 days of the date of the

25 accident, then I'll withdraw my objection to theEA12-005- Chrysler -008878
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1 question.

2 THE WITNESS: That's the way I'm understanding the

3 question. You don't have to clarify. I think you're

4 correct, it's essentially -- let me just restate it in

5 case I missed it. Essentially every fatal accident in

6 the United States, I think since 1974 when the database

7 started. You said 1975. Maybe I remembered wrong.

8 Maybe it's 1975.

9 BY MR. FEAGLE:

10 Q And did you say earlier that the Belli accident

11 would be a data point in the FARS system?

12 A Yes, it's included.

13 Q Do the fatalities included in FARS and

14 comprising some of the underlying data of charts one and

15 two, would that include fatalities of unbelted

16 occupants?

17 A Yes.

18 Q And is it correct that the FARS database does

19 not indicate what the cause of the fatal injury to the

20 occupant that died was?

21 A Well, it might, but there's no attempt to

22 assign the cause. Your question said indicate, and

23 that's kind of vague.

24 Q But FARS won't tell you what caused the

25 injury? EA12-005- Chrysler -008879
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1 A FARS makes no attempt to assign a cause, that's

2 correct.

3 Q Is it correct that FARS does not tell you

4 whether a fatal injury was or wasn't caused by a

5 post-collision, fuel-fed fire?

6 A It makes no attempt to assign a cause of any

7 kind, but it will record the presence of a

8 post-collision, fuel-fed fire.

9 Q So is it correct that FARS does not indicate

10 whether a fatal injury was or was not caused by a

11 post-collision, fuel-fed fire? Can you give a yes or no

12 answer?

13 A No. And I will tell you why I can't. It's

14 because of the vague word "indicate."

15 Q What if I just said is it correct that FARS

16 does not tell you whether a fatal injury was or wasn't

17 caused by a post-collision, fuel-fed fire?

18 A It's getting closer, but I couldn't give a yes

19 or no to that either. What it can tell you is that

20 there was a post-collision, fuel-fed fire. And what it

21 can tell you is that there was a fatality. But what it

22 cannot tell you is whether, for example, the individual

23 was fatally injured by trauma in the crash even though

24 there was post-collision fire that burned the whole car

25 up. That's where it can't tell you things like that.EA12-005- Chrysler -008880
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1 Q So it can't tell you if a fire killed somebody?

2 A It cannot tell you that definitively, but it

3 might tell you that -- you might read it that way and

4 you might just be correct.

5 Q It can provide you circumstantial evidence that

6 that may have happened, but it cannot tell you

7 conclusively that it did, correct?

8 A I think that's something that I can agree with.

9 Q Another way of saying it is that FARS doesn't

10 tell you the particular cause of the fatal injury other

11 than that the injury occurred in the wreck?

12 A I really don't think I can agree with it that

13 way. I think this is a better language. FARS makes no

14 attempt to assign an unambiguous cause. What it does is

15 describe the circumstances of the crash. Some of those

16 circumstances may in fact be a cause. And if it's

17 telling you that circumstance, it's told you a cause,

18 but it has not made the attempt to assert affirmatively

19 what is the cause and what isn't.

20 Q It may mention something that is in fact a

21 cause, but it's not telling you that that is the cause

22 -- or that in fact is a cause? It might mention an act

23 that was a cause, but it's not saying this act caused

24 this injury?

25 A It doesn't say that. It doesn't say the wordEA12-005- Chrysler -008881
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1 "cause of." It's descriptive of the accident.

2 Q Is it correct that FARS does not tell you

3 whether or not a fuel system failed in the accident?

4 MR. CAMPBELL: Object to the form of the question.

5 It's vague and ambiguous, but you can answer the

6 question to the extent you understand it.

7 THE WITNESS: I think that's correct. It could

8 indicate, for example, the presence of a fire and other

9 features of the accident that would be strongly

10 suggestive of a fuel-tank involvement, but it doesn't

11 have to be the fuel tank. It could be something under

12 the hood.

13 MR. CAMPBELL: Greg, when you get to a stopping

14 point, let's take a break.

15 MR. FEAGLE: Let's go ahead and stop now.

16 (Recess.)

17 BY MR. FEAGLE:

18 Q So Dr. Wecker, what is the point of chart one?

19 How would you explain to the jury what the message is

20 there?

21 A Okay.

22 Q Is this when we go to tab 3?

23 A No. I think it's in tab 4.

24 Q Okay.

25 A You asked me about chart one. I would say thatEA12-005- Chrysler -008882
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1 this shows the field performance of the fleet of Jeep

2 Cherokees over the relevant model years, as well as the

3 field performance of numerous other passenger cars and

4 light trucks. Light trucks include vans and SUVs. And

5 it shows that performance in terms of the risk of

6 fatality and the risk of fatality with fire. So it's a

7 chart about risks for the fleet.

8 Q And is each vertical line on this chart a

9 separate vehicle line?

10 A Yes.

11 Q And the microscopic writing underneath each

12 line, is that the identity of the vehicle?

13 A Yes, but you needn't get a microscope because

14 the next tab prints it in normal size print.

15 Q And do they appear --

16 A They're in the same order.

17 Q In the same order. Top to bottom, left to

18 right?

19 A Right.

20 Q Let's start with the Jeep Cherokee line. And

21 that includes, as the chart says, I believe, all Jeep

22 Cherokee and Jeep Grand Cherokees for 1984 to 2000?

23 A Model year '84 to 2001.

24 Q 2001. And what is the number that the height

25 of that vertical line indicates? EA12-005- Chrysler -008883
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1 A It indicates the rate of fatal vehicles per

2 million years of exposure.

3 Q And what is the quantity of that rate?

4 A You mean the numerical value?

5 Q Yes.

6 A You can look that up in the next tab. It's a

7 little less than 100. If you want to know the exact

8 number, you just go to the next tab.

9 MR. CAMPBELL: 247.

10 THE WITNESS: It's on page 1.6. I've numbered in

11 the lower right-hand corner of the pages.

12 BY MR. FEAGLE:

13 Q Okay.

14 A And it looks like 92.7.

15 Q What is the OBS number? 247, correct?

16 A It's just a line number for the printout.

17 Q But for the Jeep Cherokee it looks like it's

18 247, correct?

19 A You said what is it. It's a line number.

20 Q And 92.7 is the number that's depicted in line

21 form on chart one?

22 A Yes.

23 Q And then the 4.4 is going to relate to chart

24 two?

25 A No. Shall I explain? EA12-005- Chrysler -008884
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1 Q Yes, please.

2 A The 4.4 is also depicted on chart one, and it's

3 the red piece.

4 Q Got you. So 92.7 is a rate, correct?

5 A Yes. Call it a rate or a risk.

6 Q And do you get that rate by dividing a

7 numerator by a denominator?

8 A Yes.

9 Q And can you tell me what the numerator and

10 denominator are that you divided to get 92.7?

11 A I don't have those numbers here, but they would

12 be provided to you with the protected materials since

13 they are part of the licensed Polk materials.

14 I've done one other thing. In addition to

15 providing you the basic materials, I've prepared another

16 version of the book that you have -- that you can have

17 if you sign the protective order that actually lists the

18 numerators and the denominators so you don't have to

19 calculate them yourself. But I can't give them to you

20 unless you agree not to disclose them outside the case.

21 Q So there's no way we can talk about these

22 underlying numbers today?

23 A I don't have them here. I could only get

24 them -- give them to you if you agree to the protective

25 order. EA12-005- Chrysler -008885
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1 Q I agree.

2 A Okay. Let's see if I can get one here and sign

3 it.

4 MR. CAMPBELL: Okay.

5 THE WITNESS: Can we take a short break?

6 MR. FEAGLE: Let's go off the record for a second.

7 (Recess.)

8 BY MR. FEAGLE:

9 Q Dr. Wecker, for the 92.7 rate for the Jeep

10 Cherokee for chart one, to get that rate did you first

11 determine how many total occupants suffered fatalities

12 in Jeep Cherokees for the years listed?

13 A No.

14 Q Do you know how many total fatalities there

15 were for the Jeep Cherokees for the years listed '84 to

16 2001?

17 A Not off the top of my head. I know how to

18 calculate. It's an easy calculation. I didn't memorize

19 it.

20 Q To arrive at the rate of '92.7 for chart one,

21 did you divide the total number of Jeep Cherokee

22 fatalities or did you -- strike that.

23 Did you divide the total number of Jeep

24 Cherokee fatalities by the total number of registered

25 injuries for the time listed on chart one?EA12-005- Chrysler -008886
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1 A Not quite. There's -- it's helpful to

2 distinguish between a fatal occupant and a fatal

3 vehicle. The idea of a fatal occupant is pretty

4 obvious. The idea of a fatal vehicle might not be so

5 obvious. And notice that chart one is titled "fatal

6 vehicles."

7 Q Okay.

8 A And so this is not a chart about counting fatal

9 occupants. It's a chart counting fatal vehicles. And a

10 fatal vehicle is any vehicle within which there is at

11 least one fatality. So that's what it is.

12 Q Okay. So to generate the rate of the Jeep

13 Cherokee for chart one, did you first determine how many

14 fatal vehicles there were for Jeep Cherokees and Grand

15 Cherokees from '84 to 2001?

16 A I don't think I would say I did it first. I

17 did simultaneously the computer all at one whack, did

18 the determination of fatal vehicles and exposure and

19 then reported out this rate.

20 Q Did the computer divide the total number of

21 fatal vehicles by the total number of vehicle years with

22 the limitations that the chart designates to get that

23 rate?

24 A Yes, the computer did that.

25 Q Will the protected material that you haveEA12-005- Chrysler -008887
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1 indicated you will provide to us, will it show us the

2 total number of fatals that was the numerator for that

3 calculation?

4 A I'm volunteering to do that, but the actual

5 program that I used didn't show those numbers. That was

6 a computation internal to the program. But there's been

7 some interest on the part of plaintiffs in seeing those

8 numbers, and you have expressed that interest, so I'm

9 volunteering to make the simple modification that will

10 perform all the calculations that are necessary for

11 chart one and produce the numbers that you're asking

12 for.

13 Q So we'll be able to see every number in every

14 step of the calculation to get that rate?

15 A No, that would be -- you couldn't lift that

16 much. What I will produce for you is a table showing

17 both numerator and denominator for each of the rates

18 depicted on chart one.

19 Q But as I understood here, is it correct that

20 you cannot tell me what the numerator or denominator are

21 for the Jeep Cherokee rate on chart one?

22 A Not exactly. I can give you rough numbers, but

23 I can't give them to you exactly.

24 Q And just to make sure I'm clear, the

25 numerator -- the numerator that was utilized toEA12-005- Chrysler -008888
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1 calculate the Jeep Cherokee rate included every fatal

2 vehicle in the FARS database for Jeep Cherokee and Grand

3 Cherokee from '84 to 2001?

4 A Yes.

5 Q That total number was not narrowed before any

6 calculations were made, correct?

7 A That's correct. With the protected materials

8 you'll get the actual computer program and you'll see

9 that's correct for yourself.

10 Q What does one need to know to calculate this

11 92.7 rate, what figures?

12 A It's pretty simple really. You can just read

13 the bottom of the chart, and I think that's the way to

14 take you through it. Imagine the database as containing

15 a bunch of different vehicles. First throw away all the

16 vehicles that aren't the Jeep Cherokees and throw away

17 all the vehicles -- what the computer does is just

18 ignore them, not throw them away. Let's say throw away

19 all the Jeep Cherokees that are not model years '84

20 through 2001.

21 Now the calculation is simple. Just look at

22 them one at a time. And if there's a -- if it's a fatal

23 Jeep Cherokee, count it as one. If you find another

24 one, now you're up to two. Another one, now you're up

25 to three. That's all there is to it. Then you have toEA12-005- Chrysler -008889
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1 do the same thing for vehicle years from another

2 database, and then there's division.

3 Q So you have two numbers, one is that total,

4 absolute total Jeep Cherokee fatalities from FARS for

5 the years indicated?

6 A Right.

7 Q And you put that over the Polk number of the

8 absolute total -- or you put that over -- well, you tell

9 me what you put that over.

10 A The registered vehicle years for the vehicle.

11 Q For the same time period indicated?

12 A Right.

13 Q And again you've got the total registered

14 vehicle years from Polk?

15 A Right. Well, you have to add them up.

16 Q But you have the pure numbers that come from

17 those FARS and Polk databases, correct?

18 A I don't understand. Purer than what?

19 MR. CAMPBELL: Pure.

20 BY MR. FEAGLE:

21 Q Pure. Like you take all the fatalities for

22 Jeep Cherokees that you've been telling me?

23 A I don't know why you call that pure, but it's

24 the total.

25 Q And you divide that FARS number by the PolkEA12-005- Chrysler -008890
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1 number?

2 A Right.

3 Q And what does that give you?

4 A A rate.

5 Q 92.7?

6 A Right.

7 Q You said earlier you can't tell me what

8 numerators and denominators are as you sit here, but you

9 said you can kind of tell me generally. Can you give me

10 a ballpark?

11 A I can't give you a precise number simply

12 because I don't carry these thousands of numbers around

13 in my head, but there are millions of Jeep Cherokee

14 registered vehicle years. So let me just -- I'm going

15 to -- I'll put this is a hypothetical rather than as an

16 estimate. But very roughly there would be maybe 25

17 million, give or take, because I don't remember exactly,

18 registered vehicle years. So that would be about 2,500

19 fatal vehicles to get a rate of around 100. But you can

20 see the exact numbers when I send them to you. And that

21 2,500 is not fires. We're talking about the total fatal

22 vehicles since 1984 just for context.

23 Q Uh-huh. So if I were to call up FARS -- and

24 they wouldn't do this, I wouldn't think, in real life.

25 But just supposing they would. If I called them up andEA12-005- Chrysler -008891
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1 said give me all the fatals, that number and the number

2 you used would be the same number?

3 A Well, the question is an impossible one. Like

4 you said, if you called them they won't do that work for

5 you. I don't know how to complete the question.

6 Q Okay.

7 A Let me answer it this way. I think anybody who

8 did this calculation, I'd be surprised to get them -- if

9 they could get any different number than I get. If

10 there were a different number, we could put our heads

11 together and figure out what we could have done

12 differently.

13 Q Okay. So have you told me every element of how

14 you calculated the 92.7 rate?

15 A I've told you or you can read it on the chart.

16 We haven't gone through every detail on the chart.

17 Q For that 92.7 number, what's on the chart that

18 we haven't discussed?

19 A I spoke to soon. I was thinking the chart as a

20 whole, and you're thinking of one bar chart with your

21 question. So I think we covered that.

22 Q Now the fire bar for the Jeep Cherokee --

23 A Uh-huh.

24 Q -- is 4.4, correct?

25 A Yes. EA12-005- Chrysler -008892
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1 Q So tell me how you calculated the numerator and

2 denominator for that figure?

3 A Everything is the same as I told you before,

4 except as you're looking through the Jeep Cherokees, you

5 throw away all the vehicles that didn't have any fires,

6 because you only want to count the ones with fires.

7 Q How do you know which ones didn't have fires?

8 A There's a fire variable, and I've printed it

9 out. In tab 10 I've given you variables that I used to

10 do the work. And on page 39 of that tab you'll see the

11 variable for fire.

12 Q It looks like in the FARS entry they'll put the

13 number one, which is meant to specify that a fire

14 occurred in the vehicle during an accident --

15 A Yes.

16 Q -- is that correct?

17 A Right.

18 Q And who puts that number one in the FARS entry?

19 A The government employees who operate the FARS

20 system.

21 Q And where do they get their understanding that

22 there was a fire in the vehicle?

23 A As I described before, they contract workers in

24 the field and they gather numerous sources of

25 information and reach the determination based onEA12-005- Chrysler -008893
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1 studying those documents.

2 Q Are there any fires that are not included in

3 that number one coding?

4 A I think essentially all of them are included.

5 There's remarks on this page that refer to spontaneous

6 fires that begin in the vehicle before it has an impact.

7 So it's just driving along and the fire starts in the

8 back of a pickup truck and there's some -- it doesn't

9 want to count those if no damage was produced. So maybe

10 a guy does a barbecue in the back of his pickup truck,

11 and we don't want to count those.

12 So within the limitations that are described on

13 this page, which I think aren't of a practical matter of

14 any consequence, they're going to cause fire.

15 Q But if the barbecue causes damage to a car then

16 it gets a one, right?

17 A Not necessarily. Remember this is the FARS

18 database. There has to be a fatality.

19 Q Assuming that.

20 A I mean there are a lot of barbecues without

21 fatalities, so it's an important aspect. So if there's

22 a fatality in the accident, and then it has to be on a

23 public roadway. So if he's in his own driveway with a

24 barbecue, even if he burns himself up it doesn't get in

25 here. EA12-005- Chrysler -008894
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1 Yes, there are some unusual things that may

2 occur rarely that wouldn't get in here. But the intent,

3 as I understand it, if there's a fire of the kind that

4 we've been discussing in an accident where someone is

5 killed, it will be recorded in this database as a fire.

6 Q The numerous other vehicles that are referenced

7 in chart one, did you use the exact same method to

8 derive those rates?

9 A Yes.

10 Q That being you took the total number of fatal

11 vehicles in 1984 to 2001 vehicles, correct?

12 A Yes.

13 Q As the numerator, correct?

14 A Right.

15 Q And then you divided that number by the total

16 number of vehicle years --

17 A Yes.

18 Q -- correct?

19 A Yes.

20 Q Some of these vehicle lines are gray and some

21 of them are blue. It looks like you've included

22 non-Chrysler midsize compact utility vehicles and you

23 also included the gray, which is other non-Chrysler

24 vehicle models. What is the point of including those

25 two different categories? EA12-005- Chrysler -008895
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1 A So that you can assess the risk for the Jeep

2 Cherokee in the context of other models that were

3 produced contemporaneously.

4 Q And what exactly do you include as non-Chrysler

5 midsize compact utility vehicles?

6 A Non-Chrysler compact utility vehicles, there's

7 a category in FARS. I think it's number 14, but we can

8 look it up, for compact utility vehicles, and there's

9 several of them. I'm using all of them.

10 Q This is a FARS generated classification?

11 A Yes.

12 Q And you used all of the vehicles that FARS

13 includes in that classification?

14 A Yes, with the limitation that they have to be

15 from model years '84 through 2001.

16 Q Of course.

17 A I won't put on all the limitations all the

18 time. Literally the answer was no, but I think you had

19 the right idea.

20 Q And tell me about other non-Chrysler vehicle

21 models?

22 A That's the ones that aren't the midsize compact

23 utility vehicles, and they include passenger cars and

24 light trucks and vans. Something called a utility

25 stationwagon is in there, and a few other vehicle typesEA12-005- Chrysler -008896
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1 that are less common.

2 Q What vehicle classifications would you not

3 include in this chart?

4 A Motorcycles are out. 18-wheelers aren't in

5 there.

6 Q But everything between a motorcycle and an

7 18-wheelers?

8 A I'm not sure what lies between those, but I was

9 explicit in choosing passenger cars and light trucks

10 because there's a category for that. And those

11 categories encompass most of the things that I see on

12 the road that are not motorcycles and not 18-wheelers,

13 but there might be some other things. Cement trucks

14 don't have 18 wheels, but they would be excluded because

15 they're not light trucks.

16 Q And chart one does not limit by the area of

17 impact, correct?

18 A Correct.

19 Q And would it include accidents such as a

20 rollover accident?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Would it include side impacts?

23 A Yes.

24 Q Would it include front impacts?

25 A Yes. EA12-005- Chrysler -008897
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1 Q Would it include an accident that happened

2 because the driver had a heart attack potentially?

3 A If subsequent to the heart attack there was an

4 automobile accident.

5 Q Would it include accidents where drivers were

6 intoxicated?

7 A Yes.

8 Q Were there any speed limitation on the wrecks?

9 A No.

10 Q Does chart two refer to a smaller group of

11 data than chart one?

12 A Yes, but let me explain. It's exactly the same

13 as chart one, except it's limited to rear impacts.

14 Q And just as there is a code injury for a fire,

15 is there a code injury for a rear impact?

16 A Yes. There's clock points. Point five, six

17 and seven are rear impacts.

18 Q So all the accidents appearing on chart two

19 were five, six or seven o'clock impacts?

20 A Yes.

21 Q Does FARS include an entry for a secondary

22 impact?

23 A I don't think they call it that. There's a

24 principal impact, and that's what I'm using, and then

25 there's an initial impact. Often those are the same,EA12-005- Chrysler -008898
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1 but I don't think there's any secondary impact.

2 Q So what's the difference between principal

3 impact and initial impact?

4 A Usually there isn't any, but sometimes there

5 are unusual accidents where there's a minor contact

6 between the vehicles followed by a more serious contact,

7 so they developed a special code called principal

8 impact.

9 Q So does this chart include initial impacts in

10 the rear of the car?

11 A Almost -- a great majority of time, since the

12 two variables are the same, it would, but not

13 intentionally, because this is rear impacts as coded by

14 FARS as the principal point of impact.

15 Q I'm not quite clear. Is it correct that this

16 would include all accidents with -- subject to the

17 limitations of the chart, all accidents with initial

18 impact in the rear zone?

19 A No. There might be some -- I would have to

20 look, but there might be some where there was like, say,

21 a vehicle might have a minor impact on the front, spin

22 around and then rear end into a telephone pole, and the

23 principal impact is the rear impact. That one could

24 show an initial impact on the front end, and there might

25 be others that would be the exact reverse of that.EA12-005- Chrysler -008899
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1 So even though mostly the impact points are the

2 same, they are not always the same.

3 Q My question is, if there's an initial impact in

4 the rear, will that by definition be included?

5 A Not by definition. But as a practical matter

6 it is typically included. The chart is based on

7 principal impact.

8 Q Okay.

9 A And the point that either you're not

10 understanding or you're choosing to pretend you don't

11 understand is that usually those are the same. So yes,

12 usually it turns out that the initial impacts are the

13 same as the principal impacts.

14 Q So the initial impacts in the rear, the

15 principal impacts in the front, it's not going to be

16 included?

17 A Right.

18 Q Okay. And what's the -- did you tell me the

19 numerical value of the Jeep Cherokee vertical blue line

20 in chart two?

21 A I don't have a perfect recollection of that

22 number. I can give you a rough guide as to what it is,

23 and when you get the protected materials you can see it

24 exactly.

25 Q Are you talking about numerator/denominator?EA12-005- Chrysler -008900
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1 A I thought that's what you were asking me is

2 numerators for one of these lines. I don't have those

3 with me. They're coming to you as soon as we complete

4 the protective order.

5 Q Tell me what you think the numerator and

6 denominator are for that vertical Jeep Cherokee line?

7 A I'll give you a rough number. This is -- I

8 don't have a memory of all these numbers in this chart,

9 but I think it will probably turn out to be 25 for the

10 numerator for the total bar and around maybe 6 for the

11 red part, 6 or 7.

12 Q I'm not holding you to those numbers because

13 you're going to give us the exact numbers. But just so

14 I understand what we're talking about, when you say with

15 the red the 6 or 7, that would be if the 6 and 7 turns

16 out to be the right number, that would refer to the

17 fatals when there was a fire?

18 A And a rear impact.

19 Q And a rear impact?

20 A Right.

21 Q At any point in making these calculations,

22 because I know you used software, did you at any point

23 eyeball these numbers that are the numerators and

24 denominators --

25 A No. EA12-005- Chrysler -008901
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1 Q -- in charts one and two?

2 Is it correct that the material that you're

3 going to provide to me subject to a protective order,

4 that clearly would indicate to me what the numerators

5 and denominators are for all of these figures?

6 A Yes. To explain the answer a moment ago --

7 I'll stop this if you think I'm just chattering too

8 much. I sense an element of confusion here. Just to

9 explain why I don't focus on numerators and

10 denominators, but rather focus on the rates, I print out

11 rates and I display rates, but not numerators and

12 denominators, because you can't compare one vehicle to

13 another unless you look at the rates.

14 The numerators simply cannot be used to compare

15 one vehicle to another. So you can't asses the risk

16 just with the numerator. The darn thing isn't useful.

17 The thing that is useful for this work is only the

18 rates.

19 Q And will you tell me what exact programs or

20 software I'm going to need to be able to look at these

21 rates?

22 A I'm going to give them all to you.

23 Q In these line figures?

24 A I'm going to give you everything you need,

25 except you need to buy your own copy of one of these.EA12-005- Chrysler -008902
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1 Q The SAS?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Okay. Page 3 of tab 4, what is that?

4 A That's a background information chart. It's

5 not by itself supportive in any opinion. Because I have

6 numerous states, I sometimes get the questions of which

7 are the states and which ones have rear impact codes and

8 which ones don't and those kind of details. And so in

9 another case I just wrote this all down, and since I had

10 it I included it here.

11 Q It's an index of the state data that you've

12 utilized for your opinions in this case?

13 A It's a kind of index. It's really in response

14 to questions I've gotten about the states and I thought

15 you might have. And since it was already made I just

16 included it.

17 Q Is there any state data that you've utilized,

18 and we're not talking about FARS anymore, that's not on

19 page 3, tab 4?

20 A There is not.

21 Q Did you utilize elements of all of the data

22 referenced on page 3, tab 4?

23 A Yes.

24 Q Page 4, tab 4, what's the point of that?

25 A It's in support of my opinions in this case.EA12-005- Chrysler -008903
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1 It displays the field performance or the risk of the

2 fleet of Jeep Cherokees compared to non-Chrysler midsize

3 compact utility vehicles in not only fatal accidents but

4 also major injury accidents, which is something I can do

5 with the state data which I can't do with the federal

6 data.

7 Q You said major injury?

8 A Yes.

9 Q What are non-Chrysler midsize compact utility

10 vehicles?

11 A I've got a list. Just a minute.

12 Q Is it the same as in the FARS chart?

13 A Yes, I think it's a code 14, except that states

14 don't use the FARS codes, so you have to go find them by

15 name. It's the same as in the FARS records.

16 Q You've utilized all in that classification?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Has FARS specifically used that phrase,

19 "midsize compact utility vehicles"?

20 A Yes.

21 Q And have you shown me specifically where?

22 A I was looking for that. Just a minute. Here

23 we go. In tab 10, beginning with the second page where

24 it says "body type," there's a body type code, and

25 towards the bottom it says "utility vehicles," and thenEA12-005- Chrysler -008904
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1 "compact utility vehicles" is listed, and it's got a

2 code of 14. So whenever you find one of those vehicles

3 in the FARS database, it will have a 14 on it. So

4 that's how you find them.

5 Q So all of the charts that you've done in this

6 case are limited comparisons to compact utility

7 vehicles?

8 A No. The FARS charts were not limited to that.

9 Q Not to digress too much, but the gray vehicle

10 lines in the FARS chart, what does that include?

11 A I explain practically everything else.

12 Motorcycles are out, but passenger cars and light

13 trucks.

14 Q Does it include midsize and large utility --

15 A Yes.

16 Q -- on page 3 of tab 10?

17 A Right. Those are in the light truck category.

18 Q Okay.

19 MR. CAMPBELL: Well, let me correct something you

20 just said. The gray bars would not include midsize

21 SUVs, because those are included in the blue lines.

22 THE WITNESS: Well, he said he was color blind so

23 it doesn't matter.

24 MR. CAMPBELL: But it would include the large

25 utility. EA12-005- Chrysler -008905
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1 THE WITNESS: Counsel is correct that the midsize

2 I have put in blue and everything else was in gray.

3 BY MR. FEAGLE:

4 Q And in the state charts it looks like we're

5 looking at the midsize and the compact?

6 A No, those words go together. It's a midsize

7 compact. It's not an "and." Midsize compact is the

8 category.

9 Q Draw a line for me, please. From here up?

10 A Not this. This is small.

11 Q But it's compact?

12 A Midsize compact does not include small. It's

13 this group.

14 Q Okay.

15 A And, of course, this list has a lot on it that

16 isn't going to get included because it might not be the

17 right model years, but it's this category that I'm

18 working with.

19 Q Okay. Well, let's clarify. To the extent that

20 the 1984 through 2001 vehicle exists in this category,

21 will it necessarily appear in the chart?

22 A Yes.

23 Q Okay. So the only way you would not include

24 one of these is for the years -- for the year

25 limitations, if it's not in existence for that year?EA12-005- Chrysler -008906
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1 A Or if it's not a Chrysler.

2 Q Right.

3 MR. CAMPBELL: Doesn't it also have to qualify with

4 the 100,000 registered?

5 THE WITNESS: Yeah. On some of the charts it has

6 to be a large enough volume production. If you'll look

7 at the bottom of, say, chart two, it says on there with

8 more than 100,000 registered vehicle years. So if

9 there's some very small volume production, it might not

10 get on the chart.

11 BY MR. FEAGLE:

12 Q You don't mention that same specific limitation

13 in the state charts to the present?

14 A No, because the state charts aren't using

15 registered vehicle years.

16 Q Okay. What is the numerical value of the rate

17 in chart four for Jeep Cherokee?

18 A You can find it in the next tab. 68.

19 Q And that's on page 4 of tab 5?

20 A Right.

21 Q And tell me how you calculated that rate?

22 A You count up in these various states that are

23 listed at the bottom of the page the number of vehicles

24 with either fatal or major injury, and we also need to

25 count up the number of vehicles with any kind of injury,EA12-005- Chrysler -008907
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1 because that's the measure of exposure, and then you

2 combine ten or so states to arrive at this rate of 68.

3 Q So tell me how you get that information from

4 each state?

5 A It's really the same as we discussed in FARS,

6 although the states each do things a little different.

7 They're all pretty much the same as the Federal

8 Government. They have the database and they have

9 variables. And one of the things that I will include in

10 the protected materials you're going to receive is the

11 coding manual for every state. So you can look in there

12 and see what their variable is for, say, fire. It will

13 be in the coding manual.

14 And so the only real difference here is,

15 instead of using just fatal vehicles, I'm using vehicles

16 with fatal or major injury as indicated in the database.

17 They'll have a code for that. And instead of using as a

18 measure of exposure the registered vehicle years, I can

19 use the total number of vehicles that were in injury

20 accidents of any kind. A huge number in the states.

21 Way more than anything in the FARS database. And then

22 those are the elements of these state charts.

23 Q So the numerator includes -- when you talk

24 about chart four -- and you can enlighten me to the

25 extent of things we talked about in other charts asEA12-005- Chrysler -008908
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1 well. The numerator in chart four for Jeep Cherokee is

2 the total of all fatal or major injuries in the

3 specified Jeep Cherokee vehicles from the states given?

4 A That's either exactly true or it's

5 approximately true. The thing that may make it

6 approximately -- I mean it's exactly or very close to

7 correct. But the reason it would be only very close to

8 correct -- I forget which one, but one of these two bars

9 is calculated based on a statistical technique that's

10 somewhat complicated but standard to statisticians known

11 as a Mantel-Haenszel Technique. And it's the standard

12 method for combining different, what we call strata.

13 And since we have different states here, I combine them

14 not in what's called the crude way, which would be just

15 to treat them all as one thing, but in the

16 Mantel-Haenszel way, which is for 30 years, since the

17 method was invented, the way people do that.

18 Q You mentioned that technique for which bars?

19 A That's what I've forgotten. It's -- let me

20 think for a minute. The Mantel-Haenszel Technique gives

21 the ratio of the rates. It doesn't give you a rate. It

22 gives you the ratio of the rates. And so you can pick

23 either one and you'll -- and you can do that in the

24 straightforward fashion. And you use the ratio to

25 calculate the other one. I think I used the ratio toEA12-005- Chrysler -008909
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1 calculate the red one starting with the blue one. If I

2 did it the other way around we would still have the same

3 ratio.

4 Q So you can't tell me as you sit here today

5 that the numerator of any of these graphs of the state

6 materials -- well, let's strike that.

7 You can't tell me as you sit here that the

8 numerator for Jeep Cherokee on chart four is the total

9 sum of all the fatal and major injuries as opposed to

10 some other value, correct?

11 A Well, I think it is, but I wasn't 100 percent

12 sure the -- as to which direction I did the

13 calculation. But the -- this I can tell you for sure,

14 is that when you get the protected materials showing

15 these details, you'll also get the numerators from every

16 single state as well as the calculation for the chart.

17 I think I did the Jeep Cherokee using what's

18 called the crude method, and the Mantel-Haenszel ratio

19 to get the red bar. I think that's the way I did it.

20 Q Crude method would mean total sums?

21 A Just total sums.

22 Q Now, for each state do you go to that state,

23 get the information, load it into your computer, and

24 then use the SAS software to count from it? How does it

25 work? EA12-005- Chrysler -008910
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1 A Do it all at once. I've got all the state data

2 loaded on one computer and also the -- well, that's all

3 you need for this, and then the one computer program

4 does everything.

5 Q How does Alabama define major injury?

6 A It's the KABC Method. It's an A. I don't know

7 if Alabama uses A. Sometimes they use one through

8 three, but they're equivalent to the KABC Method.

9 Q So what's considered a major injury?

10 A K and A are the two categories included on the

11 chart.

12 Q As a major injury?

13 A K is fatal. A is major.

14 Q And do all the states, in your opinion, define

15 what A is the same?

16 A They appear to. I've looked through each of

17 their definitions and I see only superficial differences

18 in the descriptions.

19 Q As you sit here, can you tell me how Alabama

20 defined A?

21 A The total number of pages for these different

22 states is a foot of documents, and I haven't got that in

23 memory.

24 Q How would one find out how Alabama defines A?

25 A I'm going to ship the coding manual to you.EA12-005- Chrysler -008911
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1 Q And it's going to be readily apparent from that

2 coding manual?

3 A I don't know how apparent it's going to be.

4 You'll have to search through it. How about this, if

5 you have a -- I'll go back and I'll look too, and if I

6 find it before you, maybe I can help you.

7 Q Okay.

8 MR. FEAGLE: Can we take a quick break?

9 MR. CAMPBELL: Sure.

10 THE WITNESS: During the break I checked on two

11 things, and I can confirm that my answers are correct,

12 that Alabama does use A for the major injury. And I've

13 asked my assistant to put a yellow sticker on that page

14 so that you can find it easily when it arrives.

15 The other thing I remembered correctly is that

16 in calculating the state rates, it's the Jeep Cherokee,

17 the blue bar that is done in the straightforward crude

18 manner, and then the red bar is based on the

19 Mantel-Haenszel ratio, another standard technique, but

20 it's more of a statistical flavor than the blue bar.

21 BY MR. FEAGLE:

22 Q Is the numerator and denominator data that

23 underlies the Jeep Cherokee bar, is that the input to

24 get this other bar with this technique that you've

25 discussed? EA12-005- Chrysler -008912
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1 A The input is all of the individual numerators

2 and denominators for each of the individual states. All

3 of those will be displayed separately for you when you

4 receive the materials, as well as the combination of

5 them.

6 Q But are there separate numerators and

7 denominators specifically for each of the non-Chrysler

8 midsize compact utility vehicles that are included?

9 A No. The category is treated as a composite

10 category. What is separate is that each state has its

11 own numerator and denominator.

12 Q But you have a numerator and denominator for

13 each state --

14 A Yes.

15 Q -- for this classification of vehicles?

16 A Yes.

17 Q And is the numerator for these non-Chrysler

18 vehicles the total fatal and major injuries?

19 A You can construct a numerator like that, but

20 that's not how this chart is constructed. The only

21 exception to my previous description about these bars

22 being a ratio of numerator and denominator is the red

23 bar. That is simply not a ratio of a numerator and

24 denominator. It's a ratio as between the blue bar and a

25 so-called Mantel-Haenszel calculation of the ratio ofEA12-005- Chrysler -008913
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1 the blue and the red. That's how that red bar is

2 calculated.

3 Q So have you eyeballed any of the underlying

4 numerators or denominators for anything in this chart?

5 A No, I have not.

6 Q Have you done so for any of the other charts?

7 A I don't think so. At least I don't remember

8 doing it.

9 Q Okay. And who in each of these states collects

10 the data for the state databases?

11 A Each state is going to have their own state

12 employees that do that. I don't have names for you, but

13 they would be employees working for the state.

14 Q And did all of these states have these

15 databases at least back as far as 1984?

16 A You have to look at the previous page. That

17 previous page answers that question.

18 Q So these state charts, they just reflect the

19 state numbers that are available for the given years on

20 page 3?

21 A Sure, they only reflect what's available.

22 Q So it's correct, then, that none of these

23 totals, fatal to major injuries, none of the numerators

24 are going to be the actual totals for the given years,

25 because they're limited by the availability of the stateEA12-005- Chrysler -008914
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1 information as indicated on page 3, correct?

2 A That's one way of looking at it, or you can say

3 they're the actual for what is available.

4 Q Right. But they're not the actual for what

5 happened, correct?

6 A To the extent that the thing that happened was

7 not in a year for a state that -- I'm saying that

8 clumsily. Let me take an example. Michigan doesn't

9 have a publicly available 1992 database with the

10 variables that I need to do the work. So what happened

11 in 1992 in Michigan is not included in this calculation.

12 Q Why did you pick the states that you did?

13 A It's all that I've got. It's all that we can

14 find that are publicly available that have this

15 information.

16 Q So these are the only states from which you

17 were able to obtain information?

18 A Not quite. There's two things. First the

19 state has to be willing to sell us or give us the

20 information. And the second thing is that the

21 information they sell us has to include vehicle

22 identification numbers, and for some charts, indication

23 of a rear impact.

24 Q Is it correct that you haven't used any Georgia

25 information? EA12-005- Chrysler -008915
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1 A Georgia is not included because it doesn't have

2 VINs in its publicly available data.

3 Q And is it correct that the Belli accident would

4 not even appear in any of these charts?

5 A Not in the state charts, but it would appear in

6 the FARS charts.

7 MR. CAMPBELL: Just for clarification purposes,

8 doesn't the state information have to include fire in

9 order to be utilized?

10 MR. FEAGLE: For the subsequent charts.

11 THE WITNESS: For the charts that have fire in

12 them, right. And it says this on this page. I haven't

13 read every line on this page.

14 MR. FEAGLE: I see.

15 THE WITNESS: Let me be complete since counsel

16 brought this up. It says, "Publicly available with

17 vehicle identification numbers and fire indicators."

18 And then there's a column indicating rear impact, so

19 there has to be a variable that allows you to indicate a

20 rear impact, and not all states have that.

21 BY MR. FEAGLE:

22 Q Is it correct that chart one includes accidents

23 that were rollovers?

24 A Yes.

25 MR. CAMPBELL: Chart one? EA12-005- Chrysler -008916
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1 BY MR. FEAGLE:

2 Q I'm sorry, the first state chart, chart four.

3 I apologize.

4 A That's also true for chart four.

5 Q And would it also include side impacts?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Front impacts?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Accidents where the driver was intoxicated?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Accidents where the driver had a heart attack

12 that precipitated the accident?

13 A Yes.

14 Q And when each state undertakes to put together

15 its databases, what is the original source of

16 information?

17 A A variety of documents, including police

18 reports, similar to what the Federal Government uses.

19 Q Do the state databases contain as much detail

20 about each accident as the FARS database?

21 A They differ. Sometimes they have details the

22 Federal Government doesn't have and sometimes it's the

23 other way around.

24 Q Do all the states contain the same level of

25 detail about the accidents? EA12-005- Chrysler -008917
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1 A No. The states differ.

2 Q So the states are inconsistent in what

3 information they record for each accident; is that

4 correct?

5 A I wouldn't phrase it as inconsistent unless you

6 are hostile toward the federal form of government.

7 States of the United States conduct business of this

8 kind as they think best, and they don't all do it the

9 same way. That's no consistency failure. It's just the

10 way our government is constructed.

11 Q But it is of an inconsistency; I'm not saying

12 it's a failure.

13 A I wouldn't even call it an inconsistency

14 because of the connotation that consistency is the

15 standard against which it could be measured.

16 Q So what is the underlying source of the

17 information? Where does it come from?

18 A Each state would look at materials it thinks

19 best. But I think it's a fair description to say that

20 the police report is prominent and -- but other

21 documents like hospital records, autopsies, similar to

22 what the Federal Government uses, would also play a

23 necessary role.

24 Q And have you undertaken to verify the accuracy

25 of the information recorded for each accident thatEA12-005- Chrysler -008918
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1 underlies your charts, any of your charts?

2 A Yes. Not recently, but I have from time to

3 time compared documents that I've read that allow

4 comparison to both state and federal databases. I've

5 also compared state databases to federal databases and

6 generally found good agreement.

7 Q For the purposes of working on this case, have

8 you undertaken to verify any of the input from original

9 sources at the state level for these state databases?

10 A No. That's work I did before getting involved

11 here in this case.

12 Q So the answer is no?

13 A No, with the explanation that I've done that

14 work, but I did it before getting involved in this case.

15 Q If you had done that work, would it only have

16 been a small minority of the accidents that are

17 reflected in your charts?

18 A No. Some of it would be a large majority

19 because I can use computers to compare federal and state

20 databases.

21 Q But my question was whether you verified the

22 accuracy of the police report and its input into the

23 system. How do you verify that? By comparing?

24 A Well, that may be your current question.

25 That's not how I've understood some of your earlierEA12-005- Chrysler -008919
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1 questions. When it comes to the police report I can

2 only do that when I happen to have a police report.

3 When I have them I typically make comparisons and I find

4 good agreement.

5 Q Have you done that with this case with

6 exception to the Belli police report for the purposes of

7 working on this case?

8 A No. I've done it prior to doing this case.

9 Q Dr. Wecker, how does chart six compare to chart

10 four?

11 A Chart four is like chart six, except that chart

12 six is limited to rear impacts.

13 Q And does each state have a system where it

14 designates the principal and initial impact points?

15 A No, not all states will indicate rear impacts,

16 but the ones that I used do.

17 Q As indicated on page 3 --

18 A Right.

19 Q -- tab 4?

20 For the ones that do, that you did utilize

21 those states, did they have a principal and initial

22 impact point system like the FARS?

23 A No, they don't all follow that system exactly,

24 but they have some similar indication of point of impact

25 or that I feel I can use for the same purpose.EA12-005- Chrysler -008920
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1 Q Do any of the states include secondary impact

2 points?

3 A I think -- well, I don't know if they use that

4 term, but I think some of the states have codes of that

5 kind, but my recollection is a bit vague on that. I

6 would have to go through the individual state coding

7 books to verify that.

8 Q It's possible that all or some states could

9 include an initial rear impact followed by principal

10 front impact?

11 A It's possible, only because of my recollection

12 of what each state code is on this is too vague to give

13 you a sharp answer. What I can tell you is that I can

14 find adequate information to indicate for me that we've

15 got a rear impact, and you'll have to wait because I

16 can't tell you and I don't have the documents here.

17 You'll have to wait until I send you the documents and

18 you'll see the codes that I used. Or let me think.

19 Maybe I brought them with me. Let me look.

20 No, I didn't bring the states because I treated

21 their coding book as protected like I treat their data,

22 so I only brought the federal codes.

23 Q So as you sit here, you cannot show me how any

24 of the states coded accidents for rear impact?

25 A No, not in that level of detail. I can tellEA12-005- Chrysler -008921
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1 you generally it's an obvious coding with respect to

2 direction of impact, and you'll see that detail when I

3 send you each of their coding manuals.

4 Q So how did you calculate the numerator for the

5 Jeep Cherokee bar in graph six?

6 A By going state to state and looking at the rear

7 impact vehicles that are also Jeep Cherokees that were

8 involved in injury accidents and counting an additional

9 count if there was a fatal or major injury.

10 Q But you used only the ones with the fatal or

11 major injury as the numerator?

12 A Yes.

13 Q And then how did you calculate the denominator?

14 A That measure of exposure is all injury

15 accidents for this vehicle, a huge number.

16 Q So the bar depicts essentially how many fatal

17 or major -- strike that.

18 For an accident to be included in this chart,

19 it had to have an injury on some level?

20 A Yes. It had to be an injury accident.

21 Somebody in the accident had to have an injury.

22 Q To be included in the denominator?

23 A Right.

24 Q And to be included in the numerator it had to

25 be a fatal or major injury? EA12-005- Chrysler -008922
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1 A Right.

2 Q So what is this chart -- what does this chart

3 show the jury?

4 A It shows the level of risk for these kinds of

5 events for the fleet of Jeep Cherokees, and it shows it

6 by way of comparison to other midsize compact utility

7 vehicles that were produced contemporaneously.

8 Q But it's a ratio of how many accidents with

9 injuries were serious? It's not a matter of how many

10 people were fatally injured or majorly injured in any

11 accident?

12 A I don't understand the point of your question.

13 I agree fatal or major injury is serious.

14 Q I guess what I want to know is, why does the

15 denominator, why is it limited to injury accidents?

16 A In a way that's a lack of limitation. That's a

17 measure of exposure of the widest kind that you can get

18 from the databases. Accidents that are so minor that

19 they never come to the attention of the state are not in

20 the database. It's the injury accidents that are in

21 here.

22 This is the broadest net that I cast to get a

23 measure of the exposure of these vehicles to the

24 potential of having a fatality or having a fire or

25 having a major injury. I suppose -- I'll agree that itEA12-005- Chrysler -008923
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1 assumes there's no spontaneous combustion fires. It's

2 looking -- it anticipates fires that occur only if you

3 happen to have an accident. And you can only have a

4 fatal or major injury if you had an injury accident, so

5 it's a sensible measure in my view.

6 Q So all the states limit what they record to

7 injury accidents?

8 A Some states have some property damage

9 accidents, but not all states, but they all have the

10 injury accidents. So I used what they share in common

11 with respect to the databases.

12 Q What is the point of chart five?

13 A It's looking at the risk of post-collision

14 fires in Jeep Cherokees when they're involved in injury

15 accidents and comparing that to other midsize compact

16 utility vehicles. It's a measure of risk for the fleet.

17 Q And the numerator is what exactly?

18 A For the Jeep Cherokee it would be all of the

19 Jeep Cherokees coded as having a post-collision fire

20 that are in these various states, in the databases of

21 injury accidents.

22 Q And what's the denominator?

23 A All the injury accidents without regard to fire.

24 Q And do all states have a specific code for

25 post-collision fire? EA12-005- Chrysler -008924
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1 A No, but the ones I used do.

2 Q For the rear impact chart, you included a graph

3 of what states did or didn't include that on page 3 of

4 tab 4?

5 A I think you're misunderstanding page 3.

6 Q It shows you which states don't code for rear

7 impact, correct?

8 A That's one of the things that it shows.

9 Q Right.

10 A But it shows other things, too.

11 Q Right. My question is, what states code for

12 post-collision fire?

13 A Oh, I list them. Every chart lists the states

14 that are being used.

15 MR. CAMPBELL: Every state on number three codes

16 for fire. That's why it was chosen.

17 THE WITNESS: It says at the top, "Publicly

18 available with vehicle identification numbers and fire

19 indicators." But there's a more straightforward way to

20 get to which states, and that is every chart actually

21 lists the states one after another for fire.

22 BY MR. FEAGLE:

23 Q Right. But you said a second ago not all

24 states code for post-collision fire.

25 A Right. EA12-005- Chrysler -008925
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1 Q Which states are those?

2 A Every other state in the United States.

3 Q But you're not talking about any of the ones on

4 page 3 that you've used for other charts?

5 A I'm not following you. I think what I've done

6 here is so straightforward that it defies

7 misinterpretation. There's been no picking and choosing

8 on my part. I'm using all the states that I have that

9 have the available data to make these charts.

10 Q Tell me how each of these states codes for

11 post-collision fire?

12 A It's usually very simple. They have a fire

13 variable and they'll -- the typical case is they'll set

14 it equal to one if it's fire, but states can vary

15 slightly in how they do that, but those are only

16 superficial differences.

17 Q Can you explain to me how they vary in any

18 detail?

19 A Not confidently, no. But when you get your

20 manuals, you can look and you can see how they code

21 fire.

22 Q And when you made the numerator and

23 denominator, you took the totals of what you found in

24 the state databases, correct?

25 A We're talking about which chart? Which bar?EA12-005- Chrysler -008926
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1 Q Chart five, Jeep Cherokee bar?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Did you utilize -- help me out with the name of

4 the German fellow?

5 A The Mantel-Haenszel.

6 Q Did you utilize that method in chart five?

7 A Yes, for the red bar.

8 Q How did you utilize that method for the red

9 bar?

10 A The Mantel-Haenszel calculation will produce the

11 ratio between the two bars. So let's say the ratio is

12 1.2, so to do the red bar you would take the blue bar

13 and multiply it by 1.2.

14 Q Why is it necessary to consider Jeep Cherokee

15 information when you're generating this other vehicle

16 information?

17 A Because what we're trying to get at when the

18 two are displayed together is how they relate one to the

19 other, and the statistical theory teaches us if we want

20 to know that, there is a more powerful way to do that

21 that combines all the information, according to the

22 Mantel-Haenszel formula. And that is superior, they

23 proved to us, to doing the two bars separately and

24 displaying them and then looking to see what you got.

25 There's actually improvement that can be made usingEA12-005- Chrysler -008927
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1 their formulas.

2 Q So did you at some level calculate a numerator

3 and denominator for each state?

4 A Yes.

5 Q For the non-Jeep bar on chart five?

6 A Yes.

7 Q And each numerator and denominator was the

8 total, the universe of what you found in the state

9 databases?

10 A For each state?

11 Q Correct.

12 A Correct.

13 Q And you take those totals and you divide them

14 all and you get a rate --

15 A No.

16 Q -- for each state?

17 A No. You enter them into --

18 Q Is that the point of the calculation where this

19 other technique --

20 A Right.

21 Q -- comes in?

22 A Right.

23 Q Okay. Can you explain that to me in lay terms

24 how you get from the point where you have -- you've got

25 the aggregate totals for the numerator and denominatorEA12-005- Chrysler -008928
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1 of everything in the universe you found for each state,

2 and then you want to get from there to the point you

3 divide and you get your rate?

4 A Right.

5 Q Take me -- you've got 15 or however many

6 different fractions?

7 A Right.

8 Q And you get to this rate using this technique?

9 A The Mantel-Haenszel formula is a long and

10 complicated one. Maybe if I think hard I can actually

11 write it down for you. For sure it will be in the

12 computer code, and you'll have it exactly.

13 It takes as an input each and every numerator

14 for each state and each and every denominator for each

15 state and produces this one number that I need, which is

16 the ratio between these two bars. It's not at all

17 obvious that that technique is superior to just doing

18 what's called the two crude grades, but it's

19 mathematically proven that it is superior. And, in

20 fact, it wouldn't be that much of a surprise to a

21 statistician because there's a lot of situations that

22 are like this.

23 And so following that standard method I

24 calculate the Jeep Cherokee bar in the crude fashion and

25 then apply it to calculate the ratio -- to estimate theEA12-005- Chrysler -008929
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1 ratio between the two based on all this data, and I used

2 the Mantel-Haenszel formula for the ratio.

3 Suppose that is 1.2, and then all I have to do

4 is take the blue bar and multiply it by 1.2 to get the

5 red bar.

6 Q And you get your Haenszel ratios from the

7 non-Chrysler numerators and denominators that you

8 figured?

9 A And the Jeep ones too.

10 Q And is every step in this process going to be

11 transparent from the materials you're going to produce

12 to us?

13 A Yes, but you'll want -- it will probably be

14 over your head here in statistical technique and you --

15 Q I would agree?

16 A -- might want to consult a statistician.

17 Q But will it be transparent to --

18 A To any statistician this is known stuff.

19 Q But they'll be able to read each step in this

20 calculation?

21 A Yes.

22 Q Every single step of changing figures until we

23 get the ultimate --

24 A Every single step.

25 Q Okay. So is chart seven the same thing asEA12-005- Chrysler -008930
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1 chart five except that you've limited further by only

2 those coded as rear impacts?

3 A Yes.

4 Q And other than including the limitation for

5 rear impact, the way you calculated your Jeep Cherokee

6 numerator and denominator is exactly the same?

7 A Yes.

8 Q And did you also apply the Haenszel formula to

9 get your non-Chrysler bar?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Did you apply the Haenszel formula to get all

12 your non-Chrysler bars for the state graphs?

13 A Yes. The technique for each state chart is the

14 same.

15 Q And what will you tell the jury that is

16 significant about chart seven?

17 A That it shows the risk of the fleet of Jeep

18 Cherokees for these kinds of accidents, and it compares

19 that to other midsize compact utility vehicles of the

20 same vintages.

21 Q And it's correct that you have not eyeballed

22 any of the numerators or denominators for any of state

23 charts four through seven, correct?

24 A I think that's correct.

25 Q And you also have not identified any of theEA12-005- Chrysler -008931
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1 steps of that calculation with the Haenszel formula for

2 any of the state charts; is that correct?

3 A Well, I have when we originally developed the

4 technique and put it in the computer form, but that was

5 before this case. I haven't looked at it again in this

6 case.

7 Q But you would have seen the very same

8 calculations --

9 A The same method.

10 Q -- as you did before?

11 The precise calculations that result in the

12 charts that we have here, you have not eyeballed each

13 step of the application of the Haenszel formula to get

14 those results, have you?

15 A Well, I think I understand you better now.

16 Each step procedurally is the same, but the data in this

17 case is special to this case, and I haven't looked at

18 that. I haven't looked afresh at the procedure applied

19 to this data. I've looked at it numerous times in its

20 development.

21 Q You used the Haenszel formula before --

22 A Hundreds of times, yes.

23 Q But in this case you haven't eyeballed the

24 calculations utilized in the formula, correct?

25 A Only the results of it. EA12-005- Chrysler -008932
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1 Q And who or what applies that formula to the

2 underlying figures? Software or a person?

3 A A computer does that.

4 Q And which software?

5 A It's written for a Unix computer and the SAS

6 program and language.

7 Q And is that going to be one of the materials

8 that we can reach an agreement?

9 A Right, I'm going to be sending that you.

10 Q And what specifically did you refer to that

11 software as?

12 A SAS.

13 Q That's the SAS?

14 A Yes.

15 Q That's what carries out the Haenszel formula

16 calculations?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Are all the state charts the same in the

19 programs that are necessary to carry out their

20 calculations?

21 A I've written a separate program for each one,

22 if memory serves at least, just because it's

23 procedurally easier to keep things straight. So there

24 should be a program corresponding to each chart. Now

25 that's the way I think I did it, but it's possibleEA12-005- Chrysler -008933
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1 there's a separate -- there's a program that does two

2 charts instead of one. I just have to refresh myself on

3 that.

4 Q And you've written these programs?

5 A Right. They're integral to the -- they're a

6 composite of the SAS programming language, my

7 instructions to the SAS programming language and certain

8 details about the databases. That's all one integral

9 product.

10 Q And does this appear in hard copy form or is

11 this on a CD that you'll give us?

12 A Well, I assumed you would want it as a CD. It

13 would be a lot easier for you. I was not going to make

14 a hard copy additionally. You can just print it.

15 Q And what do you call these programs that you

16 write for the specific charts?

17 A I don't remember the names, but they'll be --

18 Q How can we refer to them so we know what we're

19 talking about?

20 A I am sending you a directory. I'll have a

21 directory and I'll try to name them the obvious things

22 like chart one. I didn't actually look at the program

23 names for this case, so I don't recall exactly what we

24 named them. They should be obvious. If you execute the

25 program that produces chart five, it's probably the oneEA12-005- Chrysler -008934
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1 for chart five.

2 Q So all the necessary elements for the state

3 charts would be the SAS program, the programs that you

4 write for each chart, and then, of course, the

5 underlying data from the states. Am I missing anything?

6 A Are we just talking about the state charts?

7 Q Uh-huh.

8 A Those are the necessary elements. And then the

9 program instructions are the things that know the coding

10 manuals. They've had information from the coding

11 manuals put into them in the same fashion as the

12 materials I have here as FARS coding manuals

13 information.

14 You have to look at a state coding manual and

15 figure out how to find a Jeep Cherokee. That is the

16 parallel step to the work with FARS. It's the same work

17 as far as FARS work, except that the states use slightly

18 different codes. You have to go to their code books and

19 get those. I'm going to be sending the code books.

20 Q And are you going to tell us, to the extent

21 that we haven't discussed it in the deposition, what

22 specific codes you fed in --

23 A Right.

24 Q -- to get your results?

25 A Right. That's what is in the instructions, inEA12-005- Chrysler -008935
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1 the SAS instructions. If we look at the code book, and

2 it says for fire use this variable for this state, and

3 then we incorporate that into the instructions. So the

4 instructions that are in the SAS programming language

5 are simply embodiments of the instructions written in

6 the coding manuals.

7 Q And just so we're clear -- we touched on this,

8 of course, when we discussed the FARS charts -- all of

9 the necessary elements that we're going to need for the

10 FARS charts are the individual programs that you write

11 for each chart, correct?

12 A You haven't finished yet.

13 Q I just want to make sure you did write programs

14 for these charts as well, correct?

15 A Yes.

16 Q And then you also will need the SAS software,

17 correct?

18 A Yes.

19 Q You'll need the underlying FARS data?

20 A Yes.

21 Q And FARS data that you utilize is in no

22 different form than anyone would get from FARS if they

23 go out and buy it themselves, correct?

24 A Actually, I've made -- it's not quite correct

25 because of the following. I get the data each year asEA12-005- Chrysler -008936
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1 an update, but if you were to go get it today, you would

2 get all the years at once. And the -- what I've done is

3 to -- let me think. I've put all the different years

4 that I received into a consistent, coherent structure,

5 because actually NHTSA has changed the way they code

6 things a little bit over the years.

7 If you were to download it you would get the

8 current, consistent method. So there might be some

9 superficial differences, but the information on each

10 axis is going to be the same. It's just the way that it

11 is in terms of its variables.

12 Q Are you saying that you have recoded parts of

13 the FARS database for your use?

14 A Recode is too strong. Let me tell you what I'm

15 going to send you. I'm going to send you the material

16 as I received it from FARS, exactly as it came in the

17 envelope. But I have to load that on my computer and I

18 have to put it in a file structure that piles all the

19 years together. So there's a little bit of a step

20 there. Well, I'm going to send you that too, so you'll

21 get both. And then you can look to see what

22 reconfiguration I made.

23 I don't change any of the numbers, but I need

24 to set up a file structure that is easy to manage, and

25 I've done that, but I won't send you just one of thoseEA12-005- Chrysler -008937
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1 two, I'll send them both. That's the way I've been

2 doing it for others.

3 Q Okay. Under tab 7 you've got "material

4 reviewed," eleven different items. Have you relied upon

5 item number one in any of your opinions?

6 A No, I have no specific reliance. That's just a

7 general reference on traffic safety.

8 Q Other than numbers five and six, have you

9 specifically relied on any of these in your opinions?

10 A Well, number three is the FARS data.

11 Q I didn't catch that, three, five and six,

12 correct?

13 A I've only gone down to three. Three is the

14 FARS data. Five is the Polk data. Six is a computer

15 program that is proprietary to Polk and licensed to me

16 that I used, and I'll be sending that to you under the

17 protective order. It's a program that inputs VINs and

18 then it tells you what the vehicle is. And I used that

19 with the states so I can tell the Jeep Cherokee.

20 What's your question? Have I used in any way

21 these various things?

22 Q I want to know under tab 7 which ones you

23 utilized in formulating your opinions in this case?

24 A I made some use of number seven. It's included

25 in tab 11. And I just used it to decode the VIN in thisEA12-005- Chrysler -008938
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1 case.

2 Q Why did you need to decode the VIN?

3 A I probably didn't need to, but I did it anyway.

4 Q Why did you do it?

5 A I was interested to learn the specifics of the

6 vehicle in this case.

7 Q Are you referring to the Belli vehicle?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Okay. I haven't decoded any other VINs for the

10 underlying vehicles in the charts?

11 A Thousands, but not for -- for the main decoding

12 I've used this computer program. It does it

13 automatically.

14 Q And what did you -- what of interest did you

15 discover when you decoded the VIN for the Belli vehicle?

16 A Nothing that impacted my opinions. It was just

17 background. I wanted to learn about -- I read the

18 police report. I read the Complaint. I looked into the

19 specifics of the accident as a precursor to

20 understanding what the issues were in this case before I

21 started my work.

22 Q Have you relayed any information to Chrysler

23 attorneys about anything you discovered when decoding

24 the Belli vehicle?

25 A No, I've never discussed it with them.EA12-005- Chrysler -008939
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1 Back to tab 7. Number eight is just a

2 background reference. We use it for identifying

3 different vehicles. I can't think of any specific or

4 necessary use that I put it to in this case.

5 Number nine is background. Again, no specific

6 use, but it's one of my background reading materials on

7 causes of traffic accidents.

8 Ten is the same. Eleven is the same.

9 MR. CAMPBELL: Just for clarification purposes, is

10 it just a typo that there's no number four?

11 THE WITNESS: It must be. I don't know what four

12 is.

13 Take this down please. Karen, check on that,

14 number four.

15 BY MR. FEAGLE:

16 Q Tab 6 is an identification of all the agencies

17 that -- of all the databases that you relied upon,

18 correct?

19 A Yes. It's more than that. Many times in

20 situations like this, especially where the parties you

21 represent have a statistical expert, that statistical

22 expert will either already have or be comfortable in

23 getting from public sources the data that is used. And

24 rather than this procedure where I'm sending you this

25 box with a protective order, they just call up theseEA12-005- Chrysler -008940
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1 numbers and they get the data that way.

2 In fact, the majority of cases that I've been

3 involved in, that's what people have done. So you'll

4 really get two alternative routes, either one of which

5 would work for getting this information.

6 MR. FEAGLE: Let's go off the record for a

7 second.

8 (Recess.)

9 BY MR. FEAGLE:

10 Q Dr. Wecker, when did you finalize your work in

11 this case?

12 A I think the calculations were complete by at

13 least a day or two ago, but I didn't actually finish

14 reviewing them until this morning.

15 Q What's your understanding about how the

16 accident in this case occurred?

17 A There's a diagram in the police report that is

18 handy for understanding that. It's one of the more

19 complicated accidents. I can read the narrative, but

20 it --

21 Q That's fine.

22 A It indicates an unusual convergence of

23 different situations that ended up with a -- I think a

24 Thunderbird rearending the subject vehicle.

25 Q Would you agree that sample size is anEA12-005- Chrysler -008941
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1 important factor in determining reliability of a

2 statistical analysis?

3 A No. That's false.

4 Q Why is it false?

5 A Just because sample size has nothing to do with

6 reliability. Sample size can influence accuracy. And

7 you may, in your mind, see those two as the same things,

8 but I don't. Reliability to me has to do with the basic

9 trustworthiness of an inherent honestness of a

10 calculation. Sample size has nothing to do with that.

11 Q But sample size can impact accuracy, correct?

12 A For some purposes, and probably not for the

13 purposes that we're talking about here, because here

14 we're dealing with a census of data. And reporting

15 accurately what the historical facts are is reliable and

16 accurate if you do the reporting correctly, and it's

17 reliable and accurate whether the report consists of a

18 large or a small number.

19 Q So is it your opinion that sample size is not

20 an important factor in determining the reliability of a

21 statistical sample?

22 A I think I've answered that.

23 Q Yes?

24 A I think reliability is not at issue. Sample

25 size is not an issue with respect to reliability. ItEA12-005- Chrysler -008942
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1 is influential in some instances, but not all on

2 accuracy of some estimates. But it's not a reliability

3 issue.

4 Q So your answer is no, sample size is not an

5 important factor in determining reliability, correct?

6 A No, not if you understand the words the way I

7 understand them.

8 Q Correct, my statement is correct?

9 MR. CAMPBELL: I'll object to that.

10 THE WITNESS: I will only answer that with the

11 explanation that I've given. But it's too easy to

12 confuse concepts of reliability and accuracy, and I've

13 tried to give a thoughtful and complete answer.

14 BY MR. FEAGLE:

15 Q Would the work in any of your -- strike that.

16 Would the benefits of an increased sample size

17 be present in any of the charts that you've put together

18 for this case?

19 A I don't believe there are any benefits to

20 increase sample size in reporting the historical results

21 of a census like the FARS data. Accurate reporting is

22 called for, but whether the accurate report is a report

23 of a small number or a large number, it's still an

24 accurate and reliable number.

25 Q And just to clarify something I asked youEA12-005- Chrysler -008943
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1 earlier, whenever I asked you did you actually see or

2 eyeball a particular number in a calculation, is it safe

3 to say that whenever you said you didn't, that would

4 include any of your staff or anyone like that?

5 A Well, I wouldn't have firsthand knowledge to

6 give you assurance of that, but I can usually say not as

7 far as I know.

8 Q Okay.

9 A Well, let me add to that. Initially

10 constructing the calculation procedures we test them

11 out. We make sure that they're doing what we intend

12 them to do, and we run them on test cases in small

13 groups, and there we look at all the details. But when

14 it comes time to produce the charts here, the numbers

15 involved are so massive that you just don't stop and

16 look at them all.

17 Q Did you utilize any sort of standard error rate

18 in any of your calculations?

19 A No, I have no samples in this case. They're

20 all -- well, there are no samples.

21 Q Therefore there's no error rate?

22 A There's no sampling error.

23 Q For chart two did you tell me how FARS defines

24 rear impact?

25 A Yes. EA12-005- Chrysler -008944
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1 Q Did you say 5, 6 and 7 o'clock?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Would that be the same for rear impact with the

4 state charts?

5 A Mostly they use five points, but sometimes for

6 some states they just say the word "rear," and I can't

7 tell you off the top of my head which states is which.

8 They're all clear enough if you look at the coding

9 manuals.

10 Q So you're not clear how all the states divide

11 rear impact, correct?

12 A I've not memorized them all, but I've looked at

13 them all at one time or another, and I've satisfied

14 myself that each of the states I'm using for rear

15 impacts is coding rear impacts. They just don't all do

16 it exactly the same method.

17 Q And the FARS chart, I asked you whether they

18 would include unbelted occupants in the underlying

19 vehicles, and you said that yes, they would. Would the

20 same apply for all the state charts?

21 A Yes, both belted and unbelted are included.

22 Q Do any of the charts differentiate based upon

23 severity of impact?

24 A I have to decide what we mean by "severity of

25 impact." A lot of people, and I mean being in thatEA12-005- Chrysler -008945
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1 group, think of severity in terms of the outcomes. Like

2 a fatal accident is one of the more severe kinds of

3 accidents.

4 Q Uh-huh.

5 A Others might think of severity in terms of

6 concepts like Delta V. So yes, there are distinctions

7 being made here in terms of severity by some measures

8 and not by some others.

9 Q If we were to quantify severity by Delta V or

10 SV figure, would any of these charts differentiate by

11 severity?

12 A Not by those measures.

13 Q Do any of the charts -- do any of your analyses

14 differentiate by whether the fuel tank of the vehicle is

15 located behind the rear axle?

16 A Only in the obvious sense that that's the

17 location for the fleet of Jeep Cherokee vehicles at

18 issue. But other than that, I don't discriminate by

19 excluding vehicles that were the same vintage. I let

20 them all have their own bar.

21 Q And how does FARS control for fire as far as

22 how accidents or vehicles are coded?

23 A It doesn't control for fire. Let me try to

24 read your mind on this. It doesn't control, but it

25 records. It has a variable describing the presence of aEA12-005- Chrysler -008946
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1 fire.

2 Q How does it allow one to control by fire?

3 A Let's not use "control."

4 Q Okay.

5 A What does it record with respect to fire?

6 Q Okay.

7 A It has a variable, and I've listed it in the

8 booklet I'm giving you, and we lingered over that page.

9 Q And that's the extent of how it would --

10 A That's the one I use. There are some other

11 descriptions of the fire, but that's the variable that

12 I'm using.

13 Q Are those other descriptions included on that

14 same page that we referenced earlier?

15 A No, just the variable that I used.

16 Q What are the other ones that you're referring

17 to?

18 A Well, there's a variable called first harmful

19 event. I'm not using it, but one of the choices there

20 is fire. And so I think the concept of fire shows up in

21 a couple of different places, and I may not have listed

22 them all. But the place -- the main variable for fire

23 and the one I'm using is the one I showed you.

24 Q So there could be accidents that had listed

25 first harmful event as fire that were not included?EA12-005- Chrysler -008947
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1 A No, that's not --

2 Q That's not correct?

3 A No. It's just that I'm not using -- if there's

4 a fire, it will show up in the fire column.

5 Q Okay.

6 A You know, I use first harmful event of fire.

7 Although that does happen it's pretty rare. Most

8 harmful event of fire is more common. But if you have a

9 most harmful event fire, you'll also have to have a

10 product. So I'm not going to miss any.

11 Q Have you provided testimony for Philip Morris

12 and RJ Reynolds?

13 A Yes.

14 Q And in those cases were you testifying as an

15 expert for those companies or for plaintiffs?

16 A They've been defendants.

17 Q You were retained by them as opposed to the

18 plaintiff?

19 A Yes. That is what I thought you asked earlier.

20 Q And what was the nature of your testimony in

21 those cases?

22 A It's been different in different situations.

23 Sometimes it's unrelated to health matters, or at least

24 not in any direct way related to health matters, having

25 to do with statistical technique or damage calculations,EA12-005- Chrysler -008948
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1 things like that. Other times it has to do with smoking

2 and health.

3 Q Can you tell me a case that you did some

4 statistical work on smoking and health?

5 A Yes. I'll find it.

6 MR. CAMPBELL: Tab 9.

7 THE WITNESS: 44.

8 BY MR. FEAGLE:

9 Q Number 44 of tab 9?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Is it correct you don't consider yourself an

12 automotive engineer?

13 A That's correct.

14 Q And it's your testimony you've never been

15 excluded or limited by any court?

16 A Yes, a couple of times.

17 Q Can you give me the case names?

18 A I can give you one of them for sure. It was

19 recent. It was Howard -- it was in Georgia, so maybe

20 you can look it up. Actually it was your firm, so it

21 should be easy.

22 There was another one, but I don't remember the

23 name, and I have almost no information about it because

24 I was not present or had -- and otherwise had no

25 firsthand information. But I'm told it had to do withEA12-005- Chrysler -008949
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1 scheduling issues that I was not a part of, and the

2 judge ruled that lawyers weren't timely or something, so

3 I didn't get to testify. I can -- the only thing I

4 remember is it was in Pennsylvania. I don't remember

5 the case name. It was years ago.

6 Q Any others?

7 A There was a case in California, again years

8 ago, where I had statistical data on fatal accidents

9 based on this FARS data. Same kind of data. And the

10 case was not a fatal accident that was at issue. And

11 the judge ruled that there was inadequate fit between

12 the analysis based on fatal accidents and his case which

13 involved a non-fatal accident.

14 Q Do you remember the name of the case?

15 A No, I don't.

16 Q Is that all?

17 A I think there's one more. This is another one

18 where I had no firsthand involvement. I was just called

19 by the lawyer and said that there was some general court

20 decision having to do with statistics. And all

21 statistics was out of the case for everybody, and they

22 took me out along with it.

23 Q Do you have any of these orders?

24 A No. I might have or at least could obtain the

25 one in Howard, but you have that. EA12-005- Chrysler -008950
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1 Q Right.

2 A I don't have any of the others.

3 Q Have we discussed all of the opinions that you

4 have in this case?

5 A Yes.

6 Q Have we discussed the basis of all the opinions?

7 A Yes, we've discussed them. You can always keep

8 asking questions and perhaps new forms of explanation

9 will come up. I think you've done a thorough job and

10 better than most, and should have more than adequate

11 understanding.

12 MR. FEAGLE: Okay. And while we're on the record,

13 I just want to clarify that if the need arises based

14 upon the new information that Dr. Wecker is going to

15 produce, that plaintiffs shall have the right to

16 redepose him.

17 MR. CAMPBELL: We will make him available for

18 deposition on those new materials that are produced to

19 plaintiffs for that purpose.

20 MR. FEAGLE: Any questions that may arise from the

21 review of those materials.

22 MR. CAMPBELL: Right. We won't produce him to

23 cover the testimony that has already been covered today.

24 MR. FEAGLE: But to the extent it relates to any

25 new information, that's fair game, correct?EA12-005- Chrysler -008951
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1 MR. CAMPBELL: Yeah. But, I mean, I think we're

2 talking in hypotheticals here.

3 MR. FEAGLE: We are.

4 THE WITNESS: I see the potential for a gray area.

5 MR. CAMPBELL: I don't think so. I think, you

6 know, if you see a need based upon the new materials

7 that are being produced under the protective order, if

8 that should, in fact, take place to redepose him on

9 those new materials, then we will make him available for

10 that purpose. We can figure out the boundaries.

11 THE WITNESS: How about the questions that have

12 been asked today are out?

13 MR. CAMPBELL: That's part of what I'm saying.

14 We'll deal with the boundaries of that and specifics at

15 the time of deposition if it's requested. We'll

16 certainly make him available to discuss those new

17 materials.

18 THE WITNESS: I'm pretty easy. If you call, I will

19 probably answer the questions.

20 MR. FEAGLE: I think that's all I have, Dr. Wecker.

21 Thank you very much.

22 THE WITNESS: Thank you.

23 EXAMINATION

24 BY MR. CAMPBELL:

25 Q Dr. Wecker, I have just got one or twoEA12-005- Chrysler -008952
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1 questions. Let me turn your attention to chart number

2 two.

3 If you would, please, tell me the fire rate in

4 rear impacts for the Jeep Cherokee category of vehicles

5 from the FARS data?

6 A Okay. I can see that in tab 5. And it's 0.3

7 per million vehicle years.

8 Q And in layman's terms or in terms that a jury

9 might be able to relate to, what does that translate

10 into?

11 A It's an extremely low risk, way less than one

12 in a million years.

13 Q In other words, less than one rear impact

14 resulting in fire in a Jeep Cherokee in a million

15 vehicle years?

16 A In a million registered vehicle years which

17 equates to a million years of normal use.

18 Q Would that subsequently translate into a rate

19 of approximately one rear impact fire in a Jeep Cherokee

20 for every 3 million vehicle years?

21 MR. FEAGLE: Objection, leading.

22 THE WITNESS: But it's not a big lead. That's

23 approximately correct. It's the reciprocal of that,

24 which is about one in 3 million years. It's the same

25 concept; it's just a different mode of expression.EA12-005- Chrysler -008953
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1 Either way it's an extraordinarily low rate. One rarely

2 sees risks this small.

3 MR. CAMPBELL: Thank you, Doctor. Those are all my

4 questions.

5 MR. FEAGLE: I don't have anything else at this

6 time. Thank you, Dr. Wecker.

7 //

8 //

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 I, WILLIAM E. WECKER, do hereby declare under

10 penalty of perjury that I have read the foregoing

11 transcript; that I have made such corrections as noted

12 herein, in ink, initialed by me, or attached hereto;

13 that my testimony as contained herein, as corrected, is

14 true and correct.

15 EXECUTED this ___ day of _____________________,

16 2003, at ______________________, ____________________.
(City) (State)

17

18

19 _______________________________
WILLIAM E. WECKER

20

21

22

23

24
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1

2

3

4 I, the undersigned, a Certified Shorthand

5 Reporter of the State of California, do hereby

6 certify:

7 That the foregoing proceedings were taken

8 before me at the time and place herein set forth; that

9 any witnesses in the foregoing proceedings, prior to

10 testifying, were placed under oath; that a verbatim

11 record of the proceedings was made by me using machine

12 shorthand which was thereafter transcribed under my

13 direction; further, that the foregoing is an accurate

14 transcription thereof.

15 I further certify that I am neither

16 financially interested in the action nor a relative or

17 employee of any attorney of any of the parties.

18 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have this date

19 subscribed my name.

20

21 Dated: ___________________________

22

23

__________________________________
24 JODI L. BOSETTI

CSR No. 11316
25 EA12-005- Chrysler -008956
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MATTER # 1065268

FILE TYPE Lawsuit

FILE NAME )

CAIR #

DATE OF
INCIDENT

01/26/2001

DATE OF NOTICE 02/07/2001

MODEL/MODEL
YEAR

1991 Jeep Cherokee (XJ)

VIN 1J4FJ58S0ML

MILEAGE

OWNER

Lawrenceville, GA

COURT State Court, Fulton, GA

DOCKET # 01VS018431G

FIRE ALLEGED Yes

DESCRIPTION On January 26, 2001, a 1991 Jeep Cherokee (XJ), operated by J
was travelling southbound on I-85 in Atlanta, Georgia. The

posted speed limit at the site of the accident was 55 mph. According
to the police accident report, the Jeep Cherokee (XJ) was forced to
slow down when it came upon a Toyota Camry stopped in the HOV
lane because of debris in the road. As the Jeep Cherokee (XJ) was
either stopped or almost stopped going around the Toyota Camry, it
was struck in the rear by a Ford Thunderbird (unidentified model year)
being operated by Adrian Camarillo in the HOV lane at a high rate of
speed. According to a statement given to police by an accident
witness, traffic on I-85 was travelling at approximately 75 mph and
the Ford Thunderbird passed him at a high rate of speed. The impact
caused the left side of the Jeep Cherokee (XJ) to strike the right-rear
of the Toyota Camry. A fire ensued in the Jeep Cherokee (XJ).

PROPERTY
DAMAGE ALLEGED

No

INJURIES 3

FATALITIES 3

ANALYSIS Based on an inspection of the 1991 Jeep Cherokee (XJ) and other
available information, including the police accident report, witness
statements and vehicle photographs, Chrysler Group concludes that
the impact of the Ford Thunderbird to the rear of the Jeep Cherokee
(XJ) occurred at a relative velocity in excess of 65 mph. This is based
on the witness statements in the police accident report that the Jeep
Cherokee (XJ) was stopped or almost stopped at the time of the

EA12-005- Chrysler -012016



impact and that the Ford Thunderbird was travelling faster than 75
mph. It is confirmed by an accident reconstruction conducted for
DaimlerChrysler Corporation, that the relative impact velocity between
the Ford Thunderbird and the Jeep Cherokee (XJ) was 65-70 mph.
This extremely severe, high-energy impact to the rear of the Jeep
Cherokee (XJ) resulted in major intrusion into the rear compartment of
the vehicle, extending to the rear axle. The impact crushed and
ruptured the fuel tank, resulting in the fire. The damage to the rear of
the Jeep Cherokee (XJ) is depicted in the photographs in Enclosure 3
Public, Bates page numbers EA12-005 – Chrysler – 010265, 011089,
and 011096.
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